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Abstract
This thesis describes a practical programme that focused on CCD photometry of
pulsating white dwarf (WD) stars. The first part of this thesis describes the devel-
opment of two high-speed CCD photometer instruments and their data reduction
pipeline, while the remainder describes the observation and analysis of several pul-
sating WDs and other targets.
The two photometers (Puoko-nui North and South) share a common hardware de-
sign that is optimized for acquiring efficient photometry with integration periods of
milliseconds through to minutes. The design integrates a commercial CCD (Charge-
Coupled Device) camera and GPS (Global Positioning System) receiver with custom
timing electronics and control software. The reduction and visualization software de-
veloped for these instruments provide detailed real-time information to the observer,
and a streamlined data reduction pipeline.
EC 04207-4748 is a pulsating helium atmosphere WD that shows significant non-
sinusoidal intensity variations. We show that the pulsation spectrum of this WD
can be described by four independent pulsation eigenmodes plus linear combinations
that arise from non-linear energy transport through a sub-surface convection layer.
Our results are consistent with similar analyses that have been made for similar
stars, and add an additional data point to the growing catalogue of these convec-
tion measurements. We argue that the convection layer depth may form a useful
substitute for the effective temperatures of these WDs.
GW Librae is the class prototype of the accreting WD pulsators. These stars exist in
cataclysmic variable (CV) systems, and show a mix of CV and pulsating WD-related
phenomena. Our observations of GW Librae four – six years after its 2007 outburst
show signs of quasi-stable intensity modulations that we believe may be caused by
non-radial pulsations, but these are not convincingly explained by existing WD or
CV models.
L19-2 is a hydrogen atmosphere WD pulsator that shows extremely stable pulsation
behaviour. We combine new observations with archival observations dating back to
the mid 1970’s, and derive a preliminary estimate of the period rate of change P˙
for two of the pulsation modes in this target. We show a clear result for the main
192 s pulsation mode P˙f2 . 10−14 s s-1, and discuss the improvements that we plan
to make in order to convincingly improve this constraint by an additional order of
magnitude.
Observations of other rapidly variable targets include two extremely low mass (ELM)
WDs, which exhibit variability due to their orbital motion (J0751) as well as non-
radial pulsations (J1518); the 33 ms optical period of the Crab Pulsar; the he-
lium atmosphere WD pulsators EC 05221-4725 and EC 20058-5234; the stable hy-
drogen atmosphere pulsator G117−B15A; and the eclipsing sdB binary system
PG 1336-018.
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Chapter 1
Pulsating White Dwarf Stars
There is a lot that could be said about the white dwarf stars and their pulsations,
more than I could reasonably do justice to here. The following discussion briefly
outlines our understanding of these interesting objects, and the ways in which they
can be used as stellar laboratories. For more details I recommend an interested
reader to see the comprehensive review articles by Althaus et al. (2010); Fontaine
and Brassard (2008); Winget and Kepler (2008).
1.1 White Dwarfs
Stars below about 10 solar masses on the main sequence – around 98% of all stars
(Winget and Kepler, 2008) – are believed to ultimately form a white dwarf (WD).
The evolutionary processes that form WDs produces a peaked mass distribution,
with the majority of WDs having a mass of 0.6 ± 0.1 M (Kepler et al., 2007) and
a radius comparable to the Earth. This makes them extremely dense, with strong
surface gravity (log g ∼ 8 in cgs units, i.e. g ∼ 108 cm s−2) and a degenerate core.
The majority of WDs feature a degenerate carbon / oxygen core, which is covered
by a thin stratified atmosphere with non-degenerate layers of helium and (for about
80% of WDs) hydrogen.
The WDs (and pre-WDs) that we are potentially interested in span a wide range
of temperatures, from > 105 K down to ∼ 4000 K for the oldest detected stars
(Althaus et al., 2010). They are intrinsically faint despite these high temperatures:
the insulating atmosphere and small surface area restricts the rate at which energy
can be radiated away. The main energy source is thermal energy stored in their core
– nuclear fusion is negligible or entirely absent in most WDs.
The details of how a given star evolves from the main sequence into a WD can be
1
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complicated, and depends on the initial conditions. The most common evolutionary
track has the WD progenitor evolve along the red giant branch, where it fuses helium
to carbon and oxygen via the triple-α process (Althaus et al., 2010). A strong stellar
wind strips away the (relatively cooler) outer layers, and leaves the hot central core
which contracts into the WD.
Stars with high metallicity or in close binary systems are able to lose mass at a
much higher rate than isolated stars, which may prevent the triple-α process from
igniting (Bergeron et al., 1992). These stars are believed to evolve into a low-mass
helium core WDs, which are discussed further in Chapter 7.
The extreme pressure and density in the WD core (∼ 106 times that of the sun)
ionizes the chemical constituents into a plasma of ions and a degenerate electron
gas. This degenerate gas exhibits a pressure (Fowler, 1926) that resists the inward
gravitational contraction, giving the WD its stable mechanical structure. The Fermi
energy of this degenerate gas is much greater than the thermal energy, so the me-
chanical properties are essentially independent of temperature. The ions in the core
can be treated as a classical gas, which acts as a thermal reservoir. This separation
between mechanical and thermal properties greatly simplifies the physical modelling
of WD interiors.
The electron degeneracy leads to the counter-intuitive white dwarf mass-radius re-
lationship, where the radius decreases with increasing mass. A more massive WD
has a stronger inward gravitational force, which must be balanced by a correspond-
ing increase in the restoring force. This occurs at a smaller radius, as compressing
the electrons closer together will increase their velocity and subsequent degeneracy
pressure. The mass-radius relationship becomes even more curious when one adds
special relativity, which shows that the relationship between density and pressure
must weaken as the electron velocities approach the speed of light. Chandrasekhar
(1931) showed that this implies that there is a maximum stable mass that can be
supported by electron degeneracy alone, and this has now been well established to
be 1.4 M. Stars that are more massive than the Chandrasekhar limit will continue
to contract until a different supporting mechanism can act – for neutron stars this
is provided by the (much stronger) neutron degeneracy pressure. The most massive
stars have no known supporting mechanism, and collapse to form black holes.
WD evolution is dominated by cooling. The basic cooling model by Mestel (1952)
relates the cooling rate to the star’s mass, luminosity, and composition. More de-
tailed models include secondary energy effects, such as the production of plasmon
neutrinos at temperatures > 25, 000 K, and the liberation of gravitational potential
energy as elements stratify within the core.
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A reasonable intuitive model for the cooling is a hot metallic core covered with an
insulating blanket. Thermal energy is transported efficiently through the core via
conduction, but the non-degenerate atmosphere is significantly less efficient, and
restricts the rate at which energy is radiated away. This leads to very long cooling
times (∼109 years) despite there being no active energy generation.
WDs can be classified into one of several groups using a system defined by Sion
et al. (1983). These categories types start with D (for degenerate) followed by one
or two letters that characterize the spectral type. WDs with special properties
receive an additional letter, such as V for variable stars, P for those that show
polarization.
The majority (around 75%) of WDs are classified as DA, as their spectra feature
only hydrogen absorption lines. These stars have a thin surface layer of hydrogen
(< 10−6 by mass) which masks the underlying helium layer (∼ 1% by mass).
The remaining 25% of WDs show no detectable hydrogen, implying that this outer
layer is completely absent. The majority of these WDs are classified as DB, based
on their strong helium (HeI) absorption lines. The DO / planetary nebula stars,
although technically pre-WDs, have also been studied intensively. They are charac-
terised via their HeII absorption lines, and are believed to be the precursors of the
DB and/or DA stars (although the mechanism that governs this transformation is
not well understood). A third relevant class are the hot DQ stars (Dufour et al.,
2008), which show predominantly carbon atmospheres.
1.2 Pulsations
The first pulsating WD to be discovered was HL Tau 76 (Landolt, 1968; Warner
and Nather, 1970). Targeted searches following the discovery of this strange hydro-
gen atmosphere object revealed a number of additional variable WDs with similar
temperatures and surface gravities. It was clear that this heralded the discovery of
a new class of variable stars (oddly, named after the second star to be discovered,
R548 / ZZ Ceti), but the source of this variability was a mystery – there were no
known mechanisms that could result in multi-periodic variability with a timescale
of ∼ minutes for these stars.
The pulsation mechanism was eventually identified as non-radial g-mode pulsations
driven within a layer of partially ionized hydrogen (Chanmugam, 1972; Warner and
Robinson, 1972). This lead to the famous prediction and subsequent discovery of
similar pulsations driven by the partial ionization of helium in the DB WDs (Winget
et al., 1983b). Similar non-radial pulsations were later discovered in DO / planetary
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Class name Ionization Teff log g Discovery Paper
Species (kK)
DOV / PNNV (GW Vir) C/O 80 – 180 5.5 - 7.5 McGraw et al. (1979)
DBV (V777 Her) HeII 22 – 29 7.6 – 8.2 Winget et al. (1982)
DQV C? 15 ∼ 20 8 ∼ 9 Montgomery et al. (2008)
DAV (ZZ Ceti) HI 10.5 – 12.5 7.8 – 8.8 Landolt (1968)
ELM HI? 8 ∼ 11 5.5 ∼ 7.5 Hermes et al. (2012b)
Table 1.1: Non-radial pulsations occur within several types of white dwarf. The specified
temperature ranges define the ‘instability strips’ where the specified partially
ionized constituent can drive pulsations. The DQV and ELM stars are recent
discoveries, and their properties have not been precisely identified.
nebula stars, DQ (carbon atmosphere) WDs, and in the helium-core extremely low
mass (ELM) WDs. These different groups are listed with their basic properties and
discovery papers in Table 1.1.
There are two basic requirements for driving pulsations in these stars (outlined by
Montgomery et al., 2008): (a) a sub-surface partial ionization zone, and (b) an os-
cillatory mechanism where the maximum pressure lags the maximum density.
Partial ionization occurs when the thermal energy of the atmosphere matches the
ionization potential of one of the electron orbitals. The ionized and non-ionized
atoms exist in an equilibrium, which allows for energy to be absorbed into ionizing
an electron, and then later released during a subsequent recombination.
There are two competing models for the pulsation mechanism in WDs. Early theo-
ries assumed that this was provided by the κ− γ mechanism (where κ measures the
opacity or absorptive properties of a medium, and γ is the ratio of specific heats)
that is known to drive pulsations in other stars such as Cepheid variables. A more
recent model, first proposed by (Brickhill, 1991a), explains the pulsations in terms
of ‘convective driving’, which is claimed (e.g. Montgomery et al., 2008) to solve
some internal inconsistencies that arise when applying the κ − γ model to these
WDs.
Both convective driving and κ−γ models correctly describe the observed result that
the pulsations become overstable (driven) once the thermal timescale associated with
partial ionization matches the inherent pulsation eigenmode periods, which depend
on the stellar structure. This produces a well-defined ‘blue edge’ (upper temperature
limit) to the pulsation instability region. The red edge remains poorly defined, as it
is believed to result from non-linear effects that are not completely handled by either
model. One definite advantage of the convective driving model is that it naturally
explains the non-sinusoidal lightcurves that are observed in WDs near the red edge
of the instability strips. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.
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The general operation of the pulsation mechanism can be illustrated in terms of the
κ− γ model:
1. Consider a region of partially ionized material (e.g. hydrogen or helium) that
is initially out of equilibrium, and pulled inwards by gravity. The material in
the region is compressed as it moves deeper into the star.
2. For an ideal gas, this compression would have a corresponding increase in
temperature. This energy is instead absorbed into ionizing electrons, so the
temperature does not change.
3. The temperature gradient between the region and the (hotter) surrounding
material causes additional heat to flow into the region, causing even more
ionization to occur.
4. The effect of temperature and density on the opacity is commonly approxi-
mated by Kramers law: κ ≈ σT−7/2. The increase in density and constant
temperature leads to an increase in opacity, and restricts the rate at which
heat can pass through the region.
5. The reduced heat flow through the region causes the temperature (and there-
fore pressure) to build up beneath it, until it reaches a level sufficient to push
the layer outward (i.e. maximum pressure lags maximum density).
6. If the recombination timescale of the partial ionization process matches the
oscillation period, then the energy released from recombination can maintain a
constant temperature as the region moves outwards and expands. The opacity
decreases, and the cycle can repeat. If the timescales do not match, then the
oscillation will be damped, and the pulsation will not be driven.
The behaviour of the stellar material in response to perturbations caused by the
pulsations can be described using two key parameters: the Lamb frequency (Ll)
is related to the local speed of sound, and the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency (N) de-
scribes the natural oscillation frequency of a fluid element in the local gravitational
field. These parameters vary with radius in response to changes in density, temper-
ature, chemical composition, and other parameters. A plot of N2 and L2l against
radius (illustrated in Figure 1.1) is known as a propagation diagram, and encodes
essentially all of the important information about the pulsation physics and stellar
properties.
A more detailed analysis of the underlying physics shows that pulsations can be
driven at particular discrete frequencies (σ) within two different regimes on the
propagation diagram. Radial p-mode pulsations can propagate in regions where
σ2 > N2, L2l , and have short periods (∼ seconds) in WDs. These pulsations rely
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Figure 1.1: An example of a propagation diagram for a particular DAV white dwarf
(BPM 37093), duplicated from Winget and Kepler (2008). These diagrams
show the regions within the WD where pulsations of different frequencies can
propagate. The shape of the (squared) Lamb and Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency
curves encode many important stellar parameters, and can (in principle) be
recovered from observations of many independent pulsation modes.
on pressure as the restoring force. The amplitudes of these modes are strongly
suppressed by the strong surface gravity of the WD, and any subsequent luminos-
ity variations have yet to be detected despite several targeted searches using large
telescopes (e.g. Silvotti et al., 2011; Kilkenny et al., 2014).
The pulsations that we observe are g-modes, which propagate in regions where
σ2 < N2, L2l . This corresponds to periods of 100 ∼ 1000 seconds within WDs.
These non-radial modes have gravity as a restoring force, and the motion of the
stellar material is largely horizontal, so these are not suppressed by the large surface
gravity.
The g-modes manifest as temperature and luminosity variations on the surface of
the star, featuring relatively hotter and cooler patches that can be described by a
sum of spherical harmonics. Most of these patches cancel each other out, but our
ability to detect light only from the visible disk leaves a small differential that we
can detect. The time-dependence of these variations are largely sinusoidal, which
leaves a signature in the intensity that we can measure. This is demonstrated for a
single spherical harmonic mode in Figure 1.2.
The spherical harmonic analysis describes the three-dimensional standing wave pat-
tern inside the star using linearly-independent normal modes. Each mode has a
well defined eigenfrequency, and can be identified by counting the number of nodes
or stationary points laterally (`) and longitudinally (m) around the surface, and
radially within the star (n or k). This formalism is identical to the description of
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electron orbitals around a hydrogen atom. Real WDs typically show multiple simul-
taneous eigenmodes, which can be individually resolved by examining the intensity
measurements in the Fourier domain.
Figure 1.2: The g-mode pulsations manifest as surface luminosity variations which can
be modelled as a sum of spherical harmonics. The detected light intensity
is given by the integral over the visible disk, which leads to a sinusoidal
time variation with a period that corresponds to the eigenfrequency of the
spherical harmonic mode (shown for ` = 2, m = 1).
The goal of asteroseismology is to identify the specific eigenmode for each pulsation
frequency, and then use these to obtain a propagation diagram. Each pulsation
mode samples a different slice from the diagram, and so one could in principle
(given enough modes) invert these to directly recover profiles for N and Ll. This
procedure has so far only been achieved for the sun (see e.g. Basu and Antia, 2008),
which has many thousands of identified eigenmodes.
We cannot detect enough WD pulsation modes to calculate the propagation diagram
by inversion. There are multiple factors that contribute towards this: modes may
not be excited, or may be excited with undetectably low amplitudes. In particular,
the geometric cancellation significantly improves with increasing `, and so modes
with ` > 2 are unlikely to have visible amplitudes in most pulsating WDs.
The standard procedure when faced with this situation (having a calculation that is
simple in one direction, but near-impossible in the other) is to throw large amounts of
computational power at the problem: a large number of trial propagation diagrams
can be calculated and then compared against the known pulsation modes. If the
input physics are realistic, then the diagrams that provide the best agreement with
observation are likely to provide an accurate description of the star. The main
theoretical modelling groups have traditionally maintained independent codes for
this (e.g. the UT Austin group has evolved their WDEC code over many years), but
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the MESA project (Paxton et al., 2013) looks promising as a future package that
incorporates WD pulsations into a more general calculation environment.
In rough terms, if we assume that we know the eigenmode associated with each
frequency (which is not a simple task in itself), then we can relate the spacing of the
pulsation periods to physical quantities: the mean period spacing between adjacent
k modes encodes the total stellar mass (more massive stars are more dense, which
changes the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency); differences in the individual periods away
from the mean spacing encodes information on chemical and structural boundaries
such as the H−He transition region or crystallization within the core; and the spac-
ing between components in ` ≥ 1 multiplets encodes information on the rotation
and magnetic properties of the star. Each measured eigenfrequency contributes an
independent constraint on these parameters, and so the amount of information that
we can reliably constrain varies from star to star. Several examples of asteroseismic
analyses of stars include PG 1159-035 (Winget et al., 1991), GD 358 (Bradley and
Winget, 1994), BPM 37093 (Kanaan et al., 2005), and EC 20058 (Sullivan et al.,
2008).
At the other end of the spectrum, many WDs do not have enough modes for this
technique to be useful. One workaround for this problem is to group multiple stars
with similar properties, and analyse the ensemble group properties (e.g. Clemens,
1995; Romero et al., 2013). Different modes are likely to be excited in different stars
within the sample, which can produce a large number of modes to match against
the numerical models.
1.3 Applications
Theory and observation both strongly support the idea that all WDs will pulsate
when they pass through the instability strips listed in Table 1.1. This means that
the information which we obtain using asteroseismology applies to white dwarfs in
general, and makes this a particularly powerful tool for studying the interior struc-
ture of these stars. The interior is where most of the interesting physics occur, but
we cannot directly observe them using standard photometric or spectroscopic tech-
niques. Asteroseismology is similar in many ways to the way in which seismologists
infer the structure of the Earth by analyzing earthquake data.
White dwarfs contribute important measurements towards the understanding of our
galaxy and universe. The coolest WDs place an important constraint on the age of
our local galactic disk, and so it is important to understand the many contributions
to the WD cooling rate if we want to relate WD temperature to an age distribution.
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Fontaine et al. (2001) provide a comprehensive overview of the potential of WD
‘cosmochronology’.
White dwarfs in close binary systems can show other interesting phenomena, with
examples such as the cataclysmic variable (CV) systems and Type Ia supernovae.
These supernovae are important standard candles in measuring distances and the
expansion rate of the universe, and so improving our understanding of the structure
and internal physics is critical if we want to increase the precision of these mea-
surements. Chapter 5 examines a CV system that contains a pulsating WD, and
Chapter 7 includes observations of two ELM binary WD systems.
WDs are the end point of evolution through the red giant branch, and provide
important constraints on this evolution, including the significant amount of mass
that is ejected into the interstellar medium.
Information obtained by modelling convection in WD atmospheres (see Chapter 4)
is expected to provide important constraints on the standard ‘mixing length’ models,
which has important consequences on the accuracy of spectroscopic models (see e.g.
Bergeron et al., 1995).
A small number of WDs have been observed with extremely stable pulsations. The
evolutionary cooling of these stars can be detected by the small phase drifts that
accumulate over several decades of observation (see Chapter 6). This can be used to
constrain the WD cooling rate (important for age estimates), and also to constrain
additional sources of cooling such as the emission of plasmon neutrinos (Winget
et al., 2004) or axions (e.g. Mukadam et al., 2013). These phase drifts may also
contain signatures of orbiting planets that have survived the violent transition of the
host star from the main sequence into a white dwarf (e.g. Mullally et al., 2008).
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1.4 Thesis Structure
This thesis describes the development of a time-series CCD photometer and its
application to the observation of pulsating white dwarfs and other variable stars.
Chapters 2 and 3 focus on the development of the two Puoko-nui photometers and
the tsreduce reduction software. Chapter 4 presents observations that were used to
identify the pulsation behaviour of the DBV WD EC 04207-4748, and discusses the
effect of convection on the observed lightcurves. Chapter 5 describes the complicated
accreting pulsating WD systems and investigates the semi-coherent periodicities that
were observed in GW Librae. In Chapter 6, new and archival data on the DAV WD
L19-2 are used to place preliminary constraints on the period rate of change of
the primary pulsation mode. Chapter 7 presents observations of several targets
and discusses their significance without presenting an in-depth analysis. Chapter
8 concludes the main body of the thesis by summarising the key results and some
closing remarks.
Each chapter commences with a brief preface that provides a relatively informal
introduction to the chapter that follows, including the historical background and
motivation for undertaking the work presented in the chapter. The main body of
the chapters then proceed as normal in the standard formal tone.
Four appendices provide an instrument manual for the Puoko-nui photometers, a
detailed explanation of the firmware logic inside the timer units, a list of finding
charts and observing details for several of the targets presented in earlier chapters,
and a full observing log.
Table 1.2 summarises the details of the targets that are included in this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Instrumentation
Instrumentation is a particular interest of mine, and it has formed a significant part
of this thesis work. The focus of these efforts were directed towards fixing and im-
proving an existing CCD photometer instrument, called Puoko-nui. This instrument
had been (mostly) operational since 2007, but had several major flaws that made it
frustrating to operate, and rendered it completely inoperable at times.
I became familiar with the symptoms of these problems during discussions with
DJS over the course of my MSc. My MSc work (involving theoretical and numerical
aspects of Gravitational Microlensing) was several steps removed from hands-on data
collection, which I found somewhat unsatisfying. The idea of a more practical PhD
project was quite appealing – working directly on the instrument, plus a generous
amount of observing. It was clear from the outset that this would involve a significant
amount of electronics and low-level software engineering, which fitted well within
my interest and skill sets.
Solving these problems ultimately required an almost complete rebuild of the in-
strument. This was very successful as it allowed a re-evaluation of earlier design
decisions, and resulted in a simpler, more robust and more flexible design which
now reliably produces excellent quality photometry of faint variable targets.
This flexibility made it relatively straightforward to integrate a different camera
system that was based with the white dwarf group at the University of Texas at
Austin (UT). DJS has had close links with the UT group for many years, and
earlier generations of instrumentations at VUW have been heavily inspired by their
designs. It has therefore been satisfying to share our developments back to them,
and this work has resulted in a second instrument using our Puoko-nui design.
This ‘Puoko-nui North’ photometer saw first light in August 2012, and it has since
seen regular use with the 0.6 m robotic telescope at Meyer Observatory (PJMO) in
13
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central Texas, and the 0.9 m and 2.1 m telescopes at McDonald Observatory.
Work on this second instrument spurred an additional set of improvements that we
had not originally considered for our NZ-based instrument: this included dramat-
ically improving the time resolution (the UT system can now acquire scientifically
useful data at rates of up to 200 frames per second) and designing a much simpler
user control interface. A new undergraduate physics experiment was also created
using the SBIG guide camera and the ‘star simulator’ hardware that was originally
developed for testing the Puoko-nui systems.
Instrumentation development is an iterative process, and is rarely done in isolation.
For this reason, it is important to build some context before jumping into the details
of Puoko-nui. I begin below with a few words on high-speed time-series photome-
try, and then outline the history of instrumentation development at VUW. This is
followed by a discussion of the two Puoko-nui photometers, which expands on the
details from Chote et al. (2014). A reasonably comprehensive manual for Puoko-nui
South is included as Appendix A, and Appendix B provides a detailed description
of the timer unit’s internal firmware logic.
2.1 Time-series Photometry
CCD time-series photometry is not inherently complicated: all one needs is a camera
and a sufficiently accurate clock to measure the time at the start and/or end of
each integration. The intensity of the targets(s) of interest can then be extracted
from each frame and plotted versus time (this plot is known as a lightcurve) or
frequency (by taking a Fourier transform) in order to reveal systematic variations
in the stellar intensity. These intensity changes may be intrinsic to the star (e.g.
pulsations) or introduced by external effects such as eclipses. They may be periodic
(e.g. pulsations, eclipses) or aperiodic (e.g. outbursts, occultations). The variability
timescales span several orders of magnitude: from milliseconds for quickly rotating
pulsars and occultations, through to hundreds of days or more for slowly pulsating
objects like the Mira variables.
Our primary interest is the group of pulsating white dwarf stars, which have pulsa-
tion periods between roughly 100− 1000 s. These objects are intrinsically faint, but
the need for high time-resolution limits the maximum integration length that we can
use. Long, uninterrupted observation sequences are required to resolve the often-
seen complicated multi-periodic frequency structure, and it can be difficult (but not
impossible) to obtain the required amount of time on large telescopes.
The optimum balance between telescope size and availability seems to be a 1− 2 m
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class telescope paired with a photometer instrument that has been specifically de-
signed to maximize the photon collection during high-speed operation. This com-
bination can observe objects as faint as 17th ∼ 19th magnitude using exposures
lengths of ∼ tens of seconds. From the 1970’s ∼ 2000’s this role was filled by multi-
channel photometers, but these have now been made almost entirely obsolete by
CCD cameras (which are discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.1).
Other short-period variable stars that require high-speed photometry include hot
subdwarf B stars (with periods 102 ∼ 103 s; e.g. Fontaine et al., 2006), eclipsing short
period double-degenerate systems (101 ∼ 102 s; e.g. Hermes et al., 2012a) planetary
occultations (∼ 10−1 s), and optical pulsars (∼ 10−2 s; e.g. Cocke et al., 1969).
High-speed photometry has a relatively rare requirement of stable and accurate
timing over long continuous periods. Measurements of long period variability (tens
of days) could be sufficiently covered by a single observation each night, each with
a timing accuracy of ∼ minutes. To obtain similar coverage on a fast pulsator
(hundreds of seconds), one must sample almost continuously with a timing accuracy
of a second or better. Factors such as clock drift and light-travel time become
significant at this level of precision, and must be accounted for in the design of
the instrument and its reduction pipeline. Furthermore, collaborations such as the
Whole Earth Telescope (Nather et al., 1990) have made it routine to coordinate
observations from multiple sites, which extends the problem of time synchronization
to multiple geographical locations.
The advent of the Global Positioning System (GPS) in the 1990’s has largely solved
this problem: a modern GPS disciplined clock can provide timing accurate to a
microsecond or better from almost anywhere on Earth. The systematic offsets that
are introduced by the orbital motion of the Earth can be modelled and corrected
to an accuracy of milliseconds or better during the data reduction phase (see Sec-
tion 3.2.8). The uncertainty in the reduced time measurements can therefore be
completely neglected for most of our observations.
2.2 History
2.2.1 Photomultiplier Instrumentation
The origins of the astrophysics programme at VUW go back to the early 1970’s, with
a group of instrumentally-minded physicists (David Beaglehole, DJS, and Joe Tro-
dahl) who thought it would be interesting to dabble in astronomical observations.
The first successful instrument was a photomultiplier tube (PMT) based monochro-
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mator (Trodahl et al., 1973) that used a rotating semi-circular interference filter to
scan through a fixed wavelength range. This instrument was used for low resolu-
tion spectrophotometry studies using the 0.4 m telescope at Carter Observatory in
Wellington and the original 0.6 m Optical Craftsman telescope at the University of
Canterbury’s Mt John Observatory (now Mt John University Observatory; MJUO)
at Lake Tekapo.
Figure 2.1: DJS and Mike Clark with the VUW single-channel photometer mounted on
the 0.6 m Optical Craftsman telescope at MJUO during the late 1970’s.
The first version of this instrument featured a simple motor and microswitches, but
these were replaced in a second version of the instrument (Bringans et al., 1974,
pictured in Figure 2.1) which used a PDP-8 computer-controlled stepper motor
and employed single photon counting techniques with the PMT. Software changes
(machine code in a 4k ferrite core memory system!) allowed the instrument to
operate as a high-speed single channel photometer, which was used to observe lunar
occultations and other phenomena during the late 1970’s and early 1980’s. During
this period Beaglehole and Trodahl moved on to other interests, but DJS continued
developing this instrumentation theme.
A significantly improved two-channel photometer (Van der Peet, 1987) was com-
pleted in the mid-1980’s, and used extensively with the (then) new 1.0 m McLellan
telescope at MJUO. The second channel was used to monitor a second (non-variable)
star in parallel with the target, and provided a measurement of atmospheric trans-
parency variations, which were a significant problem for the single-channel instru-
ment. These variations could be corrected during subsequent analysis to produce
a relative measurement of the intrinsic target variability. The main component of
this instrument was a mirror unit which redirected the outer field of view of the
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telescope to a second PMT, which could be positioned using a 2D slide mechanism.
This ‘offset guider’ unit (as we now call it; see Section 2.3.5) was designed and built
by the University of Texas at Austin, and is still in use today.
DJS became involved with the Whole Earth Telescope (WET) collaboration in the
early 1990’s. This solidified our NZ connection with the white dwarf research com-
munity, and the UT group in particular. This close collaboration lead to a further
improved three-channel photometer (Sullivan, 2000), which copied some of the in-
novations developed by the UT group (Kleinman et al., 1996), and saw first light in
1997. The offset-guider box was retained as the basis of the instrument, but it un-
derwent substantial modifications. The single large PMT in the primary light path
was replaced by two small PMTs mounted side by side (one for the target, the other
for measuring the sky intensity). A dichroic filter was added to the secondary light
path, with the blue wavelengths being reflected to a third small PMT, and the red
wavelengths passing through to a small CCD camera. The CCD (initially a SBIG
ST-4) was integrated with the telescope control system, and automatically adjusted
the telescope pointing (‘autoguiding’ the telescope) to keep the target star centred
on the primary PMT aperture. The two and three channel photometer systems are
shown in Figure 2.2.
The VUW astrophysics group developed an interest in precision timing as part of
the programme of observing lunar occultations of stars. This was originally satisfied
by building a precision clock using a commercial oven-controlled crystal. The clock
could be aligned to radio time signals (VNG from Australia, and WWV from Hawaii)
using digital controls and an oscilloscope display, and maintained time to an absolute
accuracy of better than a millisecond. The advent of the GPS network made it
straightforward to maintain precision timing using a suitable GPS receiver. The
VUW astrophysics group has routinely used GPS for instrument timing since the
mid 1990’s.
2.2.2 CCD Instrumentation
The Argos CCD photometer (Nather and Mukadam, 2004) was a significant depar-
ture from earlier PMT-based instruments, and this instrument pioneered efficient
high-speed CCD photometry of pulsating WD stars. DJS had first-hand experience
with this instrument during research visits to UT and McDonald Observatory in
2002 and 2003.
The move from PMTs to CCDs offers significant scientific and practical advantages,
and the prospect of being able to adopt a copy of the Argos system with minimal
changes for use in NZ was very attractive. The original plan was to retrofit the
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Figure 2.2: DJS with the VUW two and three channel photometers mounted on the
1.0 m McLellan telescope during the late 1980’s and in 2004.
3-channel photometer with the same CCD camera used by Argos, and then adopt
the existing timing and instrument control systems that were developed for Argos.
Funding was secured to purchase the necessary hardware in 2006, and UT provided
the Argos control software and timer dongle.
The physical modifications to the instrument were straightforward, and completed
without any trouble: the CCD replaced the two PMTs in the primary light path, and
the third PMT was removed from the secondary light path – leaving it as a dedicated
channel for the guide camera. The field of view incident on the CCD was increased
by using the f/7.7 configuration of the 1.0 m telescope (the earlier instruments were
operated at f/13.5), which increases the number of suitable comparison and guide
stars available on the primary and secondary CCDs respectively.
The software side of the instrument was another matter entirely. The Argos software
was tied closely to a specific version of the Linux kernel (presumably one of the
2.4 releases), which lacked support for the newer hardware in the acquisition PC
that was purchased for the VUW instrument. Initial investigations found that a
significant rewrite of the Quilt software would have been required in order to fix
this, and that it would be more efficient to make a clean break than to try to adapt
Quilt. We have heard that this rewrite was eventually required for Argos, and that
it was indeed a difficult task!
The Argos timer dongle (which attached to a now-legacy parallel port) was seen as
a liability for future-proofing, and so this was also abandoned in favour of a separate
microcontroller-driven unit that cleanly separated the instrument timing logic away
from the acquisition PC.
By mid 2009 work was well underway on this new approach. Johnny McClymont
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(the School of Chemical and Physical Sciences’ electronics technician) had designed
and built the first microcontroller timer unit, and Mike Reid (a previous PhD student
of DJS’) had created acquisition software. This development suffered significantly
from being developed part-time, and from the disconnect between those building the
system (Johnny and Mike) and those using it (Denis). When I joined the project
in late 2010 the instrument, which had been named Puoko-nui by this point, was
functional but had several critical problems.
The worst of these issues would see the camera ignore the input trigger, and contin-
uously readout frames every 1.4 seconds. We were unable to identify a specific cause
for this issue, and there were no known workarounds except to wait for the problem
to resolve itself (which could take anywhere between 5 minutes and several days).
We never found an adequate explanation for this problem, but we did eventually
find a reliable workaround: inverting the trigger polarity so that the normal line
level is high, and pulls low to initiate a frame transfer.
A lot of dialog was exchanged with the manufacturer (Princeton Instruments) over
this issue, but it was largely unhelpful – they were not able to reproduce the problem
using their proprietary software, and so claimed that the issue must be in our timing
hardware or software. We even went as far as sending the camera to them for
investigation, but they were unable to identify any faulty components. This led us
to the conclusion that this problem was caused by a design flaw in the camera’s
trigger detection circuitry.
A second issue would result in corrupted frame data being returned from the (closed
source) camera interface library. This manifested in two ways: the first would
produce an image that was clearly corrupted (see Figure 2.3); the second would
produce correct-looking frame data that was acquired from an earlier exposure.
This was much more subtle and dangerous, as it could invisibly corrupt the data
by producing photometry with incorrect times, or in some cases runs of repeated
intensity measurements (also shown in Figure 2.3).
We eventually isolated the cause of this issue to a flaw in the closed-source camera
control library. The issue is triggered by calling the camera API command to halt an
exposure sequence while the camera was actively transferring data to the acquisition
PC. It appears that a pointer into the frame buffer is reset when the halt command
is received, but that the remaining frame data continued to be written after this.
The overflow data is then treated as the first bytes in the next exposure sequence,
and produces the corruption that is visible in Figure 2.3.
The manufacturer again claimed to be unable to reproduce the problem, so we were
left with our own ingenuity to find a workaround. The camera library did not provide
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Figure 2.3: An issue with the camera control library could result in corrupted frames or
stale frame-data being returned for multiple exposures (see text).
a function for querying the camera status directly, but it did include an option for
setting a hardware output signal when the camera is actively reading a frame. The
timer unit was modified to monitor this level and relay the status changes to the
acquisition PC, which could then wait for a frame readout to complete before issuing
the shutdown command.
There were a number of other issues (unrelated to the camera) that led to similar
frustrations, but these are not individually interesting enough to mention. The
lack of functional online reduction and sub-optimal control interface also made the
instrument somewhat frustrating to operate. Most of these were resolved by the
end of 2011. By mid-2012 we had an instrument that we could be proud of, and
a collection of observations that proved its worth. The state of the instrument at
this point was detailed in a poster presentation at the 2012 European White Dwarf
Workshop (eurowd) in Krakow, Poland (Chote and Sullivan, 2013b).
The return route from Poland took me via Texas, where I spent two weeks work-
ing with the UT WD group. One of the goals of this trip was to integrate our
Puoko-nui timing and control systems with a new ProEM camera system that had
been purchased following the accidental destruction of one of the Argos cameras at
McDonald. The UT group were at the time investigating options for a successor to
Argos (which was still operational, using a backup camera), and we felt that the
Puoko-nui design would fit well. We were able to create a working proof of concept
instrument during this time, which was installed on the 0.6 m robotic telescope at
Meyer Observatory in central Texas before I returned to New Zealand.
This work spurred a second wave of instrumentation developments, working closely
with a UT graduate student, Sam Harrold, as well as members of the Central Texas
Astronomical Society who operate Meyer Observatory. These changes were targeted
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mainly at improving the ProEM instrument, but many of the changes also improved
our original NZ Puoko-nui. After some confusion over naming, we eventually set-
tles on Puoko-nui South for our NZ instrument, and Puoko-nui North for the UT
ProEM variant. The final results of these instrumentation efforts are described in
the following sections.
2.3 The Puoko-nui Photometer System
Puoko-nui is a high-speed CCD photometer system that combines a commercial cam-
era system and GPS receiver with a custom timing unit and open-source instrument
control and reduction software. The instrument is optimized for acquiring continu-
ous exposure sequences with integration periods of tens of milliseconds through to
hundreds of seconds.
Figure 2.4 gives a schematic overview of the main instrument components. The
design is highly modular, with a clean separation between the timing, imaging,
reduction, and auto-guiding functions (in the case of Puoko-nui South). This pro-
vides significant flexibility towards future hardware changes, either for upgrading
the current instruments, or for the creation of new ones.
Two instruments are currently in operation. The original Puoko-nui (South) pho-
tometer (Figure 2.5) is based at VUW in Wellington, and used primarily with the
1.0 m McLellan telescope at MJUO. The newer Puoko-nui North system (Figure 2.6)
is based at the University of Texas at Austin, and has been used with the 0.6 m
robotic telescope at Meyer Observatory in central Texas, and the 0.9 m and 2.1 m
telescopes at McDonald Observatory.
Telescope
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Figure 2.4: A block diagram depicting the main components of Puoko-nui South. The
Puoko-nui North instrument mounts the science camera directly on the tele-
scope and auto-guides using the science frames.
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Figure 2.5: Puoko-nui South mounted on the 1.0 m McLellan telescope at MJUO.
Figure 2.6: Puoko-nui North mounted on the 0.6m robotic telescope at Meyer Observa-
tory, and the 2.1m Otto-Struve telescope at McDonald Observatory (photo
by Sam Harrold). The timer and acquisition PC are situated in the control
room outside the dome.
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2.3.1 Science Camera
Our original instrument (Puoko-nui South) uses a Princeton Instruments MicroMax
camera system, which features a thermoelectrically cooled 1024× 1024 px backside-
illuminated frame-transfer CCD. The camera hardware is separated into a CCD head
and a controller box that includes the digitization and communication electronics.
The controller connects to the CCD head using a shielded analogue cable, and to
the acquisition PC by USB 2.0 (using a manufacturer-provided upgrade card – the
original system used a proprietary serial protocol called TAXI). The manufacturer
provides a software interface for controlling the camera, which consists of a closed
source software library (PVCAM) and an open source (but abandoned) USB driver
(rspiusb). The Puoko-nui software includes a custom version of rspiusb that has
been modified to support the Linux 3.x kernel versions and to fix incorrect memory
accesses that would otherwise crash the USB subsystem when the computer was
under heavy load.
The UT system (Puoko-nui North) uses a newer generation ProEM camera, also
manufactured by Princeton Instruments. The ProEM camera features a similar
1024× 1024 px (EM)CCD, but includes an additional electron multiplying (EM)
readout mode that can pre-amplify the integrated signal by as much as 1000× be-
fore readout. This decreases the effective readout noise (which is often the dominant
noise source), and makes it possible to acquire photon-noise limited images at much
shorter exposures. The EM readout mode supports faster readout rates, which re-
duces the minimum exposure length that can be acquired by the frame-transfer
CCD. The ProEM camera includes all of its electronics in one unit, and commu-
nicates with the acquisition PC using gigabit ethernet. Proprietary software and
drivers expose a similar software API (called PICAM) to the earlier generation of
cameras.
CCD detectors have revolutionized astrophysical observations since they were intro-
duced during the 1980’s, and they are a remarkable example of solid-state physics
and engineering. The Charge Coupled Device was invented by Willard Boyle and
George E. Smith at Bell Labs as an electronic analogue of magnetic bubble memory.
The fundamental principle behind the CCD, which earned Boyle and Smith the 2009
Nobel prize in Physics, is its ability to move charge between discrete wells. This is
usually achieved by layering an oxide layer and metal electrodes on a suitably doped
silicon substrate to create a collection of MOSFETs (Metal Oxide Semiconductor
Field Effect Transistors). The gate voltage applied to the MOSFET can be used to
control the depth of the depletion region, which creates a potential well that can be
manipulated to trap and/or release the mobile charge carriers. Charge can be moved
freely between adjacent wells by raising the potential of one well while lowering the
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potential of the adjacent well.
Photons incident on the semiconductor will excite electron-hole pairs, with one com-
ponent (typically the electron) captured in the depletion region to be read out at
the end of the exposure. The simplest CCDs (originally used in devices such as
fax machines) are linear devices, and consist of a single column of transistors with
readout / digitization circuitry attached at one end. The entire N-transistor column
can be digitized in turn by repeating the shuffle / readout process N times.
A two-dimensional detector device can be created by arranging multiple columns to
shuffle charge into a perpendicularly oriented ‘readout register’. The readout register
can be filled by one shuffle of the imaging area, and read in the same manner as the
linear example above. The register is then filled with the next row from the imaging
area, and the process repeats until the entire image has been read.
Traditional CCDs have a significant drawback which limits their usefulness for high-
speed photometry: the readout process is serial, and can take a significant amount
of time if there are a large number of pixels (e.g. it takes ∼11 s to digitize a
1024× 1024 px device at 100 kHz). The primary contribution to the readout time
is the delay between the two measurement samples in the Correlated Double Sam-
pling (CDS) procedure that is used to measure the electron count. This time can
be reduced, but this comes with a penalty of increased readout noise.
This problem was largely solved with the invention of the frame-transfer CCD. These
devices include twice as many pixels as an equivalent regular CCD, but permanently
mask half of the pixels from incident light for use as a charge storage buffer. The
integrated frame can be quickly transferred into this region at the end of an exposure
(taking 1 ∼ 10 ms for a 1024 × 1024 px CCD), and then digitized in parallel with
the next exposure. The charge transfer is fast enough to remove the need for a
mechanical shutter, which allows for a completely solid-state operation. Frame
transfer CCDs have two drawbacks: they are significantly more expensive than
regular CCDs, and the readout time limits the minimum exposure length that can
be used.
To underline just how much of an improvement this brings, consider 20 s exposures
of a 1024× 1024 px image using a 100 kHz digitization rate. A regular CCD would
require about 11 s to digitize the CCD, for a total exposure cycle time of 31 s. 35%
of the photons incident on the telescope will remain undetected in each exposure
(assuming a 100% quantum efficiency). A frame transfer CCD has an exposure
cycle time of 20.001 s, with only 0.005% undetected photons. This is equivalent to
increasing the telescope diameter from 0.8 m to 1.0 m!
Electron multiplying CCDs (Mackay et al., 2001) include an additional amplification
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stage between the readout register and ADC circuitry. This is achieved by clocking
charge through dedicated multiplication register using a very large clock voltage,
which accelerates the electrons to a high velocity as they move between wells. A
small number of the transferred electrons (∼ 1%) will impact-ionize an additional
electron from the substrate, which compounds along the length of the register to
create a significant overall gain factor (up to 1000× for the ProEM camera in Puoko-
nui North). The precise gain factor can be calibrated and configured by adjusting
the applied clock voltages.
This gain is applied before the digitization step, and so it effectively reduces the
readout noise by the gain factor. The CDS procedure can then be operated at faster
rates without appreciably increasing the noise, which decreases the minimum useful
exposure time achievable with a frame-transfer EMCCD.
A detailed study (see Mackay et al.) shows that EMCCDs can be operated in one of
three regimes: 1) with unity gain, featuring identical properties to a standard CCD;
2) with moderate gain, featuring sub-electron effective readout noise but halved
effective quantum efficiency; 3) with high gain, in a 2D photon-counting mode.
The ProEM camera in Puoko-nui North can be operated in either of the first two
modes.
A further improvement in CCD technology that we take advantage of is backside
illumination. Limitations in semiconductor fabrication during the 1970’s meant
that the CCD had to be oriented with the metal gate layer in the light path, which
reduces the detection efficiency – particularly at shorter wavelengths (such as those
from hot white dwarfs). Backside illuminated devices have a mechanically thinned
substrate layer, which allows them to be oriented with the gate layer at the rear. This
dramatically improves the quantum efficiency (the percentage of incident photons
that are detected by the CCD). This is illustrated in Figure 2.7, which compares
the quantum efficiency of two frame-transfer CCDs options for the PI MicroMax
camera system.
There are a small number of parameters that dictate the relationship between the
number of incident photons and the measured signal. CCDs are semi-conductor
devices, and so they feature thermally excited electron-hole pairs. These thermal
electrons produce a roughly uniform background signal (known as the dark current)
that increases exponentially with temperature. The dark current generation is a sta-
tistical process, which introduces a source of random noise. The CCD digitization
procedure also adds a bias voltage to each measurement, which adds an additional
uniform background signal and an additional source of noise. The relationship be-
tween the measured number of electrons and the arbitrary output units (known as
Analogue to Digital units - ADU) is determined by the CCD gain. Table 2.1 and
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Figure 2.7: The backside illuminated CCD in Puoko-nui South (red) has a detection effi-
ciency above 90% for photons between 500−650 nm, and is 5−10 times more
sensitive at short wavelengths than the equivalent frontside illuminated CCD
(blue). QE data was extracted from the MicroMax camera specifications.
Setting Gain Read Noise Read Noise
e– / ADU ADU e–
1 MHz, Low Gain 4.4 2.6 11.6
1 MHz, Med Gain 2.2 4.4 9.9
1 MHz, High Gain 1.0 7.6 7.9
100 kHz, Low Gain 4.5 1.6 6.9
100 kHz, Med Gain 2.0 3.3 6.7
100 kHz, High Gain 1.0 5.0 5.0
Table 2.1: Measured CCD properties for the MicroMax camera system. The uncertainty
in these figures is half the final significant figure.
Figures 2.8 – 2.10 show some of these measured properties as measured for our
MicroMax Camera.
The PI cameras we use are cooled using multi-stage thermo-electric coolers. The
Puoko-nui South CCD is factory-configured with a temperature set-point of −40◦C.
Our standard acquisition configuration lowers this to −50◦C for a significant reduc-
tion in dark current and thermal noise (see Figures 2.8 and 2.9). We believe this will
have no meaningful impact in the lifetime of the cooling system as the default tem-
perature will have been chosen for operation in a room-temperature environment.
The temperature in the dome is usually below 10◦C while observing, so the total
cooling power should remain within the manufactured limits.
Extrapolating Figures 2.8 and 2.9 to −90◦C (roughly what liquid nitrogen cooled
cameras tend to be operated at) shows that the dark current and thermal noise will
be completely negligible compared to the bias level and readout noise. The conve-
nience of thermo-electric cooling offsets the significant, but not huge, improvement
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Figure 2.8: Lab-based measurements of the CCD dark current show an approximately
exponential increase with temperature, with the dark current doubling every
∼ 6◦C.
Figure 2.9: Lab-based measurements of the CCD dark frame variance approximately fol-
low the expected linear relationship between the variance and mean dark sig-
nal. The proportionality constant is given by the inverse CCD gain (4.42 e−
for these low-gain measurements), which is indicated with the dashed line.
The deviation away from this line at temperatures above −10◦C is of no
practical concern, as the high dark current and variance at these warm tem-
peratures preclude useful operation.
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Figure 2.10: A plot of image variance over a range of uniform intensities is known as
a transfer curve, and can be used to measure the CCD linearity and gain
(see Section 3.2.1). We did not have a light source suitable for measuring
this under controlled conditions, but a large set of sky flat frames (690
images in total) provides a useful substitute. The main trend produces a
gain measurement of 2.01 e− / ADU for the medium gain setpoint, and
shows that the CCD is linear for pixel intensities up to at least 44 kADU.
The scatter toward larger variances is caused by star images and/or streaks
which are visible in the individual frames.
in data that would come with liquid nitrogen cooling.
The MicroMax camera has a single readout port which can be operated at 100 kHz
or 1 MHz, each with three gain options. Faster readout rates have greater noise, so
we use the 100 kHz rate whenever it is practical. The slower digitization time at
100 kHZ limits the minimum exposure time to 10.75 s (3.2 s at 2×2 binning) vs 1.2 s
(0.5 s at 2× 2 binning) for the 1 MHz configuration.
Figure 2.11 shows the improvement that can be obtained by changing the acquisi-
tion parameters. Two acquisition runs were made using the star-simulator lightbox
environment (see Section 2.4) under identical conditions except for the specified
camera parameters. The blue points show the default camera parameters that were
used for early Puoko-nui observing runs, while the red show the improved camera
parameters that are now used.
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Figure 2.11: A comparison of lightbox observations for a simulated EC 04207 target
demonstrates how a careful choice of acquisition parameters can dramati-
cally improve the resulting photometry. Our standard observing configura-
tion (red) is visibly less noisy than the default camera configuration (blue).
The 0.1% false-alarm probability threshold (dotted lines; see Section 3.2.9)
improves from 3.5 mma to 2.4 mma.
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2.3.2 Timing Hardware
Precise exposure timing is provided by a custom timer/counter unit based around
an Atmel AVR microcontroller. The unit communicates with the acquisition PC
via USB, which offers significant flexibility over the PCI bus (as used by the Agile
photometer (Mukadam et al., 2011a)), or the now-legacy parallel-port used by Argos.
USB 2.0 is ubiquitous, and allows the instrument to be operated using a small-
form-factor ‘netbook’ PC or laptop when paired with a USB or ethernet connected
camera.
The timer, shown in Figure 2.12, connects to a GPS receiver (currently supporting
both a Trimble Thunderbolt and a legacy Magellan OEM receiver) via a serial RS232
connection and coaxial cables carrying 1 Hz and (optional) 10 MHz pulse trains. The
RS232 output provides absolute time information each second via an ASCII-coded
string, and both coaxial signals provide edge-aligned pulses disciplined to GPS time.
Coaxial cables to the camera provide an output for frame-transfer triggers and an
input for status monitoring. A display on the front panel shows the current time
and acquisition status.
All inputs contain high-impedance buffers and all outputs contain high-current
drivers. This mitigates noise induced in the long cable runs. Electrical noise used to
be a significant problem at MJUO, where the 1.0 m dome was driven using using a
powerful AC motor and a rope drive. The dome motor (and also the floor hydraulics)
generated a significant amount of noise, which could trigger spurious CCD readouts
or artificially advance the timer pulse count. Adding the buffers and drivers largely
eliminated this problem. The old dome motor was replaced with three direct-drive
motors in mid-2013, and we expect that these will generate much less noise.
The timer firmware logic is written in the C programming language using the open
source avr-gcc toolchain, and can be upgraded remotely using the unit’s USB con-
nection. A thorough description of the firmware logic is included as Appendix B.
Two timing modes are supported, and are summarized in Table 2.2. Both modes
operate by counting pulses on either the 10 MHz pulse input (high resolution mode)
or the 1 Hz pulse input (low resolution mode), and trigger the camera after the
desired exposure interval has elapsed. This limits the minimum trigger period to
1 ms and 1 s respectively. In practice, the shortest exposure is limited by the camera
readout time, or more commonly by the need to collect sufficient photons to obtain
a reasonable signal-to-noise ratio.
An alternative approach to timing, which is used in instruments like ULTRACAM
(Dhillon et al., 2007), runs the camera asynchronously (using its own internal tim-
ing), and then records the GPS-determined time at the start and/or end of each
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Figure 2.12: The Puoko-nui timer unit provides precise and flexible timing control. The
unit connects to a GPS receiver (currently supporting both a Trimble Thun-
derbolt and a legacy Magellan receiver) via a serial RS232 connection and
coaxial cables carrying 1 Hz and (optional) 10 MHz pulse trains. The RS232
output provides absolute time information each second via an ASCII-coded
string, and both coaxial signals provide edge-aligned pulses synchronised
to GPS time. Coaxial cables to the camera provide an output for frame-
transfer triggers and an input for status monitoring. A selector switch
allows the microcontroller clock to be switched between the 10 MHz pulse
train and an internal oscillator.
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Mode High-res. Low-res.
Exp. range 1 ms - 65.5 s 1 s - 18.2 h
Exp. resolution 1 ms 1 s
Trigger delay < 1µs 18 ms
Trigger instability < 10µs < 10µs
Required inputs 1 Hz, 10 MHz 1 Hz
Table 2.2: The timer unit features two operating modes. The high-resolution mode al-
lows exposures as short as 1 ms, but in practice the camera digitization speed
limits exposures to > 5 ms and telescope-size currently limits useful white-
dwarf observations to > 1 s for the NZ-based instrument.
exposure. This simplifies some aspects of the instrument (there is no need to dupli-
cate the triggering logic externally), but complicates others (the instrument must
quickly record the time when an exposure finishes). There should be little prac-
tical difference in the timing precision of the two approaches, but we consider our
approach to be more elegant: it cleanly separates the timing, camera, and storage
functionality, and the time stamps recorded in each frame remain aligned to the
UTC second to better than millisecond precision.
The key concept behind Puoko-nui’s high-resolution timing mode is that the mi-
crocontroller clock is driven directly from the GPS-disciplined 10 MHz signal. This
guarantees that each clock cycle is 100 ns long, and means that we can count clock
cycles to measure time at a much greater resolution than the 1 Hz rate that Argos
and the original Puoko-nui implementation were limited to.
This mode is also significantly more robust against glitches in the GPS-clock signals.
The 1 Hz pulse train is used as a consistency check on the integrated pulse count:
we expect an integrated count of exactly 1000 milliseconds to have elapsed between
each 1 Hz pulse. If this check fails, then we know that something has gone wrong
(e.g. an intermittent cable fault is causing pulses to be lost), and a warning is raised
that the observer can react to. The high-resolution mode can also correct for up to
65 consecutive missing serial time stamps. This is useful, as the Trimble receiver
has been observed to miss time stamps at a rate of one or two per night.
The trigger delay figure in Table 2.2 was measured by comparing the 1 Hz GPS pulse
train against the generated trigger pulses using an oscilloscope. The camera response
time between the trigger and frame transfer beginning was similarly measured at
< 1µs. In the case of the high-resolution mode, the phase of the trigger pulse can
be advanced or delayed in order to minimize the difference against the UTC-second
aligned 1 Hz input. We have explicitly verified the absolute timing accuracy of
Puoko-nui South to better than 20 ms by imaging the time display of the older
three-channel photometer master clock. Observations of the Crab Pulsar using
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Puoko-nui North (see Chapter 7) further verifies the timing accuracy to within a few
ms, limited by the numerical precision of tsreduce. The trigger instability figure
was calculated based on the possibility of a hardware interrupt being delayed while
another is serviced, which may introduce a delay of up to 100 clock cycles (10µs).
This situation is rare, and the measured jitter usually remains below 1µs.
The main downside of the high-resolution mode is that it forces the microcontroller
to be operated at 10 MHz, which is inconvenient for serial communication. The
fastest baud rate that can be derived (with an acceptably low error rate) from a
10 MHz clock rate is 9600 baud. This is fast enough for ‘normal’ operation with
many-second long exposures, but provides insufficient bandwidth for transferring
trigger time stamps to the acquisition PC for exposures shorter than 100 ms. Shorter
exposures are supported by sending only 1 in N time stamps to the PC, where N is
chosen to keep the data transfer similar to 0.5 s exposures. The intermediate time
stamp values are synthesized by the acquisition PC. One convenient side-effect is that
the 9600 baud rate matches the default configuration of the Trimble and Magellan
GPS receivers. This simplifies the operation of the unit’s relay mode.
The relay mode provides direct two-way communication between the GPS receiver
and the acquisition PC. The timer will also send a readout trigger to the camera for
each pulse received on the 1 Hz input line when in this mode. This mode is useful
for running the proprietary GPS software without switching cables, and allows the
ProEM camera to be operated using the proprietary Lightfield acquisition software
(supplied by PI) in a rudimentary GPS-triggered mode.
A secondary function of the timer’s standard mode is to monitor the camera readout
status via a logic output. This is necessary to work around a bug in the closed source
camera firmware and/or the PVCAM library for the MicroMax camera: terminating
an exposure sequence mid-readout can corrupt the internal state of the ‘black-box’
software and cause subsequent exposure sequences to be corrupted. The software
API does not allow the camera status to be queried, and so a hardware work-around
was implemented using the timer to monitor the programmable logic output on the
camera and report state changes back to the acquisition software.
2.3.3 Control Computers
Acquisition and auto-guiding tasks for the NZ system are run on two small net-top
computers (ASUS eeeBox EB1012). These computers are situated on an equip-
ment trolley in the dome, along with the timer and GPS receiver. The main
advantage of this type of computer is their extreme portability (they are only
222 mm× 178 mm× 26.9 mm, about the size of a double-width DVD case). These
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computers have relatively low performance by modern standards, but offer enough
computing power for the purposes of instrument control and online reduction.
The computers are controlled remotely from the telescope control room (or anywhere
else in the observatory or world) using the VNC screen sharing protocol.
The main control machine (pico) runs the acquisition software and online reduction
on the Ubuntu 12.04 operating system. Data is saved to the internal hard drive,
and then copied to network storage at VUW at the end of each night.
The auto-guiding computer (nano) runs the SBIG acquisition software (CCDOPS 5)
on the Windows 7 operating system. This machine also has a second partition
duplicating the acquisition PC, allowing a quick fallback for acquiring without auto-
guiding if the acquisition computer were to unexpectedly fail during a run.
The UT system uses a single control computer (ARGOS-DEV), which is a powerful
custom-built tower running Windows 7.
2.3.4 Acquisition Software
The acquisition and control software (also called puokonui) is written primarily in
C, with small amounts of C++ and bash scripting. It is portable across 32- and
64-bit versions of Linux, Windows and Mac OS X, but the availability of usable
camera drivers restricts operation to 32-bit Linux for Puoko-nui South, and 64-bit
Windows 7 for Puoko-nui North.
The acquisition software performs three main tasks: configuring acquisition param-
eters, matching frame data with time stamps during acquisition, and notifying the
user of the current hardware status. Each of the major components of the software
(shown in Figure 2.13) runs in its own thread, and communicates with other com-
ponents by passing messages asynchronously. This ensures that unexpected delays
in one system (e.g. saving a frame to disk) won’t impact other systems.
The user interface, shown in Figure 2.14, is designed to be as simple and uncluttered
as possible. The configuration options are separated into two groups: those that
can be changed while an acquisition is in progress (frame metadata and output
parameters), and those that require the acquisition be halted (camera and timer
parameters). Both sets of options are shown in Figure 2.15. Appendix A includes a
list of advanced options that aren’t exposed in the user interface: these options aren’t
useful during standard operation, but are provided for exceptional circumstances
that may require them.
The run configuration parameters are sent to the camera and timer when the acqui-
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Figure 2.13: Block diagram of the Puoko-nui acquisition software threads.
Figure 2.14: A screenshot of the Puoko-nui acquisition and online reduction software
during an observation run.
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Figure 2.15: The instrument configuration is split into two groups: run configuration
parameters that can only be changed when the instrument is idle, and
frame metadata that can be changed mid-acquisition.
sition begins, and the camera thread will begin polling the camera driver for new
frames (the timer thread continuously polls for data, even when idle). Each frame
is tagged with the current GPS time as soon as it is received, before being passed
to the frame processing thread. The timer thread also forwards trigger time stamps
to this thread. The processing thread waits until at least one frame and time stamp
is available, and then performs a simple consistency check: the trigger time plus
readout time should match the time that the frame was received by the camera
thread. A generous tolerance of 1.5 s is included to avoid false-positives that would
otherwise be triggered by delays from the asynchronous operation. Most observa-
tions have exposures > 5 s, so this tolerance remains short enough to catch invalid
time stamp matches from occurring. The frame and trigger queues will be discarded
if this check fails, and a warning is displayed in the observation log.
Successfully matched frames are written to disk as compressed FITS images, with
the time stamp and other metadata included in the file headers. The preview and
reduction threads are then notified that a new frame is available.
The reduction thread invokes a bash script (reduction.sh), which runs tsreduce to
update the online display. This design was chosen to cleanly separate the puokonui
and tsreduce programs, and to allow other reduction steps or packages to be cleanly
integrated into the system.
The preview thread invokes another bash script (preview.sh), which runs tsreduce
to update the ds9 frame preview and (optionally) overlay information about the
intensity and FWHM of selected stars. It can also optionally output star coordinates
to a file that is read by the auto-guiding software for the 2.1 m telescope at McDonald
observatory (see Appendix A for more information).
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Figure 2.16: A schematic diagram of the offset guider box. The red arrows indicate
photon paths that pass through to the science camera, while the blue arrows
are redirected out the side of the box. The guide camera can be positioned
in alignment with a suitably bright star for guiding the telescope.
2.3.5 Autoguiding
The auto-guiding functionality in Puoko-nui South is inherited from the earlier VUW
three-channel photometer. The only modification from the earlier instrument was
the replacement of the previous control computer (a laptop running Windows 2000,
situated in the control room via a long USB cable) with the eeeBox situated in the
dome and controlled remotely via VNC.
The offset-guider box forms the main body of the instrument, as it did for the two
and three channel photometers that preceded it. The box contains a square mirror
mounted at 45◦, with a central hole that allows light from the central field of view
to pass unimpeded to the science camera. The outer field of view is redirected by
90◦ out the side of the instrument, where the guide camera is mounted on a 2D slide
mechanism. The mirror can be moved into a second position, where it redirects the
central field by 90◦ and blocks light from entering the science camera. This is useful
for inspecting the field of view visually, using a wide field eyepiece (adapted from a
military surplus tank periscope) in place of the guide camera. It is also useful for
baffling external light when acquiring dark frames for the (shutterless) main camera.
A schematic view of the offset-guider arrangement is illustrated in Figure 2.16.
The auto-guiding functionality is provided by a SBIG ST402ME CCD camera and
its bundled CCDOPS 5 software. The camera includes a RJ11 socket with four output
pins which are switched high by the guide software to signal that motion is required
in each of ± RA or Dec. A microcontroller unit (provided by MJUO) translates
these signals into the serial string commands that are used by the telescope control
system.
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The field of view of the guide camera is relatively small (3 × 2 arcmin on the
MJUO 1.0 m telescope), but this is more than sufficient for tracking a single bright
star. The slide mechanism allows the camera to be positioned within a much larger
area: defined by an inner radius of approximately 6.5 arcmin (limited by the hole in
the mirror), and an outer square of approximately 17 arcmin (limited by the slide
mechanism). The image quality degrades significantly at larger off-axis radii due to
the telescope optical configuration, and so it is best to choose a bright star with an
offset of ∼10 arcmin from the centre of the main field. The autoguiding algorithms
operate by tracking the image centroid, and so the moderate distortions within this
annulus do not have a major impact on the guiding capabilities.
Appendix A includes some notes on calculating the offset guider coordinates from a
finding chart of the target field.
2.4 Lightbox and Star Simulator
Most of the instrument development was done in the lab at VUW. This was sup-
ported by simulating a realistic observing environment using a lightbox with LEDs
positioned at the camera’s focal plane. A microcontroller unit was developed to drive
up to four LEDs with arbitrary intensity characteristics, which allows for accurate
simulations of pulsating WDs other arbitrary signals with periods of ∼ seconds or
greater. The LEDs can be driven at higher frequencies using a standard signal
function generator. Figure 2.17 shows a photo of this test environment.
Each of the four output channels in the star simulator features a software-selectable
constant-current source (5, 50, 500µA, 5 mA) which is rapidly switched by a pulse-
width-modulated (PWM) signal to provide fine-grained control of the LED intensity.
The PWM and current-select signals are generated by an AVR ATmega128 micro-
controller, which can be programmed using an onboard USB port.
Figures 2.18 and 2.19 demonstrate the capabilities of this bench testing environment.
Having access to a controlled and repeatable light source is invaluable for testing
different observing configurations, as was shown earlier in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.17: The Puoko-nui test station at VUW, with the star simulator and lightbox.
Figure 2.18: The bench-testing environment can produce intensity variations that are
virtually indistinguishable from real observations. A comparison is shown
between photometry acquired on the DBV pulsator EC 04207-4748 (see
Chapter 4) from MJUO (bottom panel) and photometry acquired in the
lightbox driven by the star simulator (top panel).
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Figure 2.19: The high-speed capabilities of the NZ Puoko-nui were tested by driving the
lightbox with a standard signal generator. A sequence of 57 ms frames were
acquired of a nominally 6 Hz sine wave. The raw time series (top-left panel)
is not well enough sampled to reveal the oscillation shape, but the DFT
(bottom-left panel) clearly reveals that it is periodic. Folding the timeseries
at the period obtained from the DFT clearly recovers the oscillation shape,
which is a truncated sine-wave caused by the LED switching off when the
driving voltage falls below the minimum required forward-voltage.
Chapter 3
Data Reduction
The process of transforming raw data from a detector into a form suitable for analysis
can be split into two functional blocks: (a) transforming the raw data into a series
of individual intensity measurements, and (b) processing these intensities to remove
systematic effects (due to e.g. atmospheric transparency changes) and assemble a
list of normalized intensity measurements as a function of a consistent time standard
(e.g. barycentric Julian day).
Part (a) was simple in the era of photo-multiplier tube instrumentation: the in-
strument outputs were direct intensity measurements for the target, a comparison
star, and (on a three-channel instrument) the sky intensity. The advent of the CCD
detector significantly improved the practical aspects of observing, but came with
the (relatively minor) trade-off of requiring a more complicated reduction proce-
dure.
Three main techniques (discussed below) exist for extracting stellar intensities from
a CCD frame. Of these, synthetic aperture photometry is generally considered the
best technique for our pulsating WD targets, which are typically faint and seen in
relatively sparse stellar fields (a selection effect due to their faintness).
As one might expect, software does exist for performing synthetic aperture photom-
etry, but these tools did not completely satisfy the requirements for this project. I
would like to highlight three tools in particular: the automatic reduction built into
the Quilt acquisition software for the Argos CCD photometer, ccd hsp which is a
collection of IRAF scripts developed by Antonio Kanaan (an ex-UT grad student)
and used (at the time) widely by the WET collaboration, and the new (at the time)
reduction software MAESTRO developed by James Dalessio (a grad student at the
University of Delaware) on top of the MATLAB runtime environment.
As discussed in the last chapter, the original plan was to adopt the Argos system for
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Puoko-nui, which featured online reductions as part of its control software Quilt.
This software was tightly coupled to the rest of the Argos system, and so we were
hesitant to try and extract this one component. We were therefore faced with the
task of finding or building our own online reduction solution.
The ccd hsp scripts were originally developed using the facilities provided by IRAF
as a stop-gap offline reduction procedure for the WET until a more permanent
solution could be found. It appears to have worked well enough to become the de
facto standard (of the time) among many pulsating white-dwarf observers for long
after its originally intended shelf-life. IRAF is a well established software project for
astronomical data reduction, having initially started in the late 1980’s. It features
a wide variety of tools and routines for processing CCD images, flux calibration,
and spectroscopic tasks. It includes an integrated scripting language, which was
used to create the streamlined ccd hsp routines. Unfortunately, the long history of
IRAF has left it with a lot of legacy baggage, and we unable to successfully install
or configure this software on our acquisition PC.
The MAESTRO software was still under development in 2010, and still had a number of
rough edges. Despite this, it appeared to work nicely (and has improved with time)
in the role it was designed to fill. Unfortunately, this role was not online reductions.
MAESTRO is designed to operate in a batch mode for offline processing, requiring
input files listing calibration and data frames, and then stepping through a number
of aperture sizes and generating a (nominally) optimum reduction for the run. This
reduction process takes several minutes, and updating the reduction with new data
as it comes in required the full calculation to be repeated from scratch. While it
would have been possible to write a script front-end to use this tool to periodically
update the reduction (say once every 10 minutes), we felt that this would have
been quite unsatisfactory – quick (ideally real-time) feedback is an important part
of observing.
Given that my skills and interests were already aligned in this direction, we decided
that it would be a better approach to create a ‘simple’ reduction procedure in the
vein of Quilt which could generate a ‘good enough’ reduction in real-time to provide
instant observer feedback. Our original intention was then to use an offline tool like
MAESTRO for our final reductions. The original version of tsreduce was built in a
few days using Python, and later rewritten in C to improve performance.
The original versions of the software would output data in a format compatible with
DJS’s existing photometric reduction pipeline (part (b) above). This worked well
enough originally, but this pipeline was not designed for automatic operation: it
required manual text input for certain commands, and had multiple intermediate
data formats. This procedure was frustrating, and so these features were eventually
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incorporated into tsreduce to simplify operation and maintain a single data format
for our online display.
Over time, tsreduce accreted additional functionality and improvements until we
found the quality of its reductions to be essentially indistinguishable from MAESTRO.
At this point we decided to adopt tsreduce for our offline reductions, which gave
us a simple and uniform data reduction pipeline.
The tsreduce software has grown from a simple synthetic aperture photometry
script to a robust and flexible set of routines for online and offline reductions, and
common analysis tasks. These routines include:
1. Online (real-time) calculations:
(a) Extraction of raw photometry and noise estimates from CCD frames with
up to millisecond time stamp resolution.
(b) Normalization of target and comparison lightcurves, and polynomial fit-
ting to isolate target pulsations in milli modulation-intensity (mmi).
(c) FWHM (seeing) estimates.
(d) Calculation of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and window function.
(e) Real-time plots of the above information.
2. Offline (after the fact) calculations:
(a) Generation of lightcurves and noise estimates over a range of aperture
sizes to find the optimum size.
(b) Combination of multiple observation files and conversion to a uniform
BJDTDB (Barycentric Julian Day, measured using Barycentric Dynamical
Time) time basis.
(c) Generation of DFT and window data files suitable for plotting.
(d) Identification and pre-whitening of peaks in the DFT.
(e) Generation of model light curves from identified peak frequencies.
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3. Miscellaneous tasks:
(a) Listing FITS header keys in a saved CCD frame.
(b) Displaying the motion of stars over the CCD frame during a run.
(c) Conversion of UTC time stamps to BJDTDB.
(d) Playback of a previously acquired run as a high-speed animation.
Instructions for installing and using tsreduce are included as part of the Puoko-nui
manual in Appendix A.
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3.1 Photometry Methods
A typical observing session will generate between a few hundred and a few thousand
frames per object per night. Each of these frames must be calibrated to remove
systematic instrumental effects, the stars of interest must be identified, and then
integrated to extract a set of intensities to display to the observer.
Most photometry algorithms can be classified as one of three basic types: aperture
photometry, profile fitting, or difference imaging.
Aperture photometry is the simplest technique, and it works well with the moder-
ately bright stars in sparse fields where the specific advantages of the other tech-
niques aren’t needed. The algorithm simulates in software what one would do with a
physical aperture: a circle is positioned over the star of interest, and the intensity of
the pixels within the circle are added. The size and position of the aperture affects
the quality of the data obtained, and there are various techniques (discussed in the
following sections) to reduce noise in the result.
Profile fitting is useful for crowded fields where the target star image may not be
uniquely resolved from nearby stars. A Gaussian (or Gaussian-like) profile is fitted
to the point spread function of each stellar image, and the intensity is then eval-
uated analytically. This reduces the inherent per-pixel noise that affects aperture
photometry, and allows stars with overlapping images to be individually resolved.
This technique is seen by some as overly complex for observations of white dwarfs,
but the results of the profile fitting used for the FWHM estimates in tsreduce look
promising. It would be an interesting experiment to re-evaluate this technique us-
ing a modern profile-fitting code and data from a modern CCD instrument such as
Puoko-nui.
Difference imaging is the most complex technique, and is most effective when search-
ing for variable stars in crowded fields. It is absolutely indispensable in areas such
as gravitational microlensing. A good quality frame is chosen as a reference, and
then compared with each of the other frames in the acquisition sequence. A nu-
merical kernel is calculated which encodes the seeing and intensity changes between
the frames, and this is used to convert the two images into a common image space
where the difference can be meaningfully calculated. This difference image can then
be searched for stars that have changed between frames, and the delta-flux integrated
to find the relative intensity change.
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3.2 Reduction Procedure
3.2.1 Calibration Frames
The first step in the reduction process (and independent from the photometry tech-
nique chosen) is to characterize the systematic instrumental effects that impact each
image equally. This can be done by acquiring two sets of calibration frames (typi-
cally at the start of the run) known colloquially as ‘darks’ and ‘flats’. Dark frames
are typically made with the same exposure time as the science frames, and char-
acterize the thermal noise of the CCD. A master dark frame can be created from
a set of darks, and then subtracted from each science frame to remove this static
background signal. Flat frames capture a uniformly lit background (either the twi-
light sky, or a screen inside the telescope dome), and characterize the combined
instrument sensitivity as a function of CCD position. Each science frame can be
divided through by a master flat frame to compensate for this variation, producing
a uniform intensity measurement across the frame.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 illustrate this procedure, showing example master frames and a
science frame before and after calibration.
(a) Master dark (20 second exposure). (b) Master sky flat (5 second exposure).
Figure 3.1: Puoko-nui calibration frames acquired on 2013-05-13 using the MJUO 1 m
telescope. The structure of the master flat is a combination of three main
effects: vignetting by the telescope optics, defocused images of dust particles
on the optical surfaces, and sensitivity changes caused by the physical CCD
structure.
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(a) Before calibration. (b) After calibration.
Figure 3.2: A science frame of GW Librae from 2011-08-01 before and after calibration.
The dynamic range of the frames have been reduced in order to highlight the
fixed structure that is visible in the background of the unreduced frame. This
structure is removed by the calibration procedure, leaving only Gaussian
noise.
Dark and bias subtraction
Recalling the discussion about CCDs in Chapter 2, we know that each CCD pixel will
have a readout contribution due to dark current and bias. The bias is applied during
readout, so will have no significant pixel-to-pixel variation. The dark current will
increase linearly with distance from the readout port, as the more distant pixels will
spend more time on the CCD (and so accumulate more thermal electrons) before
digitization. This effect is relatively minor in practice, as in most situations the
readout time (3.2 s using our standard configuration) is much less than the exposure
time (typically tens of seconds).
The ‘standard recipe’ for CCD photometry is that observers with liquid-nitrogen
cooled CCDs should take bias frames (zero-second darks) and not worry about
darks, while those with thermo-electrically cooled CCDs can use dark frames and
not be concerned with biases.
This is a logical approach, as the dark frames do include the constant bias level,
but this removes the possibility of using the bias measurements as a diagnostic tool
(the Argos CCD had known issues with bias fluctuations), and prevents one from
acquiring a single set of long-exposure dark frames and then scaling the master dark
to match the observation length (as the bias contribution is a fixed contribution,
regardless of exposure). The best of both worlds can be achieved by configuring the
CCD controller to digitize more columns than are physically present on the CCD:
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these ‘overscan’ columns contain no integrated charge, and so they directly measure
the bias signal (plus a tiny amount of dark current accumulated while the virtual
row is shuffled through the digitization register).
The dark current is measured by taking a number (typically 30) of exposures with
the CCD shuttered from external light. tsreduce calculates a master dark frame
by loading these into a 3 dimensional cube (x, y, frame) and then sorting the frame
axis by pixel intensity. The middle 50% (this is configurable) of the pixel values
are averaged to give the final pixel value. This median-mean combination rejects
outliers and dramatically increases the signal-to-noise ratio compared with a single
dark frame.
Flat-fielding
There are several contributions to the observed sensitivity variation across the CCD
frame. Vignetting by the telescope aperture reduces the number of photons collected
around the edge of the frame, and dust or other obstructions in the optical path
show up as dark halos. Variations in the physical structure of the CCD introduces
small per-pixel variations in the quantum efficiency, and can cause fringing effects
for longer light wavelengths.
These effects can be quantified by acquiring a collection of frames (typically 30) of
a uniformly lit background. Our preference is to acquire ‘sky flats’: exposures are
made of a relatively empty patch of sky during astronomical twilight while shifting
the telescope at low speed. Another choice is dome flats: taking images of an
illuminated panel on the inside of the telescope dome.
Each of these flat frames are bias/dark subtracted, and then scaled to have a mean
intensity of unity. This scaling step is important for sky flats, as the background
illumination changes continuously between frames (becoming darker in the evening,
or brighter before dawn). The same median-mean process described for the dark
frames is then applied, which rejects the pixels that are contaminated with additional
starlight (moving the telescope ensures that each frame will have different pixels
illuminated), and produces a master flat frame which is effectively an image of the
uniformly lit sky, free of stars. Dividing a dark-subtracted science frame by this
master flat will undo the effects of the optics and recover a uniform frame suitable
for analysis.
These flat frames can also be used to estimate the read noise and gain of the CCD;
these values are calculated by tsreduce and stored in the master flat image header
for use in later reduction steps.
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A histogram of the pixel values in the overscan strip shows a normal distribution
with a mean equal to the bias, and a standard deviation equal to the readout noise
of the detector. Subtracting the master dark from each flat frame removes the bias
component, and so the variance can be calculated by summing the (square of the)
overscan pixel residuals in all of the flat frames. The square root of the variance
gives the RMS read noise in ADU units.
The CCD gain relates the arbitrary ADU (analog-digital-unit) counts of a pixel
to the number of physical electrons measured by the CCD. The gain G is usually
defined in units of e−/ADU, and can be measured by comparing the variance of the
flat field frames with the theoretically expected value.
The static structure in each flat frame is removed by subtracting the bias, master
dark and master flat frames; the remaining signal again shows a normal distribution,
with a standard deviation that is the sum of several uncorrelated sources. The
dominant noise sources are photon shot noise σp , thermal noise from the dark current
σt , and readout noise σrd . The thermal and shot noise are both Poissonian in nature,
and the readout noise is constant. We can therefore write the total noise (for an
intensity measured in electrons) as
σ2e− = σ
2
p,e− + σ
2
t,e− + σ
2
rd, e−
= (
√
P e−)
2 + (
√
De−)
2 + σ2rd, e−
= P e− +De− + σ
2
rd, e− ,
where Pe− and De− are the number of electrons associated with detected photons
and thermal noise.
We can convert these quantities to ADU by introducing the gain,
(Gσ)2 = G(P +D) + (Gσrd)
2 ,
and then rearrange to obtain
G =
P +D
σ2 − σ2rd
. (3.1)
The quantities P and D are the mean intensity (in ADU) of the pre-processed flat
and master dark frames, σrd is the read noise measured from the overscan region,
and σ2 the variance measured above. This calculation can be repeated for each of
the 30 flat frames, and the median taken as the best estimate of the ‘true’ gain.
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3.2.2 Frame Registration
The final pre-processing step is to ensure that the synthetic apertures are positioned
correctly on the frame. Positional errors can accumulate over time due to imperfect
telescope tracking, and can reach the order of tens of pixels. The integration algo-
rithm can correct for small shifts, but requires an approximately correct position
(roughly within an aperture radius) as a starting point. The aperture positions in
tsreduce are specified relative to a reference frame, so we can measure and correct
these drifts by comparing the frame of interest against the reference frame.
Finding the linear transform that relates two images is a standard image recogni-
tion task, and there are many software packages and sophisticated algorithms for
solving this (and many other) problems in general. In our situation most of these
capabilities are unnecessary - we are only interested in observations from equatori-
ally mounted telescopes, so we know that only translational offsets will be present
(altitude-azimuth telescopes without a field rotator will also feature rotation). This
allows us to adopt a simpler, and more intuitive approach in tsreduce.
The pixel intensities along each row and column are summed into individual x and y
intensity profiles. The mean level is calculated and subtracted from each profile, and
any negative values are set to zero; the strong peaks from the star intensities ensure
that the mean intensity is sufficiently high for this to truncate the background signal.
The x and y profiles of the two frames are then cross-correlated to find the offset
that maximizes the similarity between the frames, as illustrated in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.3: The translational shift between two frames can be calculated by indepen-
dently cross-correlating the x and y intensity profiles. The target field sur-
rounds the DAV white dwarf L19-2, with two frames offset by (-1, -17) px.
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3.2.3 Synthetic Aperture Photometry
The actual synthetic aperture integration is quite simple, with one caveat: the
signal-to-noise ratio of the integration depends strongly on the chosen aperture size.
If the aperture is too small then useful signal will be lost, but if the aperture is too
large then the noise (which increases as r2) will begin to dominate. The process of
selecting an optimum aperture size is deferred until Section 3.2.7; for now, we will
assume that we have chosen a fixed aperture size.
The required aperture size can be reduced somewhat by centreing the aperture over
the star image to sub-pixel accuracy each frame, removing the positional jitter-
ing due to tracking errors. This is implemented in tsreduce using the modified
moment algorithm described by Stone (1989). This algorithm relies on having an
accurate estimate of the background sky intensity, and suggests using the mode of
the histogram of the surrounding background.
In the interests of having a simple and transparent algorithm, tsreduce takes the
pragmatic approach of requiring the user to select the sky aperture when marking
the target stars during the reduction configuration. This is achieved by presenting
the user with a calibrated reference frame (usually the first science frame in an
acquisition sequence) in the SAOImage ds9 display software, where they can mark
stars for reduction using the included annulus tool.
The background intensity within each annulus is found by generating a histogram of
the pixel intensities, then discarding pixels more than 10σ above the mean level to
remove any defective CCD pixels. The statistical mode (most common value) is then
estimated using a rule of thumb (attributed to Karl Pearson) for a nearly-symmetric
unimodal distribution:
mode = 3 ·median− 2 ·mean .
This method works well for the sparse fields that we have been interested in, but it
is very sensitive to starlight contamination. It would be straightforward to replace
this calculation with a more robust approach, but this has not been done to date
because our targets have not required anything more complex. Figure 3.4 demon-
strates this process for targets with sky apertures with and without background star
contamination.
The stellar intensity can then be integrated by adding the pixel intensities within
the aperture, each weighting the fractional overlay of the pixel with the aperture.
The background intensity is then corrected by subtracting pir2 times the estimated
sky intensity.
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Figure 3.4: The background calculation estimates the mode of the background intensity
using a simple calculation. The estimated mode (red arrow) matches the
intensity histogram well for an uncontaminated sky aperture (top panels),
but fails if the aperture contains significant flux from a bright star (bottom
panels - the pixels associated with the stars are well outside the range of the
histogram).
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The weights for each pixel are evaluated analytically (other routines use a polygon
approximation), using a straightforward algorithm based on checking the number
of corners within the aperture. The weight will be 1 if all four corners are in
the aperture, otherwise each edge is checked against the aperture to find the two
intersection points ~p1 and ~p2.
Figure 3.5 demonstrates how the areas of interest are then broken down into indi-
vidual cases of a polygon and circle segment. The area of a polygon can be shown
(e.g. Chote, 2011) to be
Apoly =
1
2
M∑
i=1
(xi−1yi − xiyi−1) ,
and, the area of the segment can be derived as
Asegment = r
2 sin−1
(
b
r
)
− b
√
r2 − b2 ,
where b = |~p2 − ~p1| /2 is half the length of the line joining the intersection points.
A p1
p2
(a) One corner
 
✁
✂
✄
☎
✆
(b) Two corners
 
✁
✂
✄
☎
✆
✝
(c) Three corners
Figure 3.5: The fractional overlap between the circular aperture and square pixel can be
broken down into the areas of a polygon (grey) and a circular sector (red).
There are two cases, shown in Figure 3.6, where the aperture may overlap a pixel
while all the corners remain outside. We can reject Case 1 outright as it would
require an aperture radius smaller than
√
2 px. Case 2 can affect at most four pixels
in the entire integration, each contributing a negligible weight to the integration, so
this case can also be safely ignored.
The noise contribution from each pixel can be found by rearranging Equation 3.1:
σ2 = W
(
P +D + σrd
2
)
,
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(a) No corners (Case 1) (b) No corners (Case 2)
Figure 3.6: There are two cases where the aperture may intersect with a pixel while all
four corners remain outside. Both cases can be safely ignored.
where W is the fractional area weight of the pixel and the remaining terms are as
defined for Equation 3.1.
3.2.4 Full-Width at Half-Maximum
Most stars are sufficiently distant that their incoming light can be treated as plane-
waves originating from a point source. An ideal detection system would focus these
incoming waves into points on the detector; however, the real world is hardly ideal:
the atmosphere refracts and distorts the incoming plane waves with a variability
timescale of tens of milliseconds, and the telescope optics introduces additional static
distortions. These effects blur the point-image into a Gaussian-like profile, known
as the point spread function (PSF). The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of
this profile provides a useful estimate of the atmospheric conditions, known as the
seeing, which is typically measured in arcseconds. Poor seeing conditions spread the
flux over a larger area and produces noisier photometry than an otherwise equivalent
night with improved seeing.
The conversion between pixels and arcseconds is given by the plate scale, which
can be calculated using the telescope geometry and CCD pixel size. The MJUO
telescope (in the configuration we use for observing) has an effective focal length
of f/7.7 and a diameter of 1 m, so from the geometry each arcsecond of view is
projected to 37µm on the CCD at the focal plane. The CCD has 13 um pixels, and
so the plate scale for this configuration is 0.35 arcsec / px. Our standard observation
procedure uses 2 × 2 pixel binning, giving an effective plate scale of 0.70 arcsec /
px.
The PSF can be estimated by integrating synthetic apertures with increasing radii
of sizes, and then taking differences to plot a mean intensity profile versus radius.
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This can then be fit with a Gaussian to extract the FWHM. Figure 3.7 shows
this process for the same object on two nights with different seeing. These plots
show a slight reduction in intensity at larger radii, which is caused by a slight
over-compensation in the background intensity, and is not a significant factor in
measuring the FWHM.
One can re-cast a Gaussian equation into a polynomial form by taking the logarithm
of the profile, which produces (in theory) a simple form for linear-least-squares
fitting. This technique fails in practice, because the logarithm suppresses the bright
central region of the PSF and amplifies the contribution of the noisy wings. A simple
and robust approach for our purposes (where we don’t need high accuracy) is to step
through a range of FWHM values and identify the one which best fits the measured
profile.
(a) Moderate seeing (3.6 arcseconds) (b) Poor seeing (6.9 arcseconds)
Figure 3.7: A demonstration of the FWHM calculation on nights with different seeing
conditions. The target star is the ELM white dwarf WDJ1518.
3.2.5 Relative Photometry
The physical quantity of interest in our pulsating WD targets is not the absolute
intensity; it is the relative intensity changes over time, which can then be con-
verted into the Fourier domain. A convenient measurement unit for these small-
scale intensity changes is the milli-modulation intensity (mmi), which is defined by
10 mmi = 1% change. By limiting ourselves to relative photometry we are able to
simply and effectively remove any atmospheric effects that uniformly affect the field
of view by point-wise dividing the measured target intensity by one or more constant
comparison star intensities.
The most dramatic effect on the lightcurve is cloud, which (depending on the type)
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can introduce smooth changes in intensity, rapid point-to-point changes, or com-
pletely wipe out the visibility. The first two cases can be almost completely cor-
rected by the comparison division as long as the cloud obscuration isn’t too large.
Data with as much as 75% cloud attenuation can often be salvaged into a usable
form.
The other significant effect is a smooth change in intensity as the star rises and/or
sets, which is caused by a change in the path-length that light travels through the
atmosphere. Light from a star near the horizon has a much longer path through
the atmosphere, which introduces additional attenuation and refraction, decreasing
intensity and increasing FWHM. A reasonable model for this is given by a plane-
parallel atmosphere, with an ‘airmass’ defined as sec(z) at an angle z from the
zenith. An airmass of two has double the path length than the zenith, and occurs
about ∼ 30◦ above the horizon, Airmass three is about ∼ 20◦ above the horizon,
and is roughly the limit at which we can obtain useful white dwarf photometry from
MJUO.
The attenuation (more commonly called extinction in this context) of the atmo-
sphere depends on wavelength, so is not fully corrected by the target/comparison
division (this is also true for clouds, but is a much smaller effect with no clear so-
lution). White dwarfs are generally bluer than other stars, so there will usually be
a residual extinction signature left in the data after the light-curve division. This
is mitigated to a certain extent by observing through a blue BG40 filter, but not
enough to avoid needing corrections. This could be avoided if a suitable airmass
correction were made to the lightcurves before division, however this introduces un-
necessary complication as it depends on the spectral type of each individual star.
The intrinsic variability that we are usually interested in has timescales of tens
of minutes or less, so we lose no information by simply fitting and subtracting a
low-order polynomial (usually a quadratic, but tsreduce allows a higher order if
necessary) to remove the the long-period extinction changes.
This polynomial correction can be combined with the mmi conversion, using the
relationship
mmi =
1000 (ratio− fit)
fit
evaluated for each measurement.
Outlying measurements can unduly influence this calculation, and so this procedure
is applied twice: the first time is used to calculate a mean and standard deviation,
which are used to discard outliers (defaulting to those outside 5σ, but this is again
configurable) before repeating the calculation to obtain an improved value.
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The results of all these calculations are plotted in real-time for the observer, and
include panels with the raw intensity measurements; ratio, and corrected mmi values;
and the mean FWHM of the PSF. An example online photometry plot is shown in
Figure 3.8. A second plot (not shown) shows the Fourier transform and window
function for the data, which are discussed in the next section.
The reduced data are stored in a simple plain-text format, which consists of a
file header containing the run parameters and columns listing the source image,
observation time, and raw intensities, FWHM, and corrected aperture position for
each star. The ratio and mmi values are generated from this raw data when they
are needed.
Figure 3.8: An online photometry plot of observations taken on 2011-08-01 of the DBV
white dwarf EC04207-4748. The target lightcurve is divided by the com-
parisons and then fitted with a quadratic polynomial to remove differential
extinction. Clean photometry can be extracted through cloud attenuation of
as much as 75% for a bright target like EC0407. Data segments irreparably
affected by cloud can be marked for rejection by tsreduce.
3.2.6 Fourier Analysis
The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is one of the most useful techniques in a
physicist’s mathematical toolbox. The Fourier transform decomposes a time do-
main signal into its component frequencies; signals that are complicated functions
of time may resolve themselves to a relatively simple combination of sinusoidal vari-
ations. Periodic but non-sinusoidal functions will contain harmonic frequencies in
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their DFT, with the time-domain shape encoded in the relative amplitude and phase
of the harmonics.
The frequency resolution of the Fourier transform is limited by the overall data
length, and its maximum measurable frequency by the sampling rate. The Nyquist-
Shannon sampling theorem states that the maximum frequency that can be uniquely
resolved is half the sampling frequency, which is intuitively reasonable: you need
to sample at least the positive and negative lobes of the sinusoid to be able to
distinguish it. For pulsating WDs with periodicities & 100 s, sampling rates of
10 ∼ 30 s give no problems, so the maximum frequency resolution is rarely an
issue.
The primary contribution to the appearance of the signal in the frequency domain
is the total run length. A finite segment of data can be thought as an infinitely
long signal multiplied by a square pulse of width T , which translates to the Fourier
domain as a convolution with a sinc function with a central peak width of 2pi/T .
Gaps within the time series data (due to cloud or combining multiple runs) will
introduce additional alias peaks, which can significantly complicate the frequency
identification procedure.
These aliases can be quantified by the window function, which is the DFT of a noise
free sinusoid sampled at the same times as the original time series (note that this
is different to the definition used in other fields, where the window function is a
tapering function applied to data in the time domain in order to minimize these
aliases – the two are inherently related).
The window function described here allows us to visually separate sampling effects
from noise. For a multi-night single-site set of observations the window function will
be dominated by a series of peaks separated by 11.6µHz (1/24 h) introduced by the
daily gaps in the observations.
An effective method for reducing these window aliases is to use the frequencies
identified in the Fourier domain to generate and fit sinusoids in the time domain.
The χ2 differences between fits can help break the degeneracy between adjacent alias
frequencies, and the fitted sinusoids can be subtracted (‘pre-whitened’) to remove
the frequency and its aliases from the DFT. This may uncover lower amplitude
frequencies that were previously hidden by the window aliases. An example of this
is shown in Figure 3.9; the 5191.8µHz frequency in the DAV white dwarf L19-2 is
split into three components separated by ∼ 13µHz due to stellar rotation.
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(a) MJUO (March 2013) (28% duty cycle) (b) xcov12 (57% duty cycle)
Figure 3.9: The dominant frequency in the DAV WD L19-2 is split into a triplet (indi-
cated with dotted lines) by stellar rotation. The low-amplitude side peaks
are hidden in the window pattern of the strong central frequency, but be-
come clearly visible after pre-whitening. This is demonstrated for our best
single-site MJUO data and the xcov12 WET campaign; we see that even the
best multi-site observations require pre-whitening in order for these closely
spaced multiplets to be resolved. The 11.6µHz frequency aliases that domi-
nates the single-site window function are highly suppressed in the multi-site
data, which does not feature the regularly spaced gaps enforced by sunrise
at a single site.
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3.2.7 Aperture Size Optimization
Finding an aperture size that gives the best signal-to-noise ratio is a relatively tricky
problem. The ‘best’ size may be different for different stars in the image, and it will
typically vary over an acquisition run as the seeing changes. Varying the aperture
size during the reduction introduces a number of issues, and is generally considered
to be an unnecessary complication. We can dramatically simplify the task by using
a single fixed aperture size for all the stars in a run.
The pragmatic approach for finding the optimum radius is to repeat the reduction
with a range of sizes, and then pick the value that produces the lowest noise in the
Fourier domain. This works well for offline reductions, and tsreduce includes two
routines for this purpose (reduce-range and plot-range; see Appendix A for more
details). This approach does not work for the online reductions, and so this requires
an algorithm that can estimate a ‘good enough’ (but not necessarily perfect) value
from the first one or two frames acquired at the beginning of a run.
Howell (2006) shows that the theoretically optimum aperture size is given by the
FWHM of the PSF, which (being a function of the atmosphere and instrumentation)
is independent of the stellar intensity and exposure time. This is problematic for
faint stars, however, as their faintness means that the wings of their PSFs are lost
in the background noise, which gives them a narrower apparent PSF than brighter
stars. One could, in principle, estimate the true FWHM by analyzing the PSF
of the brightest non-saturated stars in the field, but this would add unnecessary
complexity.
A simpler approach is implemented in tsreduce: the radial profile (see Section 3.2.4)
is calculated for the target and comparison stars in the selected reference frame,
and the radius is chosen from either three times the apparent FWHM (suggested by
Howell as a reasonable compromise for faint targets), or the radius where the radial
profile falls to within 5σ of the background (an arbitrary choice that was found to
give good results in most cases). This results in a unique radius measurement for
each star, from which the maximum is taken as the best reduction value.
3.2.8 Time Conversions
The time that we measure on Earth contains systematic offsets associated with leap
seconds and the secular motion of the Earth around the sun. We need to ensure that
any frequency variations that we observe in a target are intrinsic, and not effects of
our moving observation platform.
These effects can be broken into two parts: those intrinsic to the time measurement
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(e.g. leap second offsets, gravitational time dilation), and those associated with
light travel time as the observer moves about the solar system barycentre. This is
surprisingly difficult to do rigorously, but we are fortunate in that there are well
established models and software libraries that can do most of the hard work.
Eastman et al. (2010) provide a good discussion of the complexities involved in this
procedure, as does the “SOFA Time Scale and Calendar Tools” documentation of the
SOFA library (IAU SOFA Board, 2010) which we use to implement these conversions
in tsreduce.
The net result of these conversions is a time measured in BJDTDB (Barycentric
Julian Day, measured using Barycentric Dynamical Time), which can be loosely
considered as the time at which an observer positioned at the solar system barycen-
tre would have seen the same event, assuming the mass of the solar system were
removed. The SOFA documentation specifically mentions that this is a dubious and
unnecessary comparison, but I think it is better to have a hand-waving explanation
that conveys the key ideas than to hide behind rigorous but opaque mathematical
terminology.
3.2.9 False Alarm Probability
The concept of the false alarm probability (FAP) was first introduced by Scargle
(1982), and provides a simple intuitive test for differentiating between random noise
peaks and low amplitude coherent signals in the Fourier transform. The technique
that we use (from Sullivan et al., 2008) differs somewhat in form from Scargle’s
approach, but performs the same function. The speed of modern computers makes
it feasible to apply numerical Monte Carlo techniques to work with the measured
time-domain noise instead of relying on an assumed theoretical noise model.
The FAP procedure calculates a threshold amplitude A that corresponds to a 1/N
probability of a peak of amplitude A or greater being caused by incoherent noise
fluctuations. By making N large, we can choose an arbitrarily strong confidence
threshold for classifying peaks as signal or noise.
We start by pre-whitening all the large-amplitude periodicities from the time se-
ries data (the technique can be applied without pre-whitening, but that tends to
then over-estimate the noise level), and then shuffle the times associated with each
measurement to destroy any remaining coherent signals. The incoherent noise is
unaffected by this process, so we can claim that any peaks in the resulting DFT are
exclusively due to the incoherent noise. The amplitude of the highest peak in the
DFT is recorded, and this shuffle-and-DFT process repeated N times. A histogram
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of these maximum peak amplitudes can be plotted (but isn’t strictly necessary), and
the largest amplitude of any incoherent peak is taken as the FAP threshold.
It should be clear that for N repeats (assuming N is large enough to avoid issues
with small number statistics), the highest overall amplitude A defines to a threshold
where there is a 1/N probability of that amplitude being due to caused by incoherent
noise. We typically choose N = 1000, which sets a 0.1% probability that any peaks
larger than A are caused by incoherent noise.
Figure 3.10 shows the FAP peak-amplitude histogram for a typical observing run.
These distributions tend to be asymmetric, with a large tail extending to higher
amplitudes. A histogram of the peak frequencies is roughly flat, as we should expect
for incoherent (white) noise.
Figure 3.10: The FAP histogram calculated for the November 2011 observation run on
EC04207. The maximum amplitude at 1.36 mma is marked with an arrow.
Note that there is nothing special about the time shuffling in this procedure; it is
simply an efficient way of generating a random time-domain signal that has the same
incoherent noise properties as the original data. This is equivalent to the procedure
that will be described in Chapter 6, which fits the pre-whitened noise distribution
with a Gaussian and then randomly samples that distribution to obtain random
noise samples.
As with any Monte Carlo simulation, this calculation requires a good source of
random numbers to ensure unbiased statistics. The Mersenne Twister algorithm
(Matsumoto and Nishimura, 1998) is used in tsreduce, as it is computationally
efficient and offers good quality pseudo-random numbers.
Chapter 4
EC 04207-4748
EC 04207-4748 (subsequently EC04) was the first object that we devoted significant
time to observing at the start of my PhD, and so it became the benchmark that
I used to test developments on the photometer system, reduction code, and anal-
ysis procedures. In many ways EC04 was a perfect target for this: it is bright (V
magnitude 15.3) and has strong pulsation amplitudes, which makes it relatively for-
giving to observe, and the pulsation spectrum is neither overly complex nor boringly
simple.
We devoted four seven-night observing runs to EC04 during 2011. The final session
in November was as part of the xcov28 WET run, which were coordinated with
additional observations from Chile (using the PROMPT and SOAR telescopes) and
South Africa (using the 1.0 m telescope at the SAAO’s Sutherland site).
Our single-site observations and analysis were published as Chote et al. (2013), and
although the additional WET data did produce a more extended lightcurve, nothing
new of significance was visible in the DFT of the extended dataset.
4.1 Background
EC04 was first discovered by the Hamburg European Southern Observatory survey
for type Ia supernova candidates and named HE 0420-4748. Spectroscopic analysis
as part of this programme showed that it is a typical DB WD, with an effective
temperature and surface gravity of Teff = 25000 K, log g = 8.2 (Koester et al., 2001)
or Teff = 27300 K, log g = 7.8 (Voss et al., 2007). The discrepancy between these
fits is an inherent problem with models for DBV WDs, and is discussed in more
detail later.
The EC name prefix and its discovery as a pulsator came from the Edinburgh-Cape
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Run Name Start Time N ∆T Duty
[BJD] [hr] Cycle
mar11 2455622.8752867 1972 11.0 8%
jul11a 2455744.2439362 2497 13.9 10%
jul11b 2455770.0678829 3713 26.6 18%
nov11 2455883.9212131 3373 18.7 13%
Table 4.1: Files containing the combined photometry for each of the four one week ob-
serving runs. Column 1 gives the run name, 2 the start time of the first
exposure in barycentric Julian day (BJD), 3 and 4 the number of useful ex-
posures and effective observation times, and the final column states the duty
cycle for each of the individual sessions.
Southern hemisphere survey for faint blue objects (Stobie et al., 1997). From this,
Kilkenny et al. (2009) identified EC04 as a pulsator, with four potential frequencies,
based on ten hours of photometry acquired in 2002 and 2003 using the SAAO 1.0 and
0.75 m telescopes. This paper also identified a second new southern DBV, EC 05221-
4725; we obtained a few short observation runs on this object (see Chapter 7), but
did not pursue it further as other targets had higher priority.
4.2 Observations and DFT Analysis
We acquired a total of 56 h of useful integrations during our four 2011 observation
runs, which are presented visually in Figure 4.1. The weather and seeing were poor
during the first run in March; this can be seen in the large noise baseline of the
March DFT and the correspondingly large false alarm probability in Table 4.1. The
weather during the July and November runs was unremarkable by MJUO standards,
with moderate seeing and occasional cloud.
The CCD frames were reduced using our standard procedure (described in Chapter 3)
to create a combined photometry file for each week-long run, which are summarised
in Table 4.1. All observations were acquired using a 20 s integration time, with the
CCD configured for 100 kHz readout, medium gain, and 2× 2 pixel binning.
The analysis features of tsreduce were then used to identify the frequencies and
calculate the false alarm probability (FAP) for each run. A total of 15 significant
frequencies were found, and are listed in Table 4.2. These frequencies can be clas-
sified into two groups: f1 – f11 are the main contributions to the non-sinusoidal
lightcurves, and are well established across the four sessions. fa – fd pass our FAP
criteria, but are not nearly as well established.
The frequency identification of modes between the four runs was found to agree to
better than 1µHz after accounting for the degeneracy between adjacent 11.6µHz
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Figure 4.1: A total of 56 h of useable integrations were obtained on EC 04207-4748 using
the Puoko-nui South photometer on the MJUO 1.0 m telescope. The left
hand panels show the time-series data for each night, which were aggregated
into the four week-long runs. The right hand panels show the DFTs and
window functions of each combined run.
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alias peaks. The frequency uncertainty was therefore empirically determined to be
< 1µHz, and this was later confirmed by running the Monte Carlo technique that
will be described in Section 5.3.2 on one of these runs.
Figure 4.2 shows the DFT of each run after pre-whitening the f1 – f11 frequencies.
It should be clear from this that fa and fb aren’t really believable; they were only
given a second look because they are above the 0.1% FAP threshold during one of the
runs. Without any additional supporting evidence to the contrary, we believe that
these happen to be caused by the one in a thousand chance of a ‘noise conspiracy’.
fc looks to be relatively convincing in the final two runs, and could perhaps be a
variable-amplitude mode that remained below the detection amplitude during the
first two runs. Similarly, we believe that fd is most likely real, corresponding to the
linear combination f2 + f1, but we cannot firmly justify it based on the data that
we have. However, even if it is real, it is clearly a combination frequency and not
an independent pulsation mode.
Figure 4.2: A more detailed look at the residuals that remain after pre-whitening the
frequencies f1 – f11. The location of these subtracted frequencies are marked
with dotted red lines. Four frequencies that formally pass the FAP threshold
are marked, and discussed in the text along with the residuals left after sub-
tracting f1 and f3. The peaks below 200µHz are long-period variations that
are associated with imperfect atmospheric corrections and are not associated
with the WD. Note the changed frequency scale: f7 – f11 did not show any
residual power after pre-whitening, so they are not included in this plot.
Another feature worth noting in Figure 4.2 is the power which remains after pre-
whitening the three main frequencies (f2, f3, and f5) in each data set. These are
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quite significant in the first July run, but remain above the FAP threshold in the
second July and November runs. These could possibly be caused by weak amplitude
modulation in these modes, or by unresolved multiplet components.
The first July run was impacted by an instrument problem: certain conditions would
cause the camera drivers to return buffered frame data from an earlier exposure. This
resulted in incorrect time tags during some exposure sequences. We were careful to
identify and correct or discard these frames (the delay was always equal to four
20 second exposures), but an imperfect correction could lead to DFT artefacts like
the ones we see. Selectively discarding the remaining segments did not appreciably
improve the situation, and the artefacts are relatively minor compared to the primary
frequencies, so we do not consider them to have any meaningful effect on our results.
This problem with the camera driver was exposed by changes made to the acquisition
software between the March and July runs, and the problem was resolved before the
second July run. We are confident that this was the only run affected by this
issue.
Table 4.2 shows that most of the identified frequencies are linear combinations of
other modes. Such linear-combination frequencies are seen in many pulsating WDs
(particularly near the cooler end of the instability strips), and are known to be
artefacts caused by non-sinusoidal lightcurve shapes. They do not correspond to
physical pulsation modes in the WD, and so it appears that EC 04207-4748 has
only four detectable eigenmodes. This makes EC04 poorly suited for traditional
asteroseismological analysis, but the strongly non-sinusoidal lightcurve (shown in
Figure 4.3) makes it an ideal candidate for studying convection effects.
4.3 Convection Theory
The combination frequencies that are visible in the DFTs of many pulsating WDs are
a clear sign of non-linearities in the transformation from the internal flux variations
generated by the pulsations into the photospheric flux variations that we observe.
One source of non-linearities is the T 4 relationship between temperature and lumi-
nosity (the Stefan-Boltzmann equation). Another, more interesting, contribution is
the effect of a sub-surface convection zone within the stellar atmosphere.
Convection was largely neglected in the original theoretical treatments of WD pulsa-
tions, and its effects weren’t seriously considered until Brickhill introduced a model
for convective driving (Brickhill, 1983, 1990, 1991a,b, 1992). One of the attractive
features of this model is that it provides a natural explanation for the observed
non-linearity: the outgoing flux passes through a sub-surface convection zone which
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has a heat capacity that varies in response to local temperature changes (Brickhill,
1992). The small temperature variations that occur during a pulsation cycle cause
energy to be absorbed by the convection zone when the flux increases, and then
released after a delay: this results in a lightcurve that has relatively sharper peaks
and flatter troughs.
Aspects of this early numerical work were explored analytically by Goldreich and
Wu (1999), and Wu (2001). Wu derived an analytical relationship between the
thickness of the convection zone (described using a timescale, τ) and the amplitude
of the combination modes. Montgomery (2005) adopted a modified parameterisa-
tion of this model, and created a hybrid (semi-analytical) code that could generate
lightcurves suitable for fitting to observational data. His original code was limited
to mono-periodic pulsators, but was subsequently extended with support for the
multi-periodic variety (Montgomery et al., 2010).
The convective region is a relatively thin layer between the photosphere and radiative
interior of the WD. This layer is believed to overlap with the partial ionization region
in pulsating WDs, and the exchange of energy between them provides a mechanism
for driving the pulsations (which is the origin of the term convective driving), as
was described in Chapter 1.
Energy transport within the star is dominated by radiation at high temperatures,
so convection in hotter WDs is limited to a shallow layer near the surface. Cooler
WDs have a thicker layer, with more mass and a longer convective timescale. This
produces larger distortions and more non-sinusoidal lightcurves. This relationship
between temperature and lightcurve shape has been well established observationally,
and Fontaine and Brassard (2008) show nice plots of this trend within the DAV and
DBV instability strips.
A small number of assumptions make this behaviour tractable for modelling: that
the convection layer reacts instantaneously to temperature changes (this is reason-
able because the thermal response timescale is ∼ 1 second, compared with hundreds
of seconds for the g-mode pulsations); that the behaviour of the convection zone is
purely radial (the convection zone is thin compared with the angular variation of
the pulsations); that geometrical effects associated with pulsation are ignored (the
extreme temperature sensitivity of the convection zone means that temperature and
flux effects will dominate); and that flux perturbations beneath the convection zone
are sinusoidal in time and spherical harmonic in angle.
One can then define a simple equation relating the flux entering the base of the
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convection zone to the flux exiting into the photosphere,
F phot = F base − dQ˜
dt
, (4.1)
where dQ˜/dt is the energy per unit time absorbed by the convection layer. Mont-
gomery (2005) explains that this absorption factor can be computed from static
atmosphere models over a range of effective temperatures, which allows this to be
rewritten as
F phot = F base + τC
dF phot
dt
. (4.2)
The parameter τC describes the magnitude of the change in heat capacity of the
convection layer as the local photometric flux and temperature vary. The full calcu-
lation of τC depends on the underlying physics in the convection layer, which is de-
scribed by mixing length theory (MLT) (Bo¨hm-Vitense, 1958; Bohm and Cassinelli,
1971), but can be approximated using a simple power law over a restricted range of
temperatures (e.g. the DAV or DBV instability strip):
τC = τ0
(
Teff
Teff,0
)−N
. (4.3)
The convective response timescale, τ0, is a function of the mixing length parameter
α, and is highly sensitive to the effective temperature of the WD. It can be thought of
as the average time that energy is trapped inside the convection layer, or equivalently
as the layer depth or mass.
Teff is the instantaneous effective temperature, which is related to the observed flux,
and Teff,0 is its time-averaged value. N describes the strength of the power law, and
is very high: 90 ∼ 95 over the DAV instability strip, and 20 ∼ 25 across the DBV
strip.
The assumed behaviour of the flux entering the base of the convection zone is given
by the sum of spherical harmonics,
F base = F base,0 + Re
{
M∑
j=1
Aje
i(ωjt+φj)Y`jmj (θ, φ)
}
, (4.4)
which introduces the familiar parameters of eigenmode frequency, phase, amplitude
(here specified at the base of the convection zone, which is not directly observable),
` and m.
The final step for calculating a model lightcurve is to integrate Equation 4.2 over
the visible disk of the WD, which introduces an additional parameter, θi, for the
relative inclination between the pulsation axis and line of sight. This integration
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can be done numerically, and takes into account the T 4 relationship, limb darkening,
and the observation passband.
An important measure of a model is in how well it can describe observed behaviour
with a limited number of parameters, and in its ability to make predictions. This
convection model succeeds on both counts: Figure 4.3 shows a model fit to one of
the EC04 lightcurves that we acquired in 2011, and fits to other modelled WDs show
similarly good results (see e.g. Provencal et al., 2012, and references therein). The
underlying convection theory provides a self-consistent explanation for the driving
of the g-mode pulsations, and a simple explanation for the observed relationship
between temperature and lightcurve shape across the instability strip.
The main predictive power of this model comes from the measured convective re-
sponse timescale, τ0, and its relationship to Teff and the MLT α parameter. α
defines the relative size of the convection cells, and plays an important role in the
atmospheric models that are used to extract physical quantities from WD spec-
tra. Bergeron et al. (1995) showed that varying the value of α significantly changes
the temperature, mass, and radii measurements extracted from their spectroscopic
fitting procedure.
Bergeron et al. (1995) and Tremblay et al. (2010) found values of α = 0.6 and 0.8
produced the best self-consistent results with their respective spectroscopic models,
but Fontaine and Brassard (2008) found that α ≈ 1 is required to correctly describe
the observed blue edge of the DAV instability strip. Tremblay et al. (2010) notes
that α is expected to vary significantly as a function of depth, and that the spectro-
scopic models are only sensitive to its value near the surface. One should therefore
expect a certain amount of disagreement between α values obtained using different
techniques.
This convection model also provides an independent constraint on the spherical
harmonic degree (`) and azimuthal number (m) identifications made via asteroseis-
mology; however, these fits have been found to be relatively insensitive to these
values, so one should be cautious about drawing too many conclusions from these
results. Additionally, the pulsation angle θi may be useful for constraining effects
such as magnetic fields. Montgomery et al. (2010) discusses how an apparent modu-
lation of θi could be described in terms of a relative inclination between the rotation
and pulsation axes. This inclination could, in turn, be interpreted in terms of a
magnetic field.
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Mode Frequency Period Amplitude ` m
[µHz] [s] [mma]
f2 2236.24 447.18 23.8 1 0
f3 2361.47 423.50 9.8 1 1
f4 2972.66 336.40 4.0 1 0
Parameter Value
Teff (K) 25800 ± 1500
τ0 (s) 148± 5
θi (
◦) 38.8± 5
Table 4.3: A list of input and output parameters from our best-fit EC 04207-4748 con-
vection models.
4.4 Convection Analysis
Our November run was selected for convection fitting by Mike Montgomery, who
used our lightcurve and identified mode frequencies f2 – f4 (f1 was not visible in
the November run), plus the previous spectroscopic temperature estimates as known
inputs. The ` and m values were varied to find the optimum fit, and the remaining
parameters left as free parameters for the model to optimize. The results of the fit
are given in Table 4.3, and a segment of the fitted lightcurve (showing only one of the
four nights) is shown in Figure 4.3. The two temperature estimates were found to
give slightly different τ0 values – this systematic uncertainty has been incorporated
into the stated uncertainty of τ0.
This result adds an additional data point to the growing collection of τ0 measure-
ments that are being collected for DAV and DBV pulsators. Figure 4.4 plots τ0 vs
Teff for all the modelled WDs, and shows the clear relationship that exists between
τ0, Teff , and the MLT α parameter.
If Teff is well known then we can use this relationship to obtain a non-spectroscopic
estimate of α, and the current results do appear consistent with α ≈ 1 as required
by Fontaine and Brassard (2008).
The traditional spectroscopic measurements of the DBV white dwarfs do not yield
accurate measurements of Teff due to the fact that (a) visible spectral lines are
relatively insensitive to temperature changes in the vicinity of the DBV instability
strip, and (b) the derived temperatures are sensitive to undetectable trace levels of
hydrogen (Beauchamp et al., 1999). However, it is clear that the value of τ0 obtained
from this convection fitting reliably tracks the convection zone depth within the DAV
and DBV instability strips, and therefore this parameter can be used as a calibration
or substitute for the effective temperature if we choose a specific value for α.
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Figure 4.3: The model parameters from Table 4.3 provide an excellent fit to observations
obtained on 2011-11-24 using Puoko-nui South on the MJUO 1.0 m telescope.
Figure 4.4: A clear relationship can be seen between τ0 and Teff for both DAV (left
panel, using data from Provencal et al., 2012) and DBV (right panel, from
Chote et al., 2013) WDs.
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Chapter 5
GW Librae
GW Librae (GW Lib) is the class prototype for the group of accreting pulsating
white dwarfs. These WDs exist in cataclysmic variable (CV) systems, where they
are in a close binary orbit with another star. The secondary (often called the donor)
star is disrupted by the strong gravity of the nearby WD, and matter – primarily
hydrogen, but also heavier elements – streams onto the WD, usually via an accretion
disk.
These systems are known for undergoing periodic outbursts (nova) where they dra-
matically brighten by several magnitudes, and then dim back to their original in-
tensity. These are triggered by a large amount of energy being dumped into the
WD atmosphere, which raises the surface temperature by several thousand degrees.
There are two main mechanisms that can cause this: a flash of nuclear fusion when
the accreted hydrogen passes a critical level; or the liberation of gravitational po-
tential energy when changes in the accretion disk cause a large amount of material
to be dumped onto the WD. These systems also show a range of shorter period,
quasi-periodic variability associated with flickering and other behaviour within the
accretion disk.
The story of GW Librae (GW Lib) begins with Maza and Gonzalez (1983), who first
noticed GW Lib as a system undergoing a ∼ 9th magnitude outburst. A comparison
with archived photometric plates showed that the quiescent magnitude was around
18th magnitude. Duerbeck and Seitter (1987) tentatively classified GW Lib as a
nova or dwarf nova type CV based on spectroscopic observations, and Ringwald
et al. (1996) later confirmed it to be a dwarf nova. Little further interest was
shown until Warner and van Zyl (1998) discovered photometric variability that was
consistent with the non-radial g-mode pulsations that had previously only been seen
in isolated white dwarfs.
GW Lib was relatively well studied during the following several years, which re-
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Figure 5.1: Observations of GW Librae acquired in 1998 using the MJUO CCD on the
1.0 m McLellan telescope show the quiescent pulsation behaviour of GW
Librae. Three clearly visible periodicities are identified as non-radial g-mode
pulsations in the accreting WD primary.
sulted in the measurement (or at least constraint) of several key system parameters.
Thorstensen et al. (2002) used radial velocity measurements to find an orbital pe-
riod of 76.79 ± 0.02 minutes and a binary inclination of i ∼ 11◦ (i.e. almost face
on). Szkody et al. (2002) identified solar-like metals in the UV spectrum (making
GW Lib a DAZQ spectral type in the Sion et al. (1983) system), and found the
best-fitting model temperature was provided by having ∼ 60% of the surface at
13,300 K and the rest at 17,100 K. The best single-temperature model estimated a
surface temperature of 14,700 K. All of these temperatures are hotter than the blue
edge of the standard DAV instability strip.
A multi-site photometric observation campaign in 1998 (van Zyl et al., 2004) charac-
terized the non-radial pulsation spectrum. The NZ contribution to this run included
two 7 hour runs in May 1998 using the Mt John Top Hat photometer on the 1.0 m
telescope (Sullivan et al., 2000). The original CCD data were recovered and re-
reduced using tsreduce; the DFTs of these two runs are shown in Figure 5.1. The
full observation campaign identified three pulsation frequencies in the vicinity of 650,
370, and 230 s, but the exact periods appeared to vary between observations.
Szkody et al. (2002) showed that these three pulsation modes were also visible in
the UV wavelengths, with amplitudes ∼ 16 times greater than in the optical regime.
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This is consistent with the expected effects of limb-darkening on the non-radial WD
pulsations.
An initial seismological analysis by Townsley et al. (2004) modelled a WD mass
of 1.02 M, with an accreted layer mass of 0.31 × 10-4 M, and an accretion rate
of only 7.3 × 10−11 Myr-1. This is consistent with the assumption that only very
low-accretion CVs will show non-radial pulsations (see below).
GW Lib underwent another outburst in 2007 (Templeton et al., 2007; Vican et al.,
2011), which lasted for 26 days and peaked at 8th magnitude. The increased sur-
face temperature during and after the outburst caused the pulsations to cease as
expected. Byckling et al. (2009) note that this outburst was somewhat unusual
compared to other dwarf novae, in that the x-ray flux did not decrease during the
outburst, but instead increased by three orders of magnitude. GW Lib is also taking
longer than expected to cool back to its quiescent state.
Efforts to monitor GW Lib for the return of these pulsations have been underway
since the outburst, with Copperwheat et al. (2009), Schwieterman et al. (2010)
and Bullock et al. (2011) all reporting negative results for the return of non-radial
pulsations between 2008 – 2010.
We became involved with this project in 2011, with our first observations in March
just preceding scheduled Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations in April 2011.
The results of our MJUO observations during 2011 formed an important part of
Szkody et al. (2012a), and our monitoring efforts have continued through to 2013.
5.1 Accreting Pulsating White Dwarfs
The cataclysmic variable (CV) classification is relatively broad, and covers a range
of observationally-distinct systems. We are only interested in the specific subset that
can show non-radial pulsations, which corresponds to the WZ Sagittae subgroup.
These dwarf novae systems (Howell et al., 1995) lack the common short period
outbursts that are seen in other types of CV, but instead show ‘superoutbursts’
that last longer (weeks vs days) and take longer (months – years) for the WD
to cool into quiescence. These systems spend long periods of time (& 10 years) in
quiescence between superoutbursts, and the WD contributes a significant proportion
of the visible flux (about half for GW Lib) during this time. This allows us to detect
the presence of non-radial g-mode pulsations in the primary WD.
The most important property that allows these systems to exhibit pulsations is a
very low accretion rate. The accreted material compresses and heats the surface of
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Star Temperature Outbursts Pulsation periods Discovery paper
(kK) (year) (s)
GW Lib 15.4 1983, 2007 650, 380, 240 Warner and van Zyl (1998)
V386 Ser 14.5 - 610, 350, 300, 220 Woudt and Warner (2004)
SDSS 0131-09 14.5 - 600, 340, 260 Warner and Woudt (2004)
SDSS 2205+11 15 2011 580, 480, 330 Warner and Woudt (2004)
HS 2331+3905 10.5 2007 400, 360 Araujo-Betancor et al. (2005)
PQ And 12 1938, 1967, 1988, 2010 1260, 630 Vanlandingham et al. (2005)
RE 1255+26 1994 1340, 1240, 670 Patterson et al. (2005)
SDSS 1339+48 12.5 2011 640 Ga¨nsicke et al. (2006)
SDSS 1514+45 - 560 Nilsson et al. (2006)
SDSS 0745+45 15.1 2006 1200 Mukadam et al. (2007)
SDSS 0919+08 13.5 260 Mukadam et al. (2007)
SDSS 1507+52 1140, 660, 500 Patterson et al. (2008)
SDSS 0804+51 2006, 2010 1000 Pavlenko (2009)
VSX 0747+06 2008 680, 240 Woudt and Warner (2011)
SDSS 1457+51 1200, 600 Uthas et al. (2012)
BW Scl ∼15 1240, 620 Uthas et al. (2012)
Table 5.1: Table of accreting pulsator systems. These properties have been collated from
the literature, and may not be complete. The pulsation periods are given to
the nearest 10 s, as many of these periods are observed to vary at this level.
the WD, which provides a heating source that can (if not sufficiently low) keep the
WD temperature too hot for the partially-ionized layer that drives the pulsations to
form. These WZ Sge systems also tend to have orbital periods near the theoretical
minimum for CV systems, which is around 80 minutes. This makes them interesting
for the CV community, but is not of particular concern here. They also have low
magnetic fields, and so mass transfer occurs via an accretion disk.
GW Lib was the first of these systems to be discovered with variability that is consis-
tent with non-radial pulsations (van Zyl et al., 2000), but there are now (at least) 15
other systems that show similar behaviour. These are presented in Table 5.1.
The accreting WD instability strip appears to extend to much higher temperatures
than for the isolated DAVs. Arras et al. (2006) show that this can be attributed to
differences in the atmospheric composition: these stars are expected to have a higher
fraction of helium than the isolated DAVs due to the accreted material from the
donor star. Their models reveal an additional instability strip associated with HeII
partial ionization at around 15,000 K, which may merge with the HI instability strip
at 10,500 K to create a single wider strip that extends up to around 16,000 K.
Accurate temperature measurements are difficult to obtain for these systems. The
accretion disk significantly contaminates the visible spectra, and makes it difficult
to precisely fit the spectroscopic WD models. One effective technique (see e.g.
Szkody et al., 2010) is to measure the Lyman α lines in the ultraviolet region, where
the hotter WD dominates the flux, but the Earth’s atmosphere limits these UV
measurements to space-based instruments.
Time-tagged UV spectra obtained from instruments such as the Cosmic Origins
Spectrograph on the Hubble Space Telescope can be transformed into a UV lightcurve
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by integrating over a range of wavelengths. The WD signal can be enhanced by ex-
cluding the wavelengths known to be associated with the accretion disk emission,
which further improves the signal quality. These lightcurves show the same pulsation
frequencies, but with much higher amplitudes than in the visible wavelengths. This
is expected behaviour for non-radial pulsations, as the increased limb darkening at
UV wavelengths decreases the geometric cancellation across the visible disk of the
WD (see e.g. Robinson et al., 1995).
These accreting systems are significantly more complicated than the isolated pul-
sating WDs, and the effects that this will have on their pulsations are still largely
unknown. Millennia of accretion (and the associated angular momentum increase)
spins the rotation of the WD up to very fast rates – periods of hundreds of seconds
or less are not unusual. The accretion in these low mass-transfer systems occurs in
an equatorial band, and may lead to compositional or temperature changes around
the surface of the WD. These two effects combine to break the spherical symmetry
that is explicitly assumed in the WD pulsation theory, although it is not clear how
much of an effect this would have on the resulting pulsation modes. Some discussion
of these effects are included in Szkody et al. (2012b, 2013).
There are still a number of unexplained phenomena associated with these WDs.
Long-baseline observations of GW Lib, SDSSJ1610-01 and VSX J0747+06 during
quiescence all show apparent frequency multiplets with a spacing of ∼ 1µHz (van
Zyl et al., 2004; Mukadam et al., 2010; Woudt and Warner, 2011). The presence of
such multiplets in an isolated WD is usually treated as a sign of rotation, but the
spacings measured for these objects would imply a rotational period of ∼days, which
directly contradicts the ∼hundreds-of-second periods from radial velocity measure-
ments.
Other systems, such as SDSS 1457+51 and SDSS 0745+4538 show broadly sta-
ble pulsation modes, but with periods that change by relatively large amounts be-
tween nights. Several additional systems with parameters that should place them
within the accreting WD instability strip have not shown any visible pulsations (e.g.
Mukadam et al., 2007; Ga¨nsicke et al., 2005). However, one of these systems (BW
Scl) was later found to pulsate (Uthas et al., 2012).
Even with these unknowns, there are compelling reasons for wanting to study these
pulsators. The periodic outbursts heat their surface layers outside the instability
strip, which is followed by the system cooling back to its quiescent temperature. This
cooling happens on a timescale of years, which is much more accessible to human
observers than the evolutionary cooling timescales of isolated WDs. This opens a
window into observing the effects of cooling on the WD structure via its effect on
the pulsation periods (see Chapter 6 for more details). Changes in the pulsations
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before and after an outburst may also provide information on the accretion event
itself, such as the total accretion mass (e.g. Mukadam et al., 2011b).
Small number statistics limit our ability to understand these systems in the imme-
diate future. They are extremely complicated, and it is unreasonable to expect that
we can accurately model all the behaviour seen in each system. Matters may become
clearer in the future once more systems have been discovered, and more outbursts
observed, and the ‘normal’ behaviour of these systems become known.
5.2 Observations
Our new observations of GW Lib span three years, from March 2011 through to
March 2013. We obtained approximately 39 hours of useable integrations in 2011,
which were published in Szkody et al. (2012a). An additional 77 hours were obtained
in 2012, and a further 9.5 hours in 2013. The details of the individual acquisition
runs are presented in Table 5.2, and the lightcurves and DFTs for each run are
shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3.
We found no sign indicating the return of the pre-2007 quiescent pulsation fre-
quencies. However, we did find several recurring periodicities at other frequencies
(periods). The runs in Table 5.2 are labelled with these types, but omit the specific
period length: this is partly to reduce unnecessary clutter, but also because many
of these frequencies are seen to vary between runs. The long period (> 1 hour)
frequency determinations are expected to be distorted slightly by the amplitude
distortions introduced by differential extinction and the low-order polynomial sub-
traction.
The periodicity identifications that we believe are present in these data are:
A A double-humped, 80 minute (200µHz and harmonics) ‘late superhump’. This
has been suggested to be associated with the precession of an elliptical accre-
tion disk, which gives it a period slightly longer than the 77 minute orbital
period. This signal has been reported by several other groups in both the
visible and UV regimes (e.g. Bullock et al., 2011; Kato et al., 2008).
B Periods in the range of 4 – 6 minutes (3000− 4000µHz), which are examined
in detail within Szkody et al. (2012a). These peaks are seen in the ultraviolet
as well as the visible wavelengths, which is a strong sign that this periodic-
ity originates from the WD. However, the extremely variable frequency and
amplitude between nights makes it unclear as to the exact nature of this signal.
C A ∼ 19 minute (∼ 900µHz) periodicity, which is examined in detail below.
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D A ∼ 3 h (90µHz) periodicity that is present at the same time as C. The DFT
shows additional peaks at 30 and 60µHz, which may indicate that this is a
harmonic of a longer period phenomenon.
The primary focus of this chapter is the May 2012 (may12) observation run. The
lightcurve during this period was dominated by a strong (∼ 50 mma, or 5% of the
total intensity) non-sinusoidal intensity modulation that was not seen in our 2011 or
2013 observations. Our first run on May 17 appeared to indicate a partially-resolved
multiplet structure, which we interpreted as a potential indication of an underlying
mode structure. We decided to change our focus for this observing run exclusively
to GW Lib, with the goal of quantifying this (apparently) new behaviour. An early
analysis of this data was presented in Chote and Sullivan (2013a), and a journal
paper that concisely reports on the investigation below is underway.
The coordinates of GW Lib (15h19m55s, −25◦00′25′′) allow for it to be observed all
night from MJUO in May. This, combined with uncharacteristically good observing
conditions for Mt John, allowed us to acquire 61 h of excellent quality photometry
over a total of 6 nights – an impressive 42% observing duty cycle, out of a potential
∼ 50% for May at Mt John.
Date Start End Exposure Useable Observed
UTC UTC (s) (hours) frequency types
2011-03-02 13:09 17:23 20 4 A
2011-03-04 14:33 16:19 20 1.5 A
2011-07-01 07:02 12:06 20 5 B
2011-07-02 06:23 11:00 20 4.5 B
2011-07-04 06:36 14:02 20 7.5 B
2011-07-06 06:35 09:28 20 3 (A) B
2011-07-27 06:48 12:47 20 5.5 (A)
2011-08-01 06:39 12:53 20 5 A
2011-08-02 06:35 10:04 20 3
2012-03-24 13:02 17:49 30 3.5 (A)
2012-03-25 12:40 17:56 30 5 A
2012-04-23 11:22 18:24 30 7 (B) (C) D
2012-05-17 06:53 18:06 30 11 B C D
2012-05-18 06:44 17:53 30 11 B C
2012-05-19 06:33 17:55 30 11.5 B C D
2012-05-20 07:40 18:06 30 6 C D
2012-05-21 07:32 17:46 30 10 C D
2012-05-22 06:29 18:04 30 12 C D
2013-03-08 13:22 15:24 30 1.5 (A)
2013-03-10 12:57 17:26 30 2.5 (A)
2013-03-13 12:46 15:24 20, 30 5.5 A
Table 5.2: Table of GW Lib observation runs. The frequency type descriptions are in-
cluded in the main text. Labels in parenthesis indicate probable identifica-
tions.
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Figure 5.2: Observations (left) and DFTs (right) of GW Librae between 2010 and 2013
show a prominent 80 minute periodicity that is believed to originate from the
accretion disk, but no sign of the expected pre-outburst pulsation frequen-
cies. Several runs show relatively coherent 4 – 6 minute periodicities, which
may be associated with non-radial pulsations. The vertical plot scales are
equal for all plots, and only labelled once to reduce visual clutter. The 0.1%
false alarm probability for each run is indicated by the red line in the DFT
panels, and the red lines in the time series panels indicate the double-humped
80 minute periodicity (type A) that is visible in many of the runs.
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Figure 5.3: Observations (left) and DFT (right) of GW Librae in May 2012 were domi-
nated by a ∼19 minute periodicity that was not visible in our 2011 or 2013
observations. The vertical plot scales are equal for all plots, and only la-
belled once to reduce visual clutter. The two main periodicities are marked
on the time series panels, and the 0.1% false alarm probability for each run
is indicated by the red line in the DFT panels. The April 23 run is also
included in this figure, as it raises interesting questions as to the origin of
this periodicity (see text).
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Our next observation of GW Lib was not until March 2013, and these runs showed
no signs of the 19 minute signal. The time span of nearly 10 months between these
two observations makes it difficult to constrain the length of time that it was present,
and so further data on this signal may remain elusive.
5.3 The 19 Minute Periodicity
It became clear early into our analysis of the may12 data set that this signal couldn’t
be described using a simple coherent pulsator model. Each nightly run showed
slightly different frequencies, and the apparent structure in the DFT was found to
behave more like artefacts than as unresolved multiplets, which indicated that the
stability timescale is shorter than even 12 h. This posed a puzzle: the models for
g-mode pulsations, based on isolated DAV pulsators, do not allow for such large
frequency changes on this short timescale.
A search through the literature revealed that a very similar periodicity was seen
over a period of several months in 2008 (see Copperwheat et al., 2009; Schwieterman
et al., 2010; Bullock et al., 2011; Vican et al., 2011). Vican et al. comment that the
signal could have been present for anywhere between four months and two years.
These observations showed the same apparent instability that we see in our may12
data, which led Bullock et al. to attribute its origin to a quasi-periodic oscillation
(QPO; see e.g. Warner and Woudt, 2008) associated with the accretion disk.
Vican et al. note that this would be unusual, as QPOs are usually only observed in
systems with much larger accretion rates than GW Lib. They explain the common-
sense fact that these accreting systems are sufficiently different from the isolated
DAVs that we must be careful about drawing too-close of a comparison to them.
Essentially, these authors note that the cause of the observed signal is uncertain,
and we cannot rule out non-radial WD pulsations.
The case for non-radial pulsations is strongly supported by observations of another
accreting pulsator, SDSS 0745+4538 (Mukadam et al., 2007). The lightcurve of
SDSS 0745+4538 is remarkably similar to what is seen in our may12 data, with
a non-sinusoidal oscillation near 20 minutes and a DFT that shows a strong peak
with multiple harmonics. This period and its harmonics is observed to vary between
nights in a similar fashion to what is seen in our may12 data. Given this observa-
tional similarity, it seems reasonable to attribute the same driving mechanism to
the periodicities in both objects.
SDSS 0745+4538 underwent an outburst in October 2006, and the variability ceased.
It later returned, with essentially identical properties, once the system returned to
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quiescence in 2010 (Mukadam et al., 2011b). This is a strong sign that the signal may
indeed be caused by non-radial pulsations: the pulsation frequencies are determined
primarily by the interior structure of the WD, and the outburst heating simply
removes the partial-ionization driving mechanism. The same periods are expected
to return when the temperature at the base of the partial ionization zone returns to
its quiescent level.
Mukadam et al. argue that the apparent frequency variability in SDSS 0745+4538
can be explained in terms of amplitude modulation across an underlying stable set
of pulsation eigenmodes. They propose that only one mode is excited at any time,
and that the apparent frequency shifts are caused by power shifting between these
modes on a timescale of less than a day.
We find an additional complication arises when we consider our sole observation in
the April 2012 run. This showed a strong 672 s periodicity, which is tantalizingly
close to the 650 s pre-outburst pulsation. On more careful inspection, however, we
see that this is actually the first harmonic of a double-humped 21 min periodicity.
Given the short time span between the April and May observations, it seems quite
plausible that these are related. There is a sign of power at 21 min in our March
2012 observations, but the signal is too weak in these relatively poor quality data to
be able to make any quantitative statements about it. The spread of frequencies of
the main 19 min periodicity in the may12 run was ∼ 50µHz; the April observation
suggests that this might vary over an even wider range.
Both the April and May observations show a long period intensity modulation:
2.7 h for the April run, and 3 h for the May runs. The ratio of period lengthening
(2.7 / 3 = 90%) in this signal matches the ratio of period decrease that is seen in
the 19 min signal (19 / 21 = 90%). The significance of this is not clear, but it could
potentially suggest that (a) the 19 and 21 minute signals are indeed related, and (b)
that they are somehow coupled to this longer period modulation.
Given this uncertainty over the origin of this signal, we try to approach our may12
data set with a view to characterize its phenomenological behaviour, without im-
posing a specific underlying physical model for its origin.
5.3.1 The Combined DFT
The simplest explanation for apparent frequency modulations in a stable pulsator is
that there are multiple coherent but unresolved pulsation modes that undergo beat-
ing. The apparent instability can be easily explained once the observation baseline
increases sufficiently to uniquely resolve the underlying modes. This baseline is usu-
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Figure 5.4: The frequency determination of a stable pulsation can be greatly improved
by calculating the overall DFT of several nights of single-site data. How-
ever, the daily data gaps introduce significant side (alias) peaks that are
separated from the real frequency peak by ±1 day-1 (±11.6µHz). The DFTs
and corresponding window functions in the two panels on the left illustrate
the improvements obtained for the very stable 251 s (3559µHz) pulsation
mode in the DBV white dwarf EC 20058−5234 (Sullivan et al., 2008) when
moving from a single night to multiple nights. The improvement in the DFT
resolution as data is added matches the improvement of the window func-
tion. This is in stark contrast to the 19 min period DFTs for GW Lib shown
in the right panels: the single night DFT peak is essentially destroyed when
multiple nights are combined. Note that the two data sets for EC20058 and
GW Lib were comparable in duty cycle and length, as should be apparent
by inspecting the window functions.
ally longer than a single night, and so one is usually required to combine multiple
nights of single-site observations together. This introduces gaps in the total data
set, which introduce artefact peaks with a spacing of 1 day-1 (11.6µHz). If the un-
derlying pulsation is stable, then these aliases will remain enveloped inside the lower
resolution peaks from each of the individual run segments.
This is demonstrated in Figure 5.4 for a known stable pulsator (EC 20058-4725;
Sullivan et al., 2008), and contrasted against our may12 GW Lib observations. We
see that, in contrast to EC20058, the GW Lib DFTs do not show an improved
frequency identification as the baseline increases, and that the DFT behaviour when
adding additional nights does not match that of the window function.
Figure 5.5 presents an expanded view of 900µHz region of the may12 DFT. An
optimistic frequency identification finds five distinct frequencies on top of a relatively
incoherent ‘hump’ of power. The DFT frequencies around the first and second
harmonics show even less coherent behaviour than the main peak. This kind of
smearing in the Fourier domain is characteristic of an underlying incoherency in the
signal of interest.
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Figure 5.5: A combined DFT of the full may12 dataset does not resolve a coherent
underlying frequency structure. The majority of the frequency structure
can be fitted with five frequencies, but a large amount of power remains.
The harmonics (with frequency scales of 2× and 3× the bottom panel) that
are clearly visible in the individual runs become smeared over a wider range
of frequencies and lack a clear structure.
We can further demonstrate that this identification is a poor description of the data
by generating a simultaneous linear least squares fit of these five sinusoids to the
time series data. The harmonic frequencies act to change the peak shape, but won’t
have any significant effect on the overall phase and amplitude characteristics so they
can be safely neglected. The result, shown in Figure 5.6, does a reasonable job of
fitting the phases over many (but not all) of the nights, but does a poor job of fitting
the amplitudes. In particular, it requires amplitude changes within the runs that
are not reflected in the data, and forces the observed variations to disappear entirely
at times that are coincidentally spaced during gaps in our observations.
These results make it quite clear that these variations cannot be described by a set
of stable pulsation modes. This indicates that the pulsation mode (or modes) must
be unstable in either frequency or amplitude. The next simplest model is the one
proposed by Mukadam et al. (2011b), where there are multiple stable frequencies
that have unstable amplitudes. This is potentially consistent with the results of
our combined DFT – the five peaks could potentially correspond to the underlying
frequencies, and the amplitude modulation introduces the incoherent frequency arte-
facts. The next step in our analysis should therefore be to constrain this behaviour
further.
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Figure 5.6: A five-frequency sinuosid fit to the full may12 dataset requires strong beating
effects in order to adequately describe the observed frequencies and phases.
This is an improbable model at best.
5.3.2 Mode Stability
A useful technique for visually investigating the stability of a signal is to generate a
spectrogram. Spectrograms show a running plot of the signal intensity (using colour)
over a range of frequencies as a function of time. They are commonly used in audio
signal analysis, but have also been applied to WD pulsations (see e.g. Provencal
et al., 2012).
Five of the six nights (we exclude May 20, which was affected by cloud) contain
unbroken runs of 10+ hours, which is enough to produce a meaningful spectrogram
for each night. Each vertical slice in the spectrogram measures the DFT intensity
of a 1.5 h lightcurve segment centred at the specified time. This segment length is
the shortest that we can use while maintaining a reasonable frequency resolution,
and so this defines the minimum time resolution of the spectrogram.
The long period variability (D) was first removed from the data using the spline
fitting tool ts3fix (Sullivan et al., 2008), and then spectrograms were calculated
for each run. These plots, shown in Figure 5.7, appear to show similar behaviour in
all five runs: the main period remains stable for several hours, before transitioning
to a different stable frequency. We can constrain the upper limit of the transition
time to within the 1.5 h length of our spectrogram window. The harmonics appear to
track the main period, which indicates that they are indeed not independent modes.
The spectrogram from the 18th (Figure 5.7, top-centre panel) appears to show the
harmonics growing from a small amplitude after the main frequency shifts.
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Figure 5.7: Spectrograms of the 19 minute GW Lib periodicity and its harmonics.
Each night was then split at the mid-point of each of the apparent transitions so
that each apparently-stable sub-run could be analysed separately. The two short
data segments acquired on the 20th were also included as separate runs. These sub-
run segments, detailed in Table 5.3, feature much cleaner DFTs (see Figure 5.3;
top panel), and show none of the artefacts that were previously visible in the full
nightly runs. The harmonic peaks are also artefact-free, with frequencies of exactly
2, 3, 4× the base frequency. The frequency (period) change between adjacent sub-
runs is quite significant – 25µHz (30 s) or more, compared with the ∼ µHz formal
uncertainty in the frequencies within each sub-run.
The individual frequencies within the sub-runs appear to fall into a regularly spaced
sequence, with the most common frequencies being 900µHz (four sub-runs), 871µHz
(three sub-runs), and others near 880, 885, 895, 905, and 915µHz. The physical
significance of this is not clear - if this was a rotationally split multiplet it would
imply an ` = 5 mode, which should be highly suppressed by geometrical cancellation
effects. It would be an unprecedented discovery if this were true, but we do not
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Run Primary Primary Additional
Date Time Name Frequency Amplitude Frequencies
(UTC) (UTC) (µHz ± 3σ) (µHz ± 3σ) (µHz)
17 May 06:53 - 12:00 20120517a 903.4 ± 1.9 50 ± 5
12:00 - 18:06 20120517b 884.5 ± 1.3 47 ± 4 3615
18 May 06:43 - 09:00 20120518a 900 ± 13 47 ± 8
09:00 - 11:00 20120518b 850 ± 53 30 ± 7 3555
11:00 - 17:52 20120518c 870.1 ± 1.1 45 ± 4 3569
19 May 06:33 - 12:00 20120519a 872.3 ± 1.9 45 ± 7 3609
12:00 - 17:55 20120519b 894.5 ± 1.0 50 ± 3
20 May 06:06 - 11:07 20120520a 902.8 ± 3.4 52 ± 6
15:10 - 18:06 20120520b 873.7 ± 2.5 42 ± 4
21 May 07:32 - 13:00 20120521a 912.5 ± 0.9 51 ± 3
13:00 - 17:46 20120521b 879.4 ± 2.1 42 ± 4
22 May 06:28 - 10:00 20120522a 906.2 ± 2.3 51 ± 5
10:00 - 14:00 20120522b 915.3 ± 1.8 54 ± 4
14:00 - 18:03 20120522c 898.4 ± 2.8 45 ± 5
Table 5.3: Best-fit frequencies for the ∼ 19 minute periodicity seen during our may12
run. The non-sinusoidal nature of the lightcurve was accounted for by fitting
up to the third harmonic for the 17–20 May data, and the second harmonic
for the 21–22 May data. Additional frequencies were identified above the FAP
level in each plot, and those that showed believable behaviour in the phase
analysis were included in the ‘additional frequencies’ column.
believe this to be a realistic interpretation.
The uncertainties in Table 5.3 were calculated using a Monte Carlo procedure. The
time-series data were first pre-whitened by the best-fit primary frequency and har-
monics, and the remaining signal was fitted with a Gaussian (Figure 5.8; panel A)
to characterize the noise statistics. A synthetic lightcurve was then generated using
the modelled frequencies and random noise sampled from the Gaussian parameters,
and a new frequency determination was made using a non-linear least-squares fit.
This procedure was repeated 1000 times, and a histogram of the best-fit frequencies
(panel B) and amplitudes (panel C) were fitted with Gaussians to obtain a statistical
uncertainty estimate for our original frequency and amplitude measurements.
These result do appear to be consistent with the proposal of power shifting be-
tween underlying stable modes, and appears to show us that the timescale for power
shifting between modes is very fast (< 2 hours).
Pre-whitening the 19 min periodicity and its harmonics from each night’s data re-
veals the presence of the higher frequency oscillation (B) in several of the sub runs;
these are indicated in Table 5.3, and shown for one of the sub-runs in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: The Monte Carlo procedure used to calculate the values in Table 5.3 is
demonstrated for the 20120517b sub-run. See text for details.
These accurate sub-run period determinations allow us to fold the sub-run lightcurves
at the base period to obtain the mean pulsation shape. Figure 5.9 plots these for
the two May 17 sub-runs, and these are representative of the shapes found for the
other sub-runs. We see a double-humped profile, with the secondary peak offset
significantly in phase from the first. Also note the large difference in period (24 s)
between the two May 17 sub-runs.
The folded lightcurve of the April run shows a similar double-humped profile, but
the secondary peak shifts to an earlier phase. If this longer period 21 min periodicity
is is indeed related to the 19 min periodicity then we can rule out eclipses as the
cause of the double-humped modulation (but this was unlikely in any case, given
the low inclination of the GW Lib system).
5.4 The 4–6 Minute Periodicity
Several of our runs in 2011 and 2012 show significant peaks in the region of 3000−
4000µHz. Szkody et al. (2012a) show that these were visible in additional optical
observations from Apache Point observatory and Kitt Peak, and in UV observations
from the Hubble Space Telescope.
Much like the 19 min period, these shorter (4 – 6 min) periodicities were seen to
vary between nights, and the DFT peaks again showed signs of messy artefacts. We
can apply the same spectrogram technique to this region of the DFT in order to
visualize the stability of these modes; however, many of these runs are much shorter
than our may12 nights, and so these plots are somewhat less useful here.
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Figure 5.9: The lightcurves from the two sub-runs on the 17th of May are folded at
the primary pulsation period to produce a mean pulse shape. This double-
humped profile is compared with the folded lightcurve from the April 23
observations.
Figure 5.10 shows the spectrograms of several selected nights, and show the (com-
pletely unsurprising) result that these frequencies shift in a similar manner to the
19 min periodicity. This seems to support the idea that there is a common mech-
anism behind these frequency shifts, and that it is indeed associated with the
WD.
5.5 Discussion
GW Librae has been an interesting target to observe from a phenomenological view-
point, but attempting to extract anything quantitative from our data has been chal-
lenging. I have instead aimed to present the data, and to try to explore what it can
tell us rather than prescribing any specific model.
The biggest question raised by these observations is the origin of the driving mech-
anism for these quasi-stable intensity modulations. It is our belief (which is un-
doubtably biased by our interest in the regular WD pulsators) that these are surely
related to the WD, and not the accretion disk. WDs are known to be stable oscilla-
tors, and it is not unrealistic to assume that the additional complexities introduced
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Figure 5.10: Spectrograms of the 4000 – 5000µHz region of the DFT of our 2011 – 2013
data sets appear to reveal similar frequency transitions as were seen in the
19 min periodicity. The may12 runs (labelled with *) were pre-whitened of
the 19 min period and harmonics in order remove the ∼ 3600µHz harmonic
from this region.
by accretion act to reduce this stability in a way in which the details are not yet
clear. This viewpoint appears to be supported by observation: the 4 – 6 min sig-
nal is visible in the UV wavelengths normally associated with the WD luminosity,
and SDSS 0745+4538 saw its similarly-behaving signals disappear and reappear
following an outburst in the same manner that is expected for true non-radial pul-
sations.
The other important result that we take away from this is that the standard anal-
ysis tools and procedures that we take for granted with the isolated WD pulsators
do not necessarily apply to these systems. They appear to be unstable on short
timescales (even for the ‘stable’ non-radial pulsations; see the earlier comments from
the introduction), and so increasing the observational baseline by combining mul-
tiple consecutive nights will not be useful in identifying any underlying frequency
structure. It is clear that undertaking a multi-site WET campaign, for example,
would not be productive.
Since we have so few well-studied examples of this type of system at the current
time, it is uncertain whether the behaviour shown by GW Lib is normal for the ac-
creting pulsators, or whether it is some strange outlier that we may never adequately
explain. We hope that matters will become clearer in the future once more of these
systems have been observed, and more detailed models have been produced.
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Chapter 6
L19-2
L19-2 (also known as MY Aps or WD 1425-811) is a bright southern DAV white
dwarf. It has a declination of −81◦, which makes it circumpolar from MJUO (−43◦
latitude). This combines with its relative brightness (V = 13.8) to make L19-2 a
convenient year-round backup target that can be usefully observed during inclement
weather conditions. We acquired several runs during 2011 and 2012, and then shifted
our focus primarily to this target during our 2013 observing sessions.
Our goal for L19-2 was to connect our new observations with the existing archival
data set (which contains observations going back to the mid-1970’s) in order to track
the phase of the main pulsation modes over time. These phase measurements are
expected to contain the signature of a lengthening period caused by evolutionary
cooling. This picks up a project that DJS started during the 1990’s (Sullivan, 1998a,
1999; Sullivan and Sullivan, 2000), but which had dropped off the priority list after
it became clear that the primary target of interest (EC 20058-4725) would not reveal
its secrets easily.
The main pulsation properties of L19-2 were identified in the 1980’s through a
targeted photometric observation campaign from the South African Astronomical
Observatory (SAAO) (O’Donoghue and Warner, 1982, 1987). The xcov12 WET
run in 1995 confirmed and improved these earlier results (Sullivan, 1998a). L19-
2 pulsates with ten detectable eigenmodes, which are grouped into a triplet with
periods near 193 s, two doublets near 143 and 119 s, and an isolated 350 s mode.
These modes are presented in Table 6.1, and shown graphically in Figure 6.1.
Asteroseismic models of these eigenmodes (e.g. Bradley, 2001; Romero et al., 2013)
broadly agree with independent spectroscopic models (e.g. Koester and Allard,
2000), and show that L19-2 is a relatively massive WD near the hot edge of the
DA instability strip: with M ≈ 0.75 M, and Teff ≈ 12100 K.
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Label Frequency Period Amplitude
(µHz) (s) (mma)
f1 2855.9 (2855.9) 350.15 (350.16) 0.77 (0.79)
f8 5178.8 (5178.9) 193.09 (193.09) 0.95 (1.00)
f2 ? 5191.8 (5191.8) 192.61 (192.61) 5.92 (5.74)
f9 5204.7 (5205.2) 192.13 (192.12) 0.61 (0.67)
f3 6972.5 (6973.0) 143.42 (143.41) 0.49 (0.41)
f4 6991.4 (6990.7) 143.03 (143.05) 0.41 (0.39)
f5 8426.3 (8426.3) 118.68 (118.68) 1.34 (1.41)
f6 8437.4 (8437.5) 118.52 (118.52) 1.72 (1.51)
f7 ? 8789.1 (8789.1) 113.78 (114.78) 2.05 (2.14)
f10 8828.7 (8827.9) 113.27 (113.28) 0.43 (0.32)
Table 6.1: Ten pulsation modes have been identified in L19-2. The periods and ampli-
tudes values are shown for the 1995 xcov12 observations, and compared
against our combined 2013 determinations (in parentheses). The modes
marked with a ? were selected for analysis using the O−C technique.
Figure 6.1: A Fourier transform of the xcov12 data clearly shows the five distinct fre-
quency groups in L19-2. Pre-whitening these main frequencies reveals addi-
tional modes that are introduced by rotational splitting.
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The pulsations exhibited by L19-2 are notable for two reasons: the first is the
asymmetric splitting of the 192 s mode (f2). This asymmetry is small (∼ 1%),
but not negligible. This has been interpreted as a sign of second-order rotational
effects (O’Donoghue and Warner, 1987), but it is not clear whether the models
for these effects are physically realistic. The second notable aspect is that the two
strongest modes (f2 and f7) show extremely stable pulsation periods and amplitudes.
This makes L19-2 an important laboratory for studying the effects of evolutionary
cooling.
6.1 Evolution of Pulsation Periods
A small number of WDs have been observed to feature extremely stable pulsation
modes: these WDs rank with pulsars as being the most stable astrophysical clocks
in the sky. Figure 6.2 compares the relative pulsational stability of several WDs and
pulsars. The period of these WD pulsation modes are expected to show extremely
small secular changes as the star evolves – primarily due to cooling as the WD
radiates away its stored thermal energy.
Figure 6.2: A comparison of the pulsation stabilities of certain astronomical clocks.
The cross-hatched regions indicate the theoretically expected regions for the
(pre-)WD pulsators. Reproduced from Sullivan (1998b), and updated with
recent P˙ values.
The earliest constraints on these evolutionary period changes were made by Stover
et al. (1980) for R548, and Kepler et al. (1982) for G117−B15A. More recent mea-
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surements have improved these constraints to definite measurements (not just up-
per limits) that are of the order of 10−15 s s-1 (Kepler et al., 2005; Mukadam et al.,
2013). Several additional stable pulsators have been discovered (see e.g. Mullally
et al., 2008), but the observational baseline for these objects is not yet long enough
to definitively measure their period rate of change (P˙ ).
These most stable pulsators appear to be restricted to the hot DAV stars (Winget
and Kepler, 2008). Theoretical considerations based on ‘simple’ WD models give
a picture that all pulsations should be stable up to evolutionary timescales, but
observations show that this isn’t the case. The decreased stability is likely to be
associated with higher order effects that are not included in the models, such as
weak magnetic fields, turbulent convection, diffusion, or other poorly-constrained
parameters. The recent discovery of a hot DAV star WD 0111+0018 (Hermes et al.,
2013a), with a measured P˙ > 10−12 is also puzzling, and appears to indicate the
presence of an as-yet-unknown evolutionary timescale.
In any case, we can avoid difficult questions about these unknown effects by restrict-
ing our attention to the few objects that don’t appear to show them. The dominant
effect on these DAV and DBV pulsators is evolutionary cooling: the core degeneracy
increases as the WD cools, which causes the Brunt-Va¨isa¨la¨ frequency to decrease.
This frequency governs the propagation of the g-mode pulsations in the star, and so
the pulsation periods will correspondingly lengthen (P˙ > 0).
Contraction can play an important role in the DOV pulsators, and contributes
towards a period decrease (P˙ < 0) as the radial wavelength decreases in step with
the radius. The relative size of the cooling and contraction terms change across
the extended DOV instability strip (Winget et al., 1983a): the hot DOV pulsators
are expected to show a negative P˙ dominated by contraction, and cooler DOVs a
positive P˙ dominated by cooling.
The possibility for mode trapping (Kawaler and Bradley, 1994) adds additional
complications to all three classes (DA, DB, DO) of pulsator. A mode can become
trapped when the radial wavelength matches the thickness of a compositional layer
(e.g. H or He). The mode periods then track the evolution of the compositional
layer it is trapped in, with a different rate (and even a different sign, see Kawaler
and Bradley (1994)) to untrapped modes.
The simple Mestel (1952) cooling model shows that the cooling rate, and therefore
P˙ , depend strongly on the mass and chemical composition of the core. More massive
WDs have a larger total heat capacity (as there are more ions to store energy), and
a smaller surface area through which to radiate away energy. This decreases the
surface cooling rate and P˙ relative to a less massive WD. The ratio of carbon /
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oxygen (and heavier elements) has a similar but opposite effect – increasing mean
atomic mass decreases the heat capacity of the core (as there are less ions per unit
mass), and increases P˙ . This means that a firm measurement of P˙ can be used
to infer information about the core composition, which can provide an important
constraint on the previous stellar evolution, and factors such as the 12C(α,γ)O16
nuclear cross section.
The detection of cooling rates that exceed the expected surface radiative flux can
constrain additional interesting physics. A specific example of this is the neutrino
flux that is expected to be generated within the cores of hot WDs: photons propa-
gating through the core can couple to the plasma, which allows them to decay into a
neutrino and antineutrino via the creation of intermediate virtual electron-positron
pairs (Winget et al., 2004). These plasmon neutrinos will then escape the star with-
out further interaction, carrying away energy. This process is expected to dominate
the cooling of WDs with Teff & 25, 000 K, and should in principle be detectable
in the P˙ of hot stable DBV pulsators. Co´rsico et al. (2012) and Mukadam et al.
(2013) applied a similar argument along with the measured P˙ for G117−B15A and
R548 to constrain the mass of the theoretical axion particle (which is a candidate
for dark matter), and also to place an upper limit on the secular variation of the
gravitational constant G (Co´rsico et al., 2013).
Figure 6.2 indicates the expected magnitude of P˙ in the three instability strips.
Except for the DOV stars, these P˙ values are far too small to measure as direct
period changes. A significantly more sensitive technique is required.
6.1.1 The O−C diagram
A well established technique for measuring small P˙ values is the O − C (observed
minus calculated phase) diagram (Kepler et al., 1991), which tracks the phase of the
pulsation mode.
The ephemeris for a stable pulsation mode can be defined by the equation
Tmax = T
0
max + PE ,
where P is the pulsation period, T 0max is a reference epoch (time of peak maximum
at some known time), and E is the number of pulsation cycles between the current
and reference epochs.
The effect of a slowly varying period can be found by expanding this in a Taylor
series:
Tmax = T
0
max + PE +
1
2
PP˙E2 +O(E3) .
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The E3 and higher terms depend on P¨ and higher derivatives, and can be neglected
for most stars.
We can recast this into a more useful form by defining the quantities:
O = Tmax = Observed peak maximum (measured),
C = T 1max + P1E = Calculated peak maximum for a fixed period P1,
∆P = Error in the estimated period P,
∆E0 = Error in the estimated E0,
and rearranging to produce the standard O − C equation:
(O − C) = ∆E0 + ∆PE + 1
2
PP˙E2 .
The O−C term measures the total phase drift (measured as a time) away from the
expected value, which we can see increases quadratically with with cycle count (i.e.
time). A plot of O−C versus E (called an O−C diagram) is therefore significantly
more sensitive than than a direct period calculation, which improves only linearly
with time.
The first step in constructing an O − C diagram is to divide the full data set into
shorter runs. The natural choices for dividing single-site data are either ‘per run’
(combining multiple adjacent nights to improve the phase fit), or ‘per night’ (giving
less accurate phases, but many more points). Our preference is the former choice,
but others (e.g. Kepler et al., 1991) appear to prefer the latter.
The local time of maximum, O, can be measured directly from the photometry for
each run. The period P can be measured from one of the runs, and is assumed to
vary slowly enough that it can be considered constant over the full data set. The
initial (relatively poor) estimate of P can be iteratively improved by adding the ∆P
term from the O − C fit, and repeating the process until this term vanishes.
The cycle count E associated with each O measurement can be found by dividing the
time difference (O− T 0max ) by the period, and then rounding to the nearest integer.
T 0max is an arbitrary time that corresponds to the ‘zero’ of the O−C diagram. The
O−C offset is then just the fractional cycle offset multiplied by the period:
(O − C) = P [(O − T 0max )− bO − T 0maxc] .
The O−C diagram is sensitive to additional phenomena that may impact the pul-
sation phase in other ways. The most interesting of these is the reflex motion of the
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WD due to orbiting planets, which will show a sinusoidal phase variation over time.
Long-term surveys of a number of WDs are underway (e.g. Mullally et al., 2008)
with the aim of detecting this motion, and offer the possibility of finding planets
that have survived the violent red giant evolutionary phase.
The O−C diagram is a useful tool, but we do need to treat its results with some
caution. There have been a number of missteps associated with over-optimistic in-
terpretations of these results and under-estimates of uncertainties. The most well
known example is for the DOV prototype star PG 1159-035. The first P˙ measure-
ment for the 516 s mode in this star indicated two possible values, one positive and
the other negative (Winget et al., 1985). The χ2 statistics heavily favoured the neg-
ative solution, and additional observations appeared to further confirm this result.
This became a problem once the models for these stars improved, and showed that
a negative P˙ should not be possible. An explanation was eventually found by invok-
ing mode trapping effects (Kawaler and Bradley, 1994). The observation baseline
eventually became long enough for a direct period measurement to be made (Costa
et al., 1999), which showed that the original positive P˙ was correct all along! More
recent studies (e.g. Costa and Kepler, 2008) show that PG 1159-035 has a mix of
positive and negative P˙ for the various pulsation modes, and so the mode trapping
model is still necessary for this complicated pulsator.
The discovery of the (apparently) stable DBV WD EC 20058-4725 in the Edinburgh-
Cape survey provided the opportunity to test the neutrino emission prediction for
these stars. Unfortunately, after 15 years of observations on this target it became
clear that EC 20058-4725 was not as stable as it originally appeared. The pulsation
modes were found to wander cyclically in phase by ±0.5 cycles or more over this
observation baseline, which masks any potential cooling signature in P˙ . A recent
O−C diagram showing this behaviour is presented in Dalessio et al. (2013).
6.2 Observations
We obtained 145 h of new observations on L19-2 using Puoko-nui South on the
MJUO 1.0 m telescope between 2011 and 2013. These new data add to the archival
data set on this object, which consists of:
• 75 h of CCD photometry that was obtained by DJS using the original Puoko-
nui instrument between 2008 and 2010. These frames were reduced using a
modified version of tsreduce.
• 2 h of CCD photometry acquired by DJS using the Raptor/“Argos B” instru-
ment on the 40′′ telescope at Siding Spring Observatory in May 2002. These
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frames were reduced using a modified version of tsreduce.
• 162 h of PMT photometry acquired from MJUO, SAAO, and Pico dos Dias
observatory in Brazil during the 1995 xcov12 WET run.
• 588 h of PMT photometry from the 0.75 and 1.0 m telescopes at SAAO between
1976 and 1984, and 13 h of PMT photometry acquired from the 0.9 m telescope
at Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory in August 1976 (O’Donoghue and
Warner, 1982, 1987; Hesser et al., 1977). These data were supplied in their
original format, which consisted of a plain text file for each observation se-
quence, with times specified in modified Julian Days. These were transformed
into our standard ‘.ts’ data format by grouping the files into longer aggregate
runs, and calculating new BJD observation times based on the UTC start
times specified in the header of each run file.
Table 6.2 lists the final set of data files that were used in the following analysis.
An additional large data set of two and three channel photometry acquired by DJS
from MJUO exists, but was not available in time to include in this analysis. This
set consists of 11 runs between 1993 and 1999 and less frequent runs between 1999
and 2008. This will fill the large gap between the xcov12 and CCD observations,
and so the results below should be considered preliminary for now.
Seven of the 32 runs (marked with ?) contained insufficient data to adequately con-
strain the phase of the two modes. They were excluded from further analysis.
6.3 Analysis
The first estimates of P˙ for L19-2 were made by O’Donoghue and Warner (1987),
who found P˙f2 = (1.8 ± 3.0) × 10−14 s s-1 and P˙f7 = (1.5 ± 2.0) × 10−14 s s-1 based
on 8 years of observations. The other pulsation modes are too weak to reliably
track the phases at the precision required for the O−C diagram (Figure 6.6 includes
a comparison of the relative phase uncertainty for the 10 modes). Bradley (2001)
predicted theoretical values of P˙f2 = (1.4 ∼ 2.3)×10−15 and P˙f7 = (0.9 ∼ 1.4)×10−15
using a seismological model.
L19-2 is a challenging target to apply the O−C technique to, because the primary
pulsation mode is a triplet with a spacing of 13µHz between the rotational com-
ponents. This is close to the 11.6µHz (1 day-1) aliases that are unavoidable in
single-site observations, which makes it difficult to uniquely resolve the modes and
their respective phases.
Sullivan (1998b) showed that these side frequencies, if unresolved, will introduce
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Data File Start Time Length N Site Instrument
(BJD - 2440000) (days) (points) (%)
saao jul76.ts 2987.25719 6.06 (8%) 4398 SAAO 0.75 m PMT
saao aug76.ts 3011.48444 3.17 (17%) 4768 CTIO 0.91 m PMT
saao mar79.ts 3954.42743 5.17 (13%) 5718 SAAO 0.75 m PMT
saao apr79.ts 3987.31089 6.27 (16%) 8573 SAAO 0.75 m PMT
saao jun79.ts 4051.23441 6.33 (25%) 13518 SAAO 1.0 m PMT
saao dec79.ts 4219.32736 6.18 (14%) 7675 SAAO 0.75 m PMT
saao feb80.ts 4290.45357 5.18 (12%) 5478 SAAO 1.0 m PMT
saao mar80.ts 4312.33966 4.30 (36%) 13479 SAAO 0.75 m PMT
saao jun80.ts 4394.33560 6.32 (40%) 21968 SAAO 0.75 m PMT
saao sep80.ts 4481.23033 17.41 (20%) 30266 SAAO 0.75 m PMT
saao oct80.ts ? 4516.56070 1.97 (4%) 647 SAAO 1.0 m PMT
saao jul83.ts 5522.26745 3.05 (8%) 2192 SAAO 0.75 m PMT
saao sep83.ts ? 5608.28549 1.06 (14%) 1315 SAAO 0.75 m PMT
saao mar84.ts 5760.48848 8.09 (4%) 2747 SAAO 0.75, 1.0 m PMT
saao may84.ts 5822.42861 3.13 (8%) 2053 SAAO 0.75 m PMT
xcov12.ts 9833.24863 8.54 (57%) 58358 WET PMT
bargos.ts ? 12407.87839 1.98 (4%) 742 SSO 41′′ Raptor
2008-06.ts 14619.75362 2.07 (15%) 2678 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui ?
2009-05.ts ? 14981.75362 1.08 (7%) 677 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui ?
2009-06.ts 15008.75350 1.15 (27%) 2662 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui ?
2009-10.ts 15122.95731 3.17 (10%) 2635 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui ?
2010-04.ts 15292.79386 4.16 (20%) 7056 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui ?
2010-05.ts ? 15330.75341 2.93 (3%) 814 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui ?
2010-07.ts 15382.75334 6.08 (10%) 5275 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui ?
march2011.ts ? 15625.42305 0.05 (100%) 214 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui
july2011.ts 15745.75340 4.37 (12%) 2229 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui
march2012.ts ? 16015.22679 0.20 (96%) 559 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui
april2012.ts 16041.81541 5.18 (19%) 2802 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui
march2013.ts 16359.83420 5.15 (28%) 6236 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui
april2013.ts 16390.79398 7.18 (12%) 3861 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui
may2013.ts 16420.75331 6.41 (24%) 6509 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui
july2013.ts 16453.75367 4.32 (24%) 4460 MJUO 1.0 m Puoko-nui
Table 6.2: A summary of the observations that were available for the L19-2 O−C anal-
ysis. The length column specifies the multi-night baseline of each data set,
and includes the observation duty cycle in parenthesis. Runs marked with ?
contained insufficient data to constrain the mode phases, and were excluded
from the analysis. Puoko-nui ? refers to early versions of Puoko-nui from
before the redesign work described in Chapter 2.
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periodic phase differences into the O−C plot of up to ±8 s. O’Donoghue and Warner
(1987) did not explicitly account for this, but instead relied on the large number
of individual phase measurements (one per run) and the constrained parabolic fit
to average out these uncertainties. We have chosen to take a more direct approach
in our analysis - by combining multiple nights of observations into a single phase
measurement we are able to individually resolve the triplet components, and largely
avoid this uncertainty.
The f7 mode is a doublet, but has a larger separation (39.6µHz), and the secondary
component (f10) is much weaker. The effect of this mode on the phase of f7 is not
expected to be a problem.
6.3.1 Proper Motion
An interesting observational detail is that L19-2 has a large proper motion of
0.45 arcsec / year. Figure 6.3 shows the noticeable shift in apparent position over
the 37 years that it has been actively monitored.
(a) April 1976 (DSS-1) (b) May 2002 (DJS, SSO) (c) April 2012 (PC, MJUO)
Figure 6.3: L19-2 has noticeably shifted over the last 40 years. The changing geometry
introduced by this large proper motion is expected to contribute towards
P˙ at the 10-15 s s-1 level. Panel (a) shows the position near the time of
its discovery, as captured by the Digitized Sky Survey in 1976. Panel (b)
shows the position in 2002, observed by DJS using the UT Argos B (Raptor)
instrument on the 40′′ telescope at Siding Spring Observatory. Panel (c)
shows the position in April 2012, observed using Puoko-nui South at MJUO.
This proper motion also has an implication for our P˙ measurements: Pajdosz (1995)
first showed that the changing line of sight to the moving WD introduces a positive
P˙ contribution of 10−14 ∼ 10−15. Pajdosz also calculated proper motion P˙ values
for several stars, including L19-2: with expected rates of 2.2 × 10−15 s s-1 for f2
and 1.3 × 10−15 s s-1 for f7. These values define a lower bound for our expected P˙
values.
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Run BJD Frequency Amplitude Period
(days) (µHz ± 1σ) (mma ± 1σ) (s ± 1σ)
saao jun79 2444054 5191.824 ± 0.012 6.17 ± 0.09 192.6105 ± 0.0004
saao sep80 2444481 5191.893 ± 0.008 4.98 ± 0.09 192.6080 ± 0.0002
xcov12 2449836 5191.835 ± 0.007 5.96 ± 0.05 192.6101 ± 0.0003
2010-04 2455295 5191.79 ± 0.03 5.72 ± 0.12 192.612 ± 0.001
2013-05 2456424 5191.814 ± 0.013 5.77 ± 0.07 192.6109 ± 0.0004
Table 6.3: Best-fit period determinations for the f2 mode at different times.
6.3.2 Direct Period Comparison
Direct measurements of a changing period have been achieved for the DOV pulsators
(e.g. Costa et al., 1999), but aren’t practical for the much smaller P˙ DAV pulsators.
This can be demonstrated by way of a simple calculation.
Table 6.3 compares period measurements from the best quality data sets spanning
34 years. The periods and uncertainties were calculated using the Monte Carlo
procedure described in Chapter 5.
The expected period change across this 34 year baseline (assuming P˙ ∼ 10−15) is
only ∼ 10−6 s – two orders of magnitude smaller than the period uncertainties. It is
unlikely that any group could significantly improve the period determination over
what was achieved by the 1995 WET run, and so we must instead resolve ourselves
to waiting another ∼ 3000 years to increase our time baseline by the required two
orders of magnitude.
6.3.3 O−C Analysis
Each of the runs in Table 6.2 were individually fitted with sinusoids matching the
ten pulsation modes in Table 6.1, and used to determine O−C values for f2 and f7.
T 0max was chosen to be the first maxima in the xcov12 data set, which conveniently
falls near the middle of the full data set range.
Figure 6.4 presents the O−C plot of our incomplete data set. We find formal linear
least squares fits of P˙f2 = (3.8 ± 2.3) × 10−15 and P˙f7 = (0.07 ± 0.8) × 10−15,
but are somewhat skeptical of these values (as discussed below). We consider a
more appropriate limitation provided by the plotted constraint curves, which show
P˙f2 . 1× 10−14 and P˙f7 . 0.5× 10−14.
The uncertainty in the phase / time is quantified using a Monte Carlo simulation.
The lightcurve from each run is first pre-whitened by the fitted modes to extract the
noise signal for the run. A histogram of the amplitudes shows the expected Gaussian
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Figure 6.4: The preliminary O−C diagram for the f2 and f7 modes confirms the stability
of the f2 mode, and shows a potential glitch in the f7 mode. The solid red
curves show the fitted P˙f2 = (3.8±2.3)×10−15 s s-1 and P˙f7 = (0.07±0.8)×
10−15 s s-1. A more realistic constraint on P˙ is provided by the dashed grey
curves, which indicate P˙f2 < 2.5× 10−14 and P˙f7 < 10−14.
distribution for each run. A synthetic lightcurve is created with the same sampling
times as the original data, using the fitted mode amplitudes and phases plus a
random noise contribution sampled from the noise distribution for each measurement
time. If one assumes that our original model is correct, then this procedure amounts
to randomly shuffling the noise while leaving the coherent signal undisturbed. The
synthetic lightcurve is then fit with a new set of sinusoids to obtain a (slightly
different) set of amplitudes and phases. This process is repeated 1000 times to
obtain reasonable statistics, and the 1σ uncertainty is found by fitting the phase
distribution with a Gaussian curve. This procedure is demonstrated for the xcov12
data set in Figure 6.6.
Note that this is a statistical uncertainty that only quantifies our ability to fit a
set of fixed frequency sinusoids to the data. It doesn’t account for any external
uncertainties in the measurement times, or for correlated errors between modes.
This is therefore a significant underestimate of the total error, and this can be clearly
seen by the large scatter relative to the error bars in the SAAO f2 measurements
presented in Figure 6.4. This scatter appears to come largely from the format of
the SAAO observing programme, which consisted of short nightly runs (∼2 h) that
poorly resolve the main triplet. This will have introduced a correlated uncertainty
between the phases of f2, f8, and f9 which is not explicitly accounted for in this
estimate of the uncertainty.
It is straightforward to demonstrate that these data do not suffer from the cy-
cle counting errors that contributed to the original incorrect P˙ determinations of
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Figure 6.5: Cycle counting errors can be unambiguously ruled out from our incomplete
data set on L19-2. The frequency determination from the xcov12 DFT is
sufficiently precise to allow the 2008 – 2013 data sets to be unambiguously
connected. The best-fit periods near ±1 cycle / 13 years (±9 × 10−5 s)
introduce clear linear trends in the SAAO and MJUO observations, which
rule these out as valid solutions.
PG 1159-035. This is shown in Figure 6.5.
The 2008 – 2010 MJUO data appears to show a strange glitch in the phase of f7
(Figure 6.4; bottom panel). We need to be cautious about this: if it is real, then it
would invalidate the P˙ estimate for this mode. Most of this apparent feature comes
from only two data points (2008-06 and 2009-06). These were both acquired using
the original Puoko-nui instrument, which had a known issue that could result in
frame times that were delayed by one exposure period (10 s in this case). The f2
data is also consistent with a 10 s delay, and so this ‘glitch’ may simply be a positive
detection of an instrument timing error. The MJUO PMT data will help resolve
this question by filling in the gap between the 1995 and 2008 data. If this phase
measurements during this period show the expected gradual change, then we will
be able to correct or discard these two suspect data points.
If we take the linear least squares fits at face value, then our measurement of P˙f2 is
completely consistent with the expected proper motion, and this would imply that
the evolutionary P˙ is ∼ 1× 1015 or less. The fitted P˙f7 is inconsistent with proper
motion by an order of magnitude, but this is quite clearly due to insufficiencies in
the fit rather than in the theory.
The best conclusion that we can confidently present from this preliminary analysis
is that L19-2’s f2 mode is indeed stable, and that our measured O−C results clearly
show P˙f2 . 1× 10−14. We will be able to further improve this estimate once the full
data set is available and a more careful consideration of the phase uncertainties has
been made. We intend on finishing this analysis and publishing the final results in
the coming months.
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Figure 6.6: A demonstration of the Monte Carlo procedure used to estimate the phase
uncertainty of the xcov12 data set (see text). The top panel shows the
DFT before and after pre-whitening. The middle panel shows that the pre-
whitened lightcurve is consistent with white noise. The bottom panels show
the phase distributions obtained from 1000 simulations.
Chapter 7
Other Observations
This chapter collates a number of other observations which we have made using
the Puoko-nui instruments, and which did not require a detailed analysis on my
part. These were either contributions towards larger projects, self contained in-
strument verification tests, or observations that we started but then chose not to
continue.
7.1 ELM White Dwarfs
Extremely Low Mass (ELM) white dwarfs are a relatively rare subset of white dwarfs,
with M < 0.25M. A recent survey for these objects (Brown et al., 2010, and
subsequent papers) has identified a number of new WDs in this group, and this has
opened the way for observing and understanding these objects in more detail.
ELM WDs are believed to form from a more massive progenitor in a binary system.
The companion causes strong mass loss to occur at the start of the red giant branch,
which prevents the star from fusing helium into heavier elements. The resulting star
is left with a helium core covered with a thick hydrogen atmosphere (Iben and
Tutukov, 1985). While isolated low mass stars are theoretically capable of evolving
into WDs, their evolutionary timescale is too long for this to have occurred within
our galactic neighbourhood.
There are two types of ELM WD that are of particular interest. The double de-
generate binary systems (ELM with another, more massive WD or neutron star)
have small orbital radii and periods, but remain detached. This can lead to tidal
distortions that introduce periodic variations at half the orbital period (caused by
the changing area of the WD disk). The intensity of these variations can be related
to the mass and radii of the binary system, which can be combined with spectro-
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scopic measurements to extract radius measurements for the individual WDs. A
small number of systems have been observed to eclipse, which allows additional
information to be extracted.
These systems are also expected to lose angular momentum via gravitational radi-
ation at a significantly faster rate than wider binaries, and this should lead to a
detectable period change over a span of around a decade.
ELM WDs can also sustain g-mode pulsations within a particular instability strip
(Steinfadt et al., 2010). These pulsations have much longer periods than the more
massive WDs, and probe deep into the core of the star. These pulsation modes
should therefore place strong constraints on the core mass and composition. The first
pulsating ELM WD was discovered by Hermes et al. (2012b), and several additional
pulsators have since been detected.
We have contributed observations towards two ELM systems.
7.1.1 SDSS J075141.18-014120.9
SDSS J075141.18-014120.9 (Brown et al., 2013), subsequently J0751, is double-
degenerate binary system, with masses of 0.19 and 0.97 M. It does not ex-
hibit g-mode pulsations, but shows ellipsoidal variations with a primary period of
1.9 h.
We were approached about observing this target in 2012 after earlier observations
(both optical and radial velocity) had appeared to show poor phase coherency over
time. One theory to explain this was that there may have been an undetected third
body in the system; near-continuous observations over a week or two could in theory
constrain the presence and/or properties of this potential companion.
We acquired 17.9 h of photometry towards this goal during two observing sessions
in December 2012 and January 2013. This data is shown in Figure 7.1. Nothing
conclusive was visible from the O−C phase diagram, but our data supplemented the
45.3 h of photometry acquired from McDonald Observatory as part of a larger study
on the properties of these double degenerate systems. Excerpts of our observations
and the total combined data set are shown in Figure 7.2.
Two particularly interesting results came from these combined observations: the
system was in fact an eclipsing binary (the fifth known eclipsing ELM system), and
the properties of this system make it very likely to be one of the first discovered
progenitors of the AM CVn systems (Kilic et al., 2014). J0751 is expected to undergo
a type Ia or .Ia (as defined by Bildsten et al., 2007) supernova in ∼ 108 years.
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Figure 7.1: 17.9 h of photometry were acquired on the double-degenerate ELM
WD J0751.
Figure 7.2: The full WD J0751 data set is folded at the 1.9 h orbital period and binned by
phase. The fitted curve includes ellipsoidal variations, eclipses, and Doppler
beaming. Plot is adapted from Kilic et al. (2014).
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7.1.2 SDSS J151826.68+065813.2
SDSS J151826.68+065813.2 (Hermes et al., 2013b), subsequently J1518, is a pulsat-
ing ELM WD which shows signs of multiple pulsation frequencies as well as strong
non-linear effects due to convection. This makes the object particularly interesting
- the pulsation eigenmodes offer the chance of constraining the interior structure
via asteroseismology, and a similar non-linear analysis that was applied to EC 04207
could offer new insights into convection within WD atmospheres.
J1518 was the focus of the xcov29 WET campaign in April and May 2013. Our
contributions towards this campaign was 27.6 h of photometry which is shown in
Figure 7.3. The analysis of the full data set is underway by the WET group, with
a journal paper expected in the near future.
Figure 7.3: 27.6 h of photometry were acquired on the pulsating ELM WD J1518 for the
xcov29 Whole Earth Telescope campaign.
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7.2 Crab Pulsar
The Crab Pulsar and its surrounding nebula (see Hester (2008) for a thorough
review) are the result of a supernova which was observed and recorded by Chinese
astrologers on July 4, 1054 AD. Pulsations in the optical regime were first discovered
in early 1968 by Cocke et al. (1969), with confirmation by Nather et al. (1969) using
the 2.1 m telescope at McDonald Observatory.
Nather went on to become a key figure in the WD community, creating both the
Whole Earth Telescope group and the Argos photometer from which we derived
Puoko-nui. We therefore considered it particularly meaningful to be able to demon-
strate the return of true high-speed photometry capabilities (which were lost in the
initial transition from PMT detectors to CCDs) by repeating this earlier observation
using the same 2.1 m telescope equipped with Puoko-nui North.
The Crab pulsar is a particularly challenging target to observe: the primary pulsa-
tion period is only 33 ms, and so an exposure period < 10 ms is needed in order to
resolve the pulsation shape (which is far from sinusoidal).
We determined that a 5 ms exposure stride (4 ms exposure plus 1 ms for frame-
transfer) would be possible by reading a 336×128 px window of the ProEM EMCCD
with 8× 8 binning and the 10 MHz EM readout mode. The column shift time was
also decreased from 1µs to 0.8µs in order to keep the frame-transfer time below
1 ms. The camera was operated with the high gain readout plus 1000× EM gain in
order to maximize the camera sensitivity and reduce the readout noise.
An initial attempt at this observation in April 2013 was unsuccessful, primarily due
to large amounts of dust in the air (which can be a serious problem at McDonald
Observatory) and high airmass (the Crab sets shortly after dark at that time of
year). A second attempt in November 2013 was successful, and a sequence of 5000
frames were acquired during a 25 s acquisition run.
A small segment of the raw photometry, shown in the upper panel of Figure 7.4, is
relatively disappointing; however, the DFT (lower panel) reveals a strong periodic-
ity at 33.689 ms. Folding the time series at this period fills the gaps between the
5 ms observations and reveals the characteristic pulsar intensity profile. Figure 7.5
shows this folded lightcurve plus composite images of the observation field at three
representative phases.
These data conclusively demonstrate the excellent relative timing of Puoko-nui
North, as even a small amount (say 0.5 ms) of timing jitter would wipe out the
details of the lightcurve. This, in theory, also provides a stringent test on the abso-
lute timing of the instrument. This is actually quite difficult in practice, with the
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limiting factor being the UTC → BJD time conversion in tsreduce. Calculating
this time conversion at sub-ms accuracies requires a careful consideration of addi-
tional effects such as the observer’s position on the Earth (∆t ∼ 20 ms) and changes
in gravitational time dilation as the Earth moves through the gravitational wells of
(primarily) Jupiter and Saturn (∆t ∼ 2 ms).
The BJD time calculation was repeated by hand using the Eastman et al. (2010)
routines and the JPL Earth ephemeris, which offer much more precision than the
analytic approximations provided by sofa. The time of the main peak was then
compared against the Jodrell Bank radio ephemeris (Lyne et al., 1993, 2014), and
found to agree to within 2.5 ± 5 ms. The relatively large uncertainty accounts for
the numerical precision limitations of 64-bit floating point numbers, and covers the
range of times that were found by adjusting the calculation steps in tsreduce while
attempting to remove several known precision limitations.
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Figure 7.4: The raw time-series measurements of the crab pulsar are too sparse for the
pulsations to be clearly visible in the time domain. The DFT, however,
reveals that there is a strong 33.689 ms periodicity hidden within this data.
Figure 7.5: Re-plotting the time-series data as a phase of the 33.689 ms periodicity re-
covers the characteristic pulsation shape of the pulsar. The raw intensities
(grey) are then grouped into 75 phase bins for the Crab (blue) and com-
parison (red). The comparison intensity has been offset by -0.75 units to
improve clarity. Images A – C show the average of 100 frames around the
indicated phases.
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7.3 EC 05221-4725
EC 05221-4725 (subsequently EC05) is a southern DBV white dwarf, discovered by
the Edinburgh-Cape survey and presented by Kilkenny et al. (2009). Like EC 04207-
4748 (EC04), this target had not been studied in detail following its original discov-
ery, and was too far south to be observed from northern observatories. This made
it an ideal potential target to focus on from MJUO.
EC05 appears close in the sky to EC04, and both targets are optimally visible during
the summer months. These two targets therefore competed for the limited observing
time in which they were visible. We considered EC04 to be a higher priority, and
so observations of EC05 were delayed until that investigation (see Chapter 4) was
completed.
We obtained 32 h of photometry during two observing sessions in March and April
2012, which are shown in Figure 7.6. The lightcurves from both sessions show signif-
icant beating effects, and there were no common frequencies visible in the DFTs of
the two runs; this made it clear that we would need to devote a significant amount
of observing effort over the summer months in order to resolve this complicated fre-
quency structure. These follow-up observations conflicted with the J0751 observing
project, and so we decided to remove EC05 from our observing schedule.
Figure 7.6: Observations of the DBV EC 05221-4725 hint towards a number of closely
spaced pulsation modes. Further observations conflicted with other priori-
ties, so we made the decision to not continue with this target.
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7.4 EC 20058-5234
EC 20058-5234 (EC20058) is a well studied southern DBV white dwarf. The xcov15
Whole Earth Telescope campaign in 1997 (Sullivan et al., 2008) characterized the
pulsation spectrum and many key physical properties of this star. A total of 11
eigenmodes were identified, plus a number of additional linear combination frequen-
cies.
The two strongest pulsation modes (with periods of 281 and 257 s) are remarkably
stable, which made EC20058 a potential laboratory for detecting plasmon neutrino
emission by way of an additional cooling measured from the O - C diagram (Sullivan,
2005, see also Chapter 6). The results of this study have so far shown that there
are additional unknown effects that cause periodic phase variations in these peri-
ods, which dominate any changes which may be associated with plasmon neutrino
emission (Dalessio et al., 2013).
We obtained 19.4 hours of photometry on EC20058 during July 2011, which are
shown in Figure 7.7. This target was never a high priority, but it did fill an observing
gap between our two primary targets (GW Librae and EC 04207-4748) in July 2011.
Table 7.1 shows the pulsation modes that we detected during these two runs, using
the nomenclature and frequencies from Sullivan et al. (2008).
These data, plus additional CCD observations from 2008 – 2010, add to the ongoing
long-term period monitoring of this object, but we have no immediate plans for
doing any additional work with these data.
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Figure 7.7: 19.4 hours of data were acquired on the DBV EC 20058-5234 in July 2011.
Item Frequency Period Amplitude [mma]
[µHz] [s] jul11a.ts [0.9] jul11b.ts [1.4]
f2 1903.5 525.35 1.6 1.7
f3 2852.5 350.57 (0.9) (0.9)
f4 2998.7 333.48 2.7 2.8
f5 3489.0 286.62 1.3 1.6
f6 3559.0 280.98 7.2 7.2
f8 3893.2 256.86 6.4 7.2
f10 4887.8 204.59 2.1 2.5
f11 4902.2 203.99 1.8 1.5
f12 5128.6 194.98 2.4 2.2
f14 7452.2 134.19 1.2 1.7
f15 9021.7 110.84 (0.8) (0.8)
a 3564.8 280.52 1.7 -
b 3887.6 257.23 2.0 -
c 4881.0 204.88 1.3 -
Table 7.1: Table of the detected frequencies in the two observing runs. The 0.1% FAP
threshold for each run is indicated in square brackets, and expected peaks
that fall below this threshold are included in parentheses. The peaks labelled
f2 – f15 match the frequencies identified by Sullivan et al. (2008), while a – c
were not previously identified, and are not considered to be significant.
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7.5 PG 1336-018
PG 1336-018 (Kilkenny et al., 2003) is an eclipsing binary system featuring a pulsat-
ing sdB star. Its position (−02◦ declination) and dramatic lightcurve made it a good
candidate for concurrent observation using the two Puoko-nui instruments.
Puoko-nui North was operated remotely by Sam Harrold on the 0.6 m robotic tele-
scope at Meyer Observatory (PJMO), and Puoko-nui South was used on the MJUO
1.0 m telescope. In total, we acquired 2.5 h using Puoko-nui North and 4 h using
Puoko-nui South on April 12 2013, with 1.5 h of concurrent observations.
The analysis of our MJUO data was complicated by the lack of a suitable comparison
star within our field of view. We were fortunate, however, to have near-perfect
observing conditions which meant that the ‘single channel’ photometry was free
from any short period transparency variations.
The difficulty came in matching the two lightcurves: our MJUO data were difficult
to correct for extinction given the dramatic nature of the lightcurve, and the PJMO
data featured residual extinction from the large colour difference between the target
and comparison stars. The two data sets were brought into agreement by first
applying a linear fit to the MJUO data to align the bottom of the primary eclipses,
and then fitting a plot of relative PJMO intensity - relative MJUO intensity with a
low order polynomial in order to remove the residual extinction effects.
The results of this comparison are presented in Figure 7.8.
Figure 7.8: Concurrent observations of PG 1336-018 provided a useful test for the two
Puoko-nui instruments. The bottom panel compares the full lightcurves,
with the PJMO intensity offset vertically to improve clarity. The top panel
focuses on the primary eclipse, which shows the good agreement between the
two data sets. The MJUO photometric uncertainties are given by the point
size, and the PJMO uncertainties are a factor of two larger.
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7.6 G117−B15A
Two runs were acquired on the northern DAV pulsator G117−B15A (Kepler et al.,
2005) during the Puoko-nui North testing run on the McDonald Observatory 2.1 m
telescope by Sam Harrold and Dean Chandler in April 2013. G117−B15A is an
extremely stable pulsator (see Chapter 6), and discrepancies between the observed
and calculated phases had been previously used to catch a timing error on the Argos
photometer. These observations were, like the Crab pulsar, considered an important
test for demonstrating the capabilities of Puoko-nui North to the UT group.
Figure 7.9 shows an excerpt of the time series data and the DFT of one of the two
runs. The O−C plot, using archival phase data provided by S. O. Kepler (private
communication), shows that our 2013 phase measurements are entirely consistent
with the timing prediction from the model of evolutionary cooling. This provides
a simple check on the absolute timing accuracy of the instrument, and extends the
catalogue of phase measurements on this target by an additional year.
It is interesting to note the general improvement in measurement precision that
was obtained by moving from photomultiplier instruments (blue points) to frame
transfer CCD measurements (Argos, red points) in 2002. Puoko-nui measurements
(pink) should continue this trend.
Figure 7.9: Observations of the very stable DAV pulsator G117−B15A were taken on
two nights in April 2013 using Puoko-nui North on the 2.1 m McDonald
telescope. The left plot depicts a short lightcurve segment and the DFT from
one of the two runs, and the right panel compares the measured phase of the
215 s mode against 38 years of archival data using an O − C diagram (see
Chapter 6). Only a representative subset of the measurement uncertainties
have been included in the plot to minimise clutter.
Chapter 8
Conclusions
This instrumentation- and observation-based thesis has described the development
of two CCD photometer instruments that are designed to efficiently acquire high-
speed photometry of variable stars, and presented observations of several white dwarf
targets of contemporary interest.
The Puoko-nui instruments build on the principles previously established over sev-
eral generations of instrumentation at VUW and the University of Texas at Austin,
and mark the return of ‘true’ high-speed photometry, which was lost in the initial
shift to CCD-based photometers.
The key outcomes of this instrumentation work are (a) two CCD photometers that
offer a 200-fold improvement in the achievable time resolution compared with the
previous generation of instruments; (b) a simple, accurate, and efficient online data
visualization system that integrates well with these instruments; (c) a streamlined
offline reduction pipeline that is competitive with other software packages; (d) a
bench-testing environment that can simulate realistic observing conditions for use
with instrument verification and for improving observing strategies.
Feedback from users of the Puoko-nui North instrument with telescopes at Mc-
Donald and Meyer Observatories has so far been overwhelmingly positive, and this
instrument appears to have a strong future ahead of it. Our Puoko-nui South in-
strument is now stationed at MJUO, where it will remain available for other users
of the Mt John facilities for the foreseeable future.
Observations of the DBV white dwarf EC 04207-4748 have significantly improved
our understanding of this star’s pulsation characteristics. We identified 11 distinct
frequencies in the pulsation spectrum (including seven that were previously un-
known), and classified these as four eigenmodes plus combinations that arise due to
convective mixing in the sub-surface convection zone. A non-linear fit to our data
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was used to extract a characteristic convection timescale τ0 = 148 ± 5, which is
consistent with expectations. We argued that this τ0 parameter provides a useful
proxy for the effective temperature in the DBV WDs, and that this will become
more useful once additional DBV τ0 measurements have been made.
Observations of the pulsating WD in the cataclysmic variable GW Librae extended
the post-outburst monitoring by an additional three years, and identified recurring
but apparently unstable pulsations with periods of around 4 ∼ 6 and 19 minutes.
We argue that these are most likely due to non-radial WD pulsations in spite of
the lack of extended frequency coherency, but that we cannot be certain because
we do not have a good theoretical understanding of these complicated binary star
systems.
Observations of the DAV WD L19-2 were combined with archival data, and a prelim-
inary O−C diagram was constructed in order to identify the effects of evolutionary
cooling on the pulsation stability. Linear least squares fits to this diagram found
P˙f2 = (3.8 ± 2.3) × 10−15 and P˙f7 = (0.07 ± 0.8) × 10−15. The f2 rate of change is
remains consistent within uncertainties to the expected geometrical (proper motion)
value, and the f9 pulsation mode analysis is complicated by a potential signature
of a non-parabolic phase change. Additional archival data that will be included in
the final analysis will reduce the uncertainties in the O − C fits and should resolve
these issues with the fits.
Our observational contributions on the double-degenerate ELM system J1518 helped
identify this system as one of the first known progenitors of the AM CVn star
systems. Contributions towards the xcov29 WET campaign on J0751 are expected
to help extend our understanding of the pulsating variety of ELM WDs.
Additional observations of several ‘classic’ targets provided useful tests of the Puoko-
nui instruments’ capabilities. These included the Crab Pulsar, the eclipsing binary
sdB system PG 1336-018, and the stable hot DAV pulsator G117-B15A.
The topics presented in this thesis have covered a relatively wide area within the
pulsating WD field. The topics of convection, P˙ , and the accreting pulsators con-
tribute toward active areas of current research, and the new instrumentation looks
to provide a solid foundation for continued observational work in the future.
Appendix A
Puoko-nui Instrument Manual
The following is meant to provide a basic overview for mounting, operating, and
maintaining the Puoko-nui photometers.
A.1 Hardware Setup
Figure A.1 illustrates how the Puoko-nui South instrument should be mounted on
the MJUO 1 m telescope. The offset-guider box is oriented with the guide camera on
the southern face, and the top edge of the CCD should face the control electronics.
The cables between the CCD, camera electronics, and instrument cart should be
looped around the telescope strut and cable tied where they cross to provide strain
relief. Figure A.2 shows a close up of the cable connections on the camera and timer
units.
Figure A.1: Illustrated notes for mounting the instrument on the MJUO 1 m telescope.
The optimum guide camera focus can be found by screwing the focus ring completely
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Figure A.2: Illustrated notes on the cable connections on the timer unit and CCD sup-
port electronics. Note that the support electronics unit is mounted upside-
down on the telescope.
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in, and then screwing it out by 6.5 turns. Ensure that both locking screws are
tightened and that the (unused) dichroic filter is moved out of the light path.
A.2 Collecting Data
A.2.1 Preparing the Acquisition
A useful task each night should be to (re-)enable internet access for the acqui-
sition and guide PCs. Run ienabler.exe on the guide PC using the standard
MJUO user-name/password. Use telnet on the acquisition PC to connect to
ienabler.canterbury.ac.nz port 259 and follow the prompts.
The next step is to synchronize the acquisition PC clock using NTP (Network Time
Protocol). The default timeserver is not accessible from MJUO, but you can specify
to connect to ntp.vuw.ac.nz or 1.nz.pool.ntp.org directly:
$ sudo ntpdate ntp.vuw.ac.nz
The PC time isn’t used in the reduction process, but it is stored in the acquired
frames so it is a good idea to keep it roughly correct. The acquistion PC clock can
drift by several seconds per day, so it pays to synchronize it manually at the start
of each night.
A.2.2 Autoguiding
The guide camera is controlled using the CCDOPS 5 software, which can be launched
from the desktop or start menu. Once the software has started, select Camera →
Setup... from the menu and enable temperature regulation. The optimum temper-
ature set point depends on the ambient temperature: the cooler should operate at
50–70% power, which is usually around -10
◦
C.
The auto-guider needs to be calibrated for each target field. The guide star is usually
bright enough to use for this, but if not you may need to shift the telescope slightly
to line up a brighter star that isn’t too far away from the target field.
The continuous focus mode can be used for aligning the guide star and optimizing
focus. This can be activated from the menu by selecting Camera → Focus....
Adjust the telescope pointing so the star is in the centre of the field, and then select
Track → Calibrate... to calibrate the calibration. The best x and y movement
times will depend on the target field: targets the equator can use 5 s for both, while
those near the pole will need a larger RA time: as much as 20 or 30 s.
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When the run is ready to start you can begin auto-guiding by selecting Track →
Autoguide... from the menu.
A suitable guide star for each target can be identified visually by replacing the guide
camera with an eyepiece, or by calculating the offsets from a printed finding chart
(obtained from e.g. http://archive.eso.org/dss/dss) and the approximate slide
calibration of 4.43 arcmin / cm and offsets of (0.2, 0.1) cm. Figure A.3 demonstrates
the calculation for a particular star (BPM37093). Note that the relationship between
linear distances and right ascension changes with declination, and so it is simplest
to work with pixel or printed distances instead of using the right ascension and
declination directly.
Figure A.3: A demonstration of calculating the offset-guider coordinates for a specific
target (BPM37093). Note that there is both a scaling factor and individual
x,y offsets.
A.2.3 Starting the Acquisition
The acquisition software can be launched from the shortcut on the launcher (Ubuntu)
or desktop (Windows). Right-clicking the Ubuntu launcher provides options for run-
ning with simulated hardware for testing purposes.
The main software interface is shown in Figure A.4. The left column of the ac-
quisition software shows the camera and timer status, and the right column shows
an information log. This log information is also saved as a text file in the logs
subdirectory within the application directory.
Frame metadata can be changed in the Set Metadata panel (Figure A.5). Meta-
data can be changed while a run is in progress, provided that saving is disabled. The
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Figure A.4: The acquisition software interface as it appears during a typical acquisition
run. The acquisition control window controls the instrument and provides
status information. The frame preview window shows the latest acquired
frame, optionally overlaid with star information. The online reduction win-
dow shows the evolving lightcurve and Fourier transform as data is acquired.
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frame prefix is used by tsreduce to distinguish between dark/flat/object frames,
so ensure that a unique prefix for each acquisition sequence. The acquisition type
can be changed between Continuous for regular observations, or Burst for saving
a specified number of frames (set in the Burst Count field). The frame type can
be set to Target allowing a target name to be entered. The other options pre-set
the target name to standard values.
Figure A.5: The acquisition camera and metadata settings panels.
Camera properties can be changed in the Set Camera panel when the camera is
idle. The readout geometry can be changed to read a restricted window of the CCD
or to bin pixels during readout. The x and y settings specify the corner of the window
closest to the readout port and its size. The width can be increased beyond 1024 to
read the overscan columns if they have been enabled in preferences.dat.
The readout port, speed, and gain can also be configured to optimize the signal
/ noise of the observations. The ProEM camera includes a checkbox to keep the
integrated shutter closed while acquiring dark frames.
The timing resolution can be configured between pulse counting and high resolution
modes. The high resolution mode changes the exposure time resolution to 1ms, up
to a maximum of 65.535s.
Acquisition can be started and stopped with the Acquire button. Acquired frames
will only be saved if the Save button is toggled. The filename that the next acquired
frame will use is displayed in the left sidebar.
The intensity and FWHM of stars in the target field can be monitored by dragging
annuli in the ds9 window Target intensity and FWHM can be monitored in the
frame preview by dragging an annulus around the star, which is used (see Section
A.2.4 for tips about selecting apertures). These statistics are recalculated for each
acquired frame, and do not require the frames to be saved to disk. This can be seen
in action in Figure A.4.
The Reduction button enables the online reduction. The reduction will proceed if
<run prefix>.dat (created using tsreduce create - see Section A.2.4) exists in
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the frame directory, and the reduction preview (opened from the launcher [Linux]
or desktop [Windows]) will automatically update to display the most current infor-
mation.
A.2.4 Configuring the Online Reduction
The acquisition software interacts with external software (tsreduce and ds9) by
executing a bash script. This makes it relatively straightforward to customize the
interaction between tools: either by editing the script directly, or by defining vari-
ables that the script can query.
The acquisition software will execute reduction.sh each time a frame is saved to
disk while the Reduction button is toggled. The default behaviour of the script is
to search for <run prefix>.dat in the frame directory. If found, tsreduce update
will be run on this file, and then tsreduce plot is called with custom parameters
that make it save two images (online ts.gif and online dft.gif) to the acqui-
sition software directory. These images are displayed in a web browser, which loads
a web page (preview.html) that refreshes at a set interval. It is safe to run the
acquisition when the reduction time is greater than the frame exposure time - the
reduction preview will simply lag behind the data and update in large chunks.
There are two parameters that can be overridden by creating config.sh in the
acquisition software directory. An example config.sh explaining these options is
shown in Figure A.6.
# Override the filename controlling the reduction
# If unspecified , this will default to <run prefix >.dat
REDUCTION_FILENAME="object.dat"
# Size parameter for the online reduction plots
# If unspecified , this will default to "9"
REDUCTION_PLOTSIZE="6"
Figure A.6: An example config.sh script which overrides the reduction file-name and
plot size.
The reduction file can be created as soon as the first target frame has been saved
(for best results, ensure that dark and flat frames have also been acquired, but this
is not required).
tsreduce is a command-line program, so open a bash prompt from the launcher
(Linux) or desktop (Windows) and run:
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$ cd <path to frame directory >
$ tsreduce create <run prefix >.dat
where <run prefix> is the frame prefix used for the target frames. If the run prefix
is inconvenient then any other filename may be specified in config.sh.
tsreduce will prompt for the reduction parameters and, if required, create the
master calibration frames. It will then open a ds9 window showing the calibrated
reference frame and prompt for the target apertures to be selected. Click and drag
a generous annulus around the target star and one or more comparisons, making
sure that the sky annulus is not contaminated by other stars in the field. tsreduce
will centre the annulus about the mean moment of the contained flux and calculate
the background intensity from the intensity within the annulus. The best results
are obtained by picking a small number of comparison stars that are bright but
remain within the linear CCD regime. Figure A.7 shows the apertures selection for
a particular target field (EC 04207-4748).
Figure A.7: Demonstration of apertures selected during tsreduce create. The red
circles define the integration aperture, and the dotted green circles define
the sky annuli.
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The aperture size is calculated from the selected reference frame using one of three
techniques:
1. Radius where the radial profile of the brightest star falls to within 5σ of the
background.
2. Diameter of 3 times the largest estimated full-width at half-maximum.
3. Manual (prompting the user for a value).
The ds9 preview will be updated with the final aperture selection, and the user
prompted for confirmation. Once the settings are confirmed, a reduction file is
written to disk and the online reduction can be enabled by toggling the Reduction
button in the acquisition software.
There are several hidden options that can be configured by editing the .dat file with
a text editor. These options are listed in Table A.1.
Relay Mode
The timer unit features a relay mode that allows direct two-way communication
between the acquisition PC and the GPS receiver. The timer can be prepared for
relay mode by running the timerutil program:
$ timerutil <port > relay
where <port> is the OS handle of the timer (e.g. /dev/ttyUSB0 under Linux,
/dev/tty.usbserial-00001004 under OSX, or COM5 under Windows).
The next program that opens a serial connection to the timer will communicate di-
rectly with the GPS receiver. The normal timer operation will return for subsequent
connections, and so this command must be run each time that an external program
is to be used with the GPS receiver.
Note that the Trimble Studio software has been found to corrupt the timer firmware
in some situations, and should not be used. The older Trimble Monitor software is
recommended for checking or configuring the Trimble Thunderbolt status.
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A.2.5 Additional Acquisition Software Settings
The acquisition software includes several advanced settings that may be configured
by manually editing preferences.dat. Ensure that the acquisition software is
closed before opening this file, or any manual changes will be overwritten.
The CCD overscan region can be enabled on the MicroMax camera by configuring
CameraOverscanColumns with a non-zero value (24 is recommended). This increases
the CCD width available in the geometry settings beyond 1024; the first several
columns are masked physical pixels that measure the integrated dark current, and
the remaining columns are overscan with a signal that measures the CCD bias. Two
FITS header keys (IMAG-RGN and BIAS-RGN) are saved in each frame to indicate the
image and bias regions.
Key Default Description
Instrument Puoko-nui Instrument name
TimerMonitorLogicOut 1 Enable monitoring of CCD logic out to when
starting/stopping a run. Set to 0 to use fixed
time delays.
TimerSerialPort /dev/ttyUSB0 USB emulated serial port handle (e.g. COM9
under Windows or /dev/ttyusb0 under Linux)
TimerBaudRate 9600 Communication baud rate (requires timer
firmware modification if changed).
CameraOverscanColumns 0 Number of overscan columns to digitize.
CameraPlatescale 0.33 Camera plate scale in arcsec/px.
CameraFrameBufferSize 5 Number of frames to allocate space for in the
internal frame buffer used by the camera driver.
ProEMExposureShortcut 5 Number of milliseconds to shorten exposure
times to allow the camera to complete frame
transfer and prepare for subsequent triggers.
ProEMEMGain 1 Electron-multiplication gain.
ProEMShiftMode 1 Frame-transfer speed mode index.
ValidateTimestamps 1 Enable time stamp validation check.
FrameFlipX 0 Mirror image along x axis before saving.
FrameFlipY 0 Mirror image along y axis before saving.
FrameTranspose 0 Transpose image (flip x and y) before saving.
PreviewRateLimit 500 Minimum number of milliseconds between
frame preview updates.
Table A.2: Advanced acquisition software options in preferences.dat.
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A.3 Example tsreduce Commands
This section contains a list of examples of the commonly used tsreduce commands.
Additional commands are available for offline analysis, but they are considered to
be advanced functionality - refer to the tsreduce source code for details on these
commands. Items in square brackets indicate optional parameters, and would not
be included when entering these commands into a terminal. A single backslash
at the end of a line indicates a line-break to fit the single-line command onto the
page.
$ tsreduce create ec04207.dat
Create a reduction file ec04207.dat in the current directory. tsreduce will prompt
for input regarding the reduction.
$ tsreduce update ec04207.dat
Update the reduction file ec04207.dat with any new frames.
$ tsreduce plot ec04207.dat [ts.ps/cps dft.ps/cps 10]
Generate an online reduction plot from the reduction file ec04207.dat. The optional
parameters define the PGPLOT devices and size for the plots: saving to two postscript
files with a PGPLOT scale of 10. The default plot devices are X-windows 5 and 6 under
Linux/OS X and ts.gif and dft.gif under Windows.
$ tsreduce playback ec04207.dat 100 5 [ts.ps/cps dft.ps/cps 10]
Replay the acquisition of data at an accelerated rate. tsreduce plot is called
repeatedly with a minimum wait of 100 ms between updates. Each update advances
the data by 5 observations. The optional parameters match those for tsreduce
plot
$ tsreduce tracer ec04207.dat
Displays the latest raw observation frame in ds9, overlaid with a line indicating the
movement of the target and comparison stars. This function is useful to monitor
shifts in the field of view over a run.
$ tsreduce display ec04207.dat ec04207-1234.fits.gz
The frame ec04207-1234.fits.gz is bias/dark subtracted, flat fielded, and dis-
played in ds9. The apertures used for the reduction are overlaid. The requested
frame must have been previously reduced via tsreduce update.
$ tsreduce reduce-range template.dat 10 15 0.5 20110703
Reduce the reduction file template.dat with apertures between 10 px and 15 px in
0.5 px increments. Output files will be saved as 20110703-<aperture size>.dat.
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$ tsreduce plot-range 20110703-[0-9]+.[0-9]+.dat
Display timeseries and DFT plots of the data created with tsreduce reduce-range.
The displayed aperture size can be changed using the p and n keys with the input
window selected. This command only works under Linux and OSX.
$ tsreduce create-ts 2011-07-03 06:00:00 20110703.dat 20110704.dat \
20110705.dat [...] july2011.ts
Combine a set of reduction files into a single timeseries containing relative BJDTDB
time, mmi intensity, and noise estimate. The first two arguments specify a reference
date and time to use as time zero. The remaining arguments list (any number of)
input filenames, followed by a single output filename. The first input file is required
to define the RA and Dec keywords specifying the (J2000) target coordinates.
$ tsreduce dft july2011.ts 100 10000 1 july2011.dft [july2011.freq]
Generate a Discrete Fourier Transform of july2011.ts, with frequencies sampled
between 100 and 10000µHz in 1µHz increments. The output data will be saved to
july2011.dft. The optional parameter specifies a list of frequencies to pre-whiten
before calculating the DFT (see tsreduce source code for details).
$ tsreduce window july2011.ts 1000 800 1200 0.01 july2011.win
Generate a window function for july2011.ts using 1000µHz sinusoid between 800
and 1200µHz. Data is saved to july2011.win.
A.4 Troubleshooting
The online frame preview exits and restarts if the frame is updated while
selecting an aperture:
This appears to be an unavoidable bug in ds9. You can avoid this by ensuring that
you aren’t dragging an aperture when the frame preview updates.
tsreduce create cannot find frames with special prefix characters:
tsreduce converts the frame prefix into a (POSIX compatible) regular expression
in order to find the files on disk. Characters in the set []\^$.|?*+(){} have special
meaning in regular expressions, and must be escaped with a ‘\’. tsreduce create
will automatically escape these characters.
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Cannot configure online reduction if the first frame in a run is cloudy:
The reference frame queried during tsreduce create is used to determine the aper-
ture positions and time-zero. You can specify a more suitable reference frame, and
then manually change the reference time in the .dat if you want to avoid negative
time values.
The mouse jumps around the screen when running Relay Mode:
The timer unit acts as a USB-to-Serial adaptor for the attached GPS when running
in relay mode. Windows may misinterpret the incoming serial data as input from a
serial mouse and cause erratic cursor behaviour.
You can deselect the serial enumerator in the FTDI advanced driver properties to
disable this behaviour.
A.5 Software Updates
The three main software components of the Puoko-nui instruments are managed
using the git version control system, and are currently hosted on Github.
Acquisition software: https://github.com/pchote/Puoko-nui.git
tsreduce: https://github.com/pchote/tsreduce.git
Timer firmware: https://github.com/pchote/Karaka.git
git is an extremely powerful tool for managing source code across multiple locations
(originally created by Linux Torvalds to simplify development of the Linux kernel),
but we will focus on just the necessary commands to fetch and reset the local code
to match the upstream version.
Github provides a good general introduction and tutorial at http://learn.github.
com/p/intro.html, plus additional more specific topics at https://help.github.
com/.
The code can be acquired for the first time using the git clone command, e.g.:
$ git clone https :// github.com/pchote/Puoko -nui.git puokonui
This will create a subdirectory called puokonui that contains a copy of the acquisi-
tion software source code.
If you cd into an existing repository you can download any changes from the remote
repository using git fetch:
$ git fetch -p
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The -p flag tells fetch to prune any branches that have been deleted from the
upstream server. These changes are downloaded, but not applied to your copy. The
simplest way to do this, which will discard any local changes, is to reset the local
state to match the remote state:
$ git reset --hard origin/master
where origin/master specifies the upstream branch to reset to. You can view a list
of remote branches using the git branch -r command:
$ git branch -r
Once you have reset the local code to the latest version, you can make the updated
executable:
$ make clean
$ make <project options >
The Makefile for each project starts with a list of options that can be configured.
See each file for the options and their descriptions.
The overall process for updating the project will look something like:
$ cd <project directory >
$ git fetch
$ git reset --hard origin/master
$ make clean
$ make <project options >
For completeness, a list of the main make commands are included below:
Linux
Acquisition (Puoko-nui): $ make CAMERA_TYPE=PVCAM
Acquisition (ProEM): $ make CAMERA_TYPE=PICAM
tsreduce: $ make
Windows
Acquisition: $ make CAMERA_TYPE=PICAM
tsreduce: $ make USE_READLINE=no
Timer Firmware:
The timer unit contains a boot-loader which will be run at startup and enter a
firmware update mode if any data is received within four seconds of connecting via
USB.
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The upgrade process is controlled by the Makefile in the source code directory.
Several configuration options are defined at the top of the file. Ensure that these are
set correctly before running make: incorrect values put the unit into a nonfunctional
state the requires physical access to fix.
The standard firmware can be updated via USB by the following:
$ make clean
$ make install PORT=<port >
where <port> is the OS handle of the timer (e.g. /dev/ttyUSB0 under Linux or
/dev/tty.usbserial-00001004 under OSX.
The PORT parameter under windows needs to be escaped with several backslashes,
which are mangled by the commandline. Instead, you can modify the Makefile to
set the PORT value directly, e.g:
PORT := \\\\.\\ COM5
Timer Boot-loader:
The boot-loader can only be updated using the JTAG programmer. Connect the
programmer to the port labelled in Figure A.8, and then upgrade the boot-loader
and firmware together:
$ make clean
$ make jtag
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Figure A.8: Illustrated notes on the timer unit circuit board.
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Appendix B
Timer Firmware Description
The aim of this section is to give a detailed explanation of the logic implemented
within the timer unit firmware. The diagrams that follow closely mirror the source
code, but skip some of the unnecessary details involved in each block step.
Figure B.1 traces the main logic starting from the unit first receiving power, and
covers initialization and the main logic loop.
The timer uses the DTR serial control line to trigger a hardware reset remotely from
the Acquisition PC. This simplifies many details, but has one notable downside -
the unit is forced to reset whenever software on the Acquisition PC first opens a
connection via USB (this is strictly true only for Linux and OS X, but we force
additional resets to ensure consistent behaviour on all platforms).
The unit will enter its firmware upgrade mode if any data is received via the USB
connection within four seconds of powering up. This mode uses the AVR-109 pro-
tocol for flashing the firmware and performing other diagnostics. The update mode
will exit if the command character ‘E’ is received, or if the unit is reset by toggling
DTR.
A work-around is implemented to disable this mandatory four-second delay when
the unit is in its relay mode. This is achieved by using the timerutil program (see
Appendix A) to send a command packet which enables a one-time bypass of the
boot-loader. The unit will restart into a one-time relay mode session the next time
that the DTR line is toggled.
The main program begins after the boot-loader timeout (to avoid ambiguity, I’ll use
timeout to refer to actions run via the microcontroller timer/counter subsystem),
which initializes the hardware components and sends configuration messages for the
Trimble and Magellan GPS receivers through the serial port.
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Once initialization is complete, the main program loop will loop the following:
• Any message flags set by interrupts or the USB/GPS subroutines are read,
and the appropriate data sent to the USB subsystem to be forwarded to the
Acquisition PC.
• The camera logic input is polled. If a level change is detected a 500µs timeout
is set to confirm that it wasn’t triggered by a spurious noise pulse. Any actions
that run as a consequence of this level change occur within the logic monitor
timeout interrupt.
• USB commands are processed (see Figure B.2).
• GPS messages are processed (see Figure B.3).
Hardware or software interrupts may trigger any time during the main loop, and
will take over the program flow until they complete. Interrupt sources include:
• GPS and USB serial reads/writes. These systems operate asynchronously,
using interrupts to copy bytes into a buffer as soon as they are received, and
a second buffer which data is copied to for transmission in parallel with the
main loop.
• The timeout used to restore the camera trigger level after 512µs.
• The timeout used to set the GPS status to UNAVAILABLE after 3 s without
data.
• The timeout used to verify and act on camera logic output changes (see Fig-
ure B.5).
• The timeout used to increment the high-speed exposure counter (see Fig-
ure B.6, and explained below).
• A hardware interrupt on the falling edge of each 1 Hz input pulse (see Fig-
ure B.4, and explained below).
The low resolution pulse-counting mode provides a 1 s resolution between 1 - 65535 s
(18.2 hours). This mode decrements a counter in the 1 Hz hardware interrupt, and
sends a readout trigger to the camera once the counter reaches zero. It also sets a
message flag (SEND TRIGGER), which will cause the main loop to send the next time
stamp as the trigger time to the Acquisition PC.
It is assumed that the first time stamp received after a trigger pulse is sent corre-
sponds to the trigger. An incorrect trigger time stamp may be sent in the (rare)
event that the serial data for the time packet of the trigger is corrupted. The output
trigger pulses are delayed by 11µs from the input pulse: this offset is consistent be-
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tween exposures, and so it is assumed to be negligible compared to the 1 s exposure
resolution.
The high-speed timing mode provides a 1 ms resolution for exposures between 1 -
65535 ms, but requires the timer to be operating in the external clock mode, using the
GPS disciplined 10 MHz signal to drive the microcontroller clock (this is supported
by the Trimble Thunderbolt and several other makes of GPS receivers, but not the
Magellan receivers at VUW or MJUO).
A switch on the back of the unit selects between the internal oscillator and the exter-
nal clock signal, which is then divided using the timer/counter subsystem within the
microcontroller to produce an interrupt accurately aligned to each millisecond.
This millisecond-interrupt decrements the exposure counter and updates an internal
estimate of the current millisecond time component. The millisecond counter is
allowed to increment past 1000 ms, which adds a significant degree of robustness
against glitches in the GPS serial stream: the timer will internally correct up to 65
continuous missing serial time stamps before timing accuracy is lost. The counter
is reset modulo 1000 each time a serial time packet is received.
The 1 Hz signal interrupt is used to verify that the millisecond counter is an integer
multiple of 1000 ms. A message flag (TIME DRIFT) is set if this check fails, which
causes a warning to be sent to the Acquisition PC.
The timer is started with an initial count value chosen to reduce the time offset
between the 1 Hz input pulses and the output trigger to within 500 ns. A future
improvement may make this delay customizable in order to correct an exposure
phase shift introduced by the triggered operation of the ProEM camera.
Three input command packets are recognized by the timer. The ENABLE RELAY
command is sent by the timerutil utility to place the unit into relay mode. In
relay mode, all data sent via USB is forwarded to the GPS receiver, and vice-versa,
turning the timer unit into a USB-to-serial adaptor for the GPS receiver. The 1 Hz
input pulses are also forwarded to the camera, but note that the polarity and pulse
width are different to the outputs of the Trimble and Magellan receivers.
The START EXPOSURE command is used to start an exposure sequence. The command
packet includes the timing mode to use, whether to monitor the camera logic output
or simulate the logic changes internally, and the exposure time. The unit will wait
until the camera is ready to start exposing (signaled by the logic output going low),
and will then wait a further period of time to ensure that exposure transitions will
occur on the round minute (assuming an exposure period that evenly divides into
60 seconds). The first exposure will begin immediately if pulse-counting mode is
active, otherwise an additional exposure period is required. This first exposure
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(which is discarded by the acquisition software) may therefore be up to twice as
long as the requested exposure time, and may cause bright objects in the field to
oversaturate.
The STOP EXPOSURE command immediately stops the exposure countdown, and
waits for a the camera output level to go high, signalling that a frame is not be-
ing read out. The camera monitor interrupt sets a message flag (STOP EXPOSURE),
signalling the Acquisition software that it is safe to shut down the camera. This two-
step shutdown procedure is necessary to work around a serious memory-corruption
bug in the PVCAM camera software library. This bug is triggered if an exposure
sequence is terminated while the camera is reading out an exposure.
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Power on
EEPROM flag to
skip bootloader set?
Clear EEPROM flag
to skip bootloader
Data received over
USB within 4s?
Enter bootloader for
firmware upgrade
Initialize hardware
EEPROM flag to
enter relay mode set?
Clear EEPROM flag
to enter relay mode
Set timer mode to RELAY
Send GPS configuration
Process message flags
Camera logic output
has changed?
Set 500µs timer to
confirm level change
Process USB data
Process GPS data
Update display
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Figure B.1: The main loop handles initializes the hardware and handles non-time-critical
functions. Each of the dotted boxes are expanded in additional figures.
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Process USB data
Copy received data to GPS
Relay Mode
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Return to main loop
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command received?
Command is
ENABLE RELAY?
Set EEPROM flag
to skip bootloader
Set EEPROM flag
to enter relay mode
Command is
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status simulation
Set logic moni-
tor mode to START
Set camera logic change
timeout to 6.71 s
Set timer mode
to WAITING
Simulating
camera status?
Command is
STOP EXPOSURE?
Stop millisecond timer
Set camera logic
change timeout to 1 s
Reset millisecond counter
Simulating
camera status?
Reset exposure counter
and exposure time
Set logic moni-
tor mode to STOP
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Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
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Yes
Figure B.2: Expanded detail of the USB command processing logic.
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Process GPS data
Timer mode is RELAY?
Copy received data
to USB
Complete serial
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Return to main loop
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Magellan status?
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Magellan timestamp?
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SEND TIMESTAMP
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is set?
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Set download
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No
No
Yes
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Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
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No
Yes
NoYes
Figure B.3: Serial messages from the GPS are processed to extract the current time and
satellite lock status. A check is in place to ensure that serial time stamps
and time pulses are received in alternating order.
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Figure B.4: A pulse on the 1 Hz input line triggers different actions depending on the
current timer mode. See text for details.
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Figure B.5: A block diagram showing the camera monitoring logic.
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Millisecond timer interrupt
(High-Speed timing mode)
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End interrupt
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No
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Figure B.6: The millisecond timer is used in the High-speed timing mode as a high-
cadence equivalent to the 1 Hz input.
Appendix C
Finding Charts
This section chronicles the finding charts and offset-guider offsets for our targets of
interest. Each chart shows a 20′ × 20′ area around the target (indicated with an
arrow). The approximate CCD alignment for the MJUO 1.0 m telescope at f/7.7 is
indicated with a box.
EC 04207-4748
20'
Coordinates (J2000) Guide Offset Information
RA: 04h22m11s X: −1.55 V-mag: 15.3
Dec: −47◦41′42′′ Y: 2.72 Type: DBV
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EC 05221-4725
20'
Coordinates (J2000) Guide Offset Information
RA: 05h23m31s X: −1.70 V-mag: 16.6
Dec: −47◦22′19′′ Y: 4.05 Type: DBV
EC 20058-5234
20'
Coordinates (J2000) Guide Offset Information
RA: 20h09m40s X: −1.90 V-mag: 14.9
Dec: −52◦25′24′′ Y: −2.75 Type: DBV
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GW Librae
20'
Coordinates (J2000) Guide Offset Information
RA: 15h19m55s X: 2.50 V-mag: 18.5
Dec: −25◦00′25′′ Y: 2.80 Type: CV
L19-2
20'
Coordinates (J2000) Guide Offset Information
RA: 14h32m18s X: −3.15 V-mag: 13.8
Dec: −81◦20′09′′ Y: 1.30 Type: DAV
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J0751
20'
Coordinates (J2000) Guide Offset Information
RA: 07h51m41s X: −1.80 V-mag: 17.5
Dec: −01◦41′21′′ Y: −1.40 Type: ELM
WDJ1518
20'
Coordinates (J2000) Guide Offset Information
RA: 15h18m27s X: −2.25 V-mag: 17.6
Dec: 06◦58′13′′ Y: −0.10 Type: ELM
Appendix D
Observations & Publications
Observing was an important part of this thesis work. The following tables summarize
the observations obtained during 13 sessions at Mt John University Observatory.
Approximately 484 hours of new data were acquired over 92 nights using the Puoko-
nui South photometer on the 1m McLellan telescope. Tables D.2 – D.14 present a
log of these observations.
Much of this work has been undertaken as part of larger programmes, which has
resulted in co-authorship of several publications (Szkody et al., 2012a; Kilic et al.,
2014; Hermes et al., 2014). Our contributions towards the xcov29 WET campaign
on WDJ1518 should result in an additional publication.
I took the lead in our work on EC 04207-4748 (Chote et al., 2013), and we have
additional publications in preparation presenting our results for L19-2 and GW
Librae. Chote et al. (2014) provides a detailed description of the two Puoko-nui
photometers.
Target Ref Citation
EC 04207-4748 A Chapter 4
B Chote et al. (2013)
C EuroWD12 presentation
GW Librae D Chapter 5
E Szkody et al. (2012a)
F Chote and Sullivan (2013a)
L19-2 G Chapter 6
H Kilic et al. (2014)
I Hermes et al. (2014)
J Chapter 7
K Chote et al. (2014)
Table D.1: Reference key for the observation log presented in Tables D.2 – D.14.
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Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2011-03-02 EC04207 09:00 12:00 20 3 Clear A B C
GW Librae 13:09 17:23 20 4 Cloudy D E
2011-03-03 EC04207 08:46 11:24 20 1.5 Cloudy A B C
2011-03-04 EC04207 08:34 12:47 20 2 Cloudy A B C
GW Librae 14:33 16:19 20 1.5 Cloudy D E
L19-2 13:01 14:12 20 1 Cloudy G
2011-03-05 - - - - - Overcast -
2011-03-06 EC04207 08:48 11:00 20 1.5 Cloudy A B C
L19-2 14:40 15:00 20 - Cloudy / Overcast -
2011-03-07 EC04207 08:49 12:13 20 3 Cloudy A B C
L19-2 12:32 14:20 20 - Cloudy / Overcast -
2011-03-08 EC04207 08:09 12:03 20 4 Clear A B C
GW Librae 12:39 13:08 20 - Cloudy / Overcast D E
Table D.2: Observation log for March 2011
Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2011-07-01 GW Librae 07:02 12:06 20 5 Clear D E
EC20058 12:38 16:29 20 4 Clear J
EC04207 17:53 19:27 20 1.5 Clear A B C
2011-07-02 GW Librae 06:23 11:00 20 4.5 Clear D E
EC20058 11:20 15:41 20 4.5 Clear J
EC04207 16:16 19:31 20 2.5 Clear A B C
2011-07-03 L19-2 06:39 11:46 20 5 Clear G
EC20058 12:06 15:28 20 3.5 Clear J
EC04207 15:50 19:31 20 3 Clear A B C
2011-07-04 GW Librae 06:36 14:02 20 7.5 Clear D E
EC20058 14:31 15:27 20 1 Clear J
EC04207 15:40 19:22 20 3.5 Cloudy A B C
2011-07-05 L19-2 14:00 15:26 20 1.5 Cloudy G
EC04207 15:57 17:47 20 0.75 Cloudy / Overcast A B C
2011-07-06 GW Librae 06:35 09:28 20 3 Cloudy D E
L19-2 09:58 15:32 20 5.5 Clear G
EC04207 16:00 17:56 20 1.5 Cloudy / Overcast A B C
2011-07-07 L19-2 14:53 15:29 20 0.75 Clear G
EC04207 15:41 19:21 20 3.5 Clear A B C
Table D.3: Observation log for July 2011 (run 1)
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Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2011-07-27 GW Librae 06:48 12:47 20 5.5 Clear D E
EC04207 13:37 19:01 20 5.5 Clear A B C
2011-07-28 EC20058 10:28 12:32 20 2 Cloudy J
EC04207 13:04 14:41 20 1 Cloudy A B C
EC20058 16:30 17:34 20 0.75 Cloudy / Overcast J
EC04207 17:59 18:57 20 1 Cloudy A B C
2011-07-29 EC20058 08:53 10:32 20 1 Cloudy J
EC04207 13:58 14:50 20 0.8 Cloudy A B C
2011-07-30 EC04207 13:16 19:12 20 5 Clear A B C
2011-07-31 GW Librae 06:37 06:39 20 - Cloudy/Overcast E
EC04207 14:27 18:52 20 0.5 Cloudy A B C
2011-08-01 GW Librae 06:39 12:53 20 5 Cloudy D E
EC04207 13:19 18:44 20 4 Cloudy A B C
2011-08-02 GW Librae 06:35 10:04 20 3 Clear D E
EC20058 10:18 14:02 20 3.5 Clear J
EC04207 14:18 19:01 20 4.5 Cloudy A B C
Table D.4: Observation log for July 2011 (run 2)
Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2011-11-18 EC04207 10:02 16:08 20 3 Cloudy A B C
2011-11-19 - - - - - Overcast -
2011-11-20 - - - - - Overcast -
2011-11-21 EC04207 09:10 15:41 20 6 Cloudy A B C
2011-11-22 - - - - - Overcast -
2011-11-23 EC04207 09:13 13:57 20 3.5 Cloudy / Overcast A B C
2011-11-24 EC04207 09:28 16:04 20 6 Cloudy A B C
Table D.5: Observation log for November 2011 (WET Run XCOV28)
Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2012-03-22 - - - - - Overcast -
2012-03-23 EC05221 08:09 11:22 30 3.25 Clear / Overcast J
L19-2 13:13 13:54 30 - Cloudy / Overcast -
2012-03-24 EC05221 07:44 11:33 30 3.5 Cloudy J
GW Librae 13:02 17:49 30 3.5 Cloudy D F
2012-03-25 EC05221 07:44 12:26 30 4.75 Clear J
GW Librae 12:40 17:56 30 5 Clear D F
2012-03-26 EC05221 07:28 09:33 30 1.5 Cloudy J
2012-03-27 EC05221 07:30 09:30 30 1.5 Clear / Overcast J
2012-03-28 EC05221 07:50 12:39 30 4 Cloudy J
L19-2 12:58 17:50 30 4.75 Clear G
Table D.6: Observation log for March 2012
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Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2012-04-23 EC05221 06:49 11:05 30 3.5 Cloudy J
GW Librae 11:22 18:24 30 7 Cloudy D F
2012-04-24 EC05221 09:00 10:15 30 - Cloudy -
L19-2 10:43 18:31 30 5.5 Cloudy G
2012-04-25 EC05221 06:41 11:23 30 4.8 Clear J
L19-2 11:34 18:37 30 5.5 Cloudy G
2012-04-26 L19-2 06:41 07:55 30 - Cloudy -
EC05221 08:11 08:33 30 - Cloudy / Overcast J
L19-2 08:47 09:20 30 - Cloudy -
2012-04-27 - - - - - Overcast -
2012-04-28 EC05221 06:37 11:18 30 4.5 Cloudy J
L19-2 11:34 18:25 30 6.75 Clear G
2012-04-29 L19-2 13:51 16:43 30 3 Cloudy / Overcast G
Table D.7: Observation log for April 2012
Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2012-05-16 GW Librae 10:30 10:48 20 - Cloudy / Overcast -
GW Librae 15:13 16:55 30 - Cloudy / Overcast -
2012-05-17 GW Librae 06:53 18:06 30 11 Clear D F
2012-05-18 GW Librae 06:44 17:53 30 11 Clear D F
2012-05-19 GW Librae 06:33 17:55 30 11.5 Clear D F
2012-05-20 GW Librae 07:40 18:06 30 6 Cloudy / Overcast D F
2012-05-21 GW Librae 07:32 17:46 30 10 Clear D F
2012-05-22 GW Librae 06:29 18:04 30 12 Clear D F
Table D.8: Observation log for May 2012
Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2012-12-11 - - - - - Overcast -
2012-12-12 J0751 11:16 15:25 30 4.2 Clear J H I
2012-12-13 - - - - - Overcast -
2012-12-14 J0751 12:22 15:25 45 2 Cloudy J H I
2012-12-15 J0751 11:35 15:28 45 3.5 Cloudy J H I
2012-12-16 J0751 11:22 15:04 45 3.75 Cloudy J H I
2012-12-17 - - - - - Overcast -
Table D.9: Observation log for December 2012
Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2013-01-11 J0751 10:18 10:47 45 - Cloudy / Overcast -
2013-01-12 J0751 09:51 11:15 45 0.75 Cloudy / Overcast J H I
2013-01-13 J0751 14:46 15:52 45 1 Cloudy J H I
2013-01-14 - - - - - Overcast -
2013-01-15 J0751 09:49 14:20 45 3.5 Cloudy J H I
2013-01-16 - - - - - Overcast -
2013-01-17 J0751 10:48 15:50 45 4.5 Cloudy J H I
Table D.10: Observation log for January 2013
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Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2013-03-08 L19-2 08:46 12:35 20 3.5 Cloudy / Overcast G
GW Librae 13:22 15:24 30 1.5 Cloudy / Overcast -
2013-03-09 L19-2 08:14 17:20 20 9 Clear G
2013-03-10 L19-2 08:00 12:43 20 4.3 Cloudy G
GW Librae 12:57 17:26 30 2.5 Cloudy / Overcast -
2013-03-11 L19-2 08:05 17:28 20 5 Cloudy / Overcast G
2013-03-12 L19-2 08:22 17:34 20 9 Clear G
2013-03-13 L19-2 08:14 12:27 20 4 Clear G
2013-03-13 GW Librae 12:46 15:24 20 2.5 Clear -
2013-03-13 GW Librae 15:25 17:31 30 2 Clear -
2013-03-14 - - - - - Overcast -
Table D.11: Observation log for March 2013
Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2013-04-08 L19-2 07:28 10:16 20 0.3 Cloudy / Overcast G
2013-04-09 L19-2 07:25 10:48 20 3 Cloudy G
WDJ1518 12:06 13:42 45 1.75 Cloudy J
WDJ1518 13:57 16:30 30 2.25 Cloudy J
L19-2 16:49 18:07 20 1.3 Clear G
2013-04-10 L19-2 07:01 11:56 20 5 Clear G
WDJ1518 12:29 13:01 30 0.5 Cloudy J
WDJ1518 13:06 16:59 60 4 Cloudy J
L19-2 17:20 18:08 20 0.8 Clear G
2013-04-11 WDJ1518 15:10 18:05 60 3 Cloudy J
2013-04-12 L19-2 07:10 08:32 20 1.3 Clear G
PG1336 09:01 13:00 10 4 Clear J K
WDJ1518 13:23 17:48 60 4.5 Cloudy J
2013-04-13 L19-2 07:03 11:39 20 4.5 Clear G
WDJ1518 12:18 17:57 60 7.6 Clear J
2013-04-14 - - - - - Overcast -
2013-04-15 L19-2 07:03 11:44 20 4.75 Clear G
WDJ1518 12:04 18:00 60 6 Clear J
Table D.12: Observation log for April 2013
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Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2013-05-09 L19-2 09:03 09:28 20 0.2 Cloud/Overcast G
2013-05-10 L19-2 06:42 09:35 20 3 Clear G
WDJ1518 10:03 15:50 60 5.5 Cloudy J
L19-2 16:05 18:40 20 2.5 Clear G
2013-05-11 L19-2 06:18 09:40 20 2.5 Cloudy G
WDJ1518 10:08 16:09 60 5 Cloudy J
L19-2 16:25 18:38 20 2 Cloudy G
2013-05-12 L19-2 06:18 09:39 20 3.25 Clear G
WDJ1518 10:08 15:39 60 5.5 Clear J
L19-2 15:56 18:41 20 2.75 Clear G
2013-05-13 L19-2 06:21 09:41 20 3.3 Clear G
WDJ1518 10:02 15:43 60 5.5 Clear J
L19-2 15:59 18:26 20 3.5 Clear G
2013-05-14 L19-2 10:46 12:01 20 1.25 Cloudy G
WDJ1518 12:22 15:42 60 2.5 Cloudy J
L19-2 15:56 18:50 20 3 Cloudy G
2013-05-15 L19-2 06:28 11:50 20 4.3 Cloudy G
WDJ1518 12:12 13:58 60 1.5 Cloudy J
L19-2 14:09 18:49 20 4 Cloudy G
Table D.13: Observation log for May 2013 (WET Run XCOV29)
Date Target Start End Exposure Useable Weather Reference
UTC UTC (s) (hours)
2013-06-10 L19-2 06:05 17:54 20 9 Clear/Overcast G
2013-06-11 L19-2 15:08 19:10 20 4 Cloudy G
2013-06-12 L19-2 10:33 19:07 20 8.5 Clear G
2013-06-13 L19-2 16:17 17:27 20 0.8 Cloudy/Overcast G
2013-06-14 L19-2 06:02 08:30 20 0.8 Cloudy G
2013-06-14 GW Librae 10:42 12:54 30 2 Cloudy D
2013-06-14 L19-2 13:13 13:58 20 0.5 Cloudy G
2013-06-15 - - - - - Overcast -
2013-06-16 - - - - - Overcast -
Table D.14: Observation log for June 2013
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